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D enr M r. H nnncl: 

H av ing studied several Yoga Courses, T 
nm in a posi t ion to state that t his is o ne of 
t ho best I have ever read . Jn fac t, I did 
not know t ha t it was permisaible to put 
som e of these thin gs in writin g . 

I w as b o und to t h e strict est secrecy whe n 
I was tau gh t some of t he th ings t ho.re in con
tained . 

~'h e Yogi t eachers would not allow it to 
be prin ted. the lessons b e in g g iven only by 
word of mouth. 

It is n m ost valu able wo r k a nd worth m a ny, 
many t imes the price to anyone wishing t o 
acqu i re unusual pows r. 

Very s incerely you rs , 

E. E . T H Ol\•lA S, 1\faster. 

Universa l O rder of Occul t Sc ience . 

Chicago, December 18, 1929. 

My dear I\fr. Hna ncl : 

Stuponclous ! At last we have u.n accurate , 
unde rstandable, workable t ru.nalation of the 
hidden mys te ries of t he E nst writte n in the 
Ja.nguugo o f t he ·West . 

" T he Amazing Secret s o f the Yogi" is almost 
beyond beli cf~ontaining u.s it does all t he 
wenlt b a nd essence of t he accumulated knowl
edge of t he Y ogi--4000 years o f s ifting the 
whea t fro m the chaff- the true from the un t rue 
- t he essential from tho non-essential. 

Reaching fur its foum.l u. Lio u beyond Lho 
consciousness of man to t he Divine Source 
Itself- this sys tem o f philosophy teaches t he 
bas ic and fundamen tal fact s of phys ical a nd 
spiritual life . 

A s tude n t of th is course w ill t ravel the path 
of progressive superio rity a rri ving a t las t to 
a place where he will know-more of che mistry 
than the che mist-more of P hys ics, I\<l edicine 
and T elepathy t ha n ma ny of our sc ient ists. 

A s tudy of t he Amaz ing Secrets of t he Yog i 
will lif t one to t he ve ry heigh ts of power . 

S incerely, 

J . AUST EN CAMPBELL. 

T ell why many attru.ct t o the mselves evil s a nd m isfort unes-<>the rs ha.o piness 
fo r t une , st ill others long life o r t he reverse . This has in nll p roba bili ty n e ver 
been h e r e tofore r e vea led . 

They nlso t ell o f t he many m igh t wonder workers in I nd ia nnd t he methods 
by which t hey levitate t he ir astral bodies o r transport them at w ill to any desi red 
loca t ion . Anothe r a m a zing se c ret! 

They t ell where the masculi ne, fiery a nd pos itive et heric fo rces come from and 
how t hey a re dis tributed to nil pa rts o f t he body; they also tell where t he fe mi n ine, 
sympathetic nnd negative forces come from and how t hey a re d istribu ted. 

They t ell of the power t o create, preserve and destroy . 
They tell of tha t force, which in Symbolical Lang uage is ca ll ed " T he Garden 

of E den , the Tree of Life a nd t he T ree of Knowledge ," and how t he force some
t imes leads downward to un restrained lust a nd death a nd how i t may be fo rced 
upward t o supernal heigh ts of power and sp i rituali ty . This is another of the 
Amazing Secrets o f the Yogi! 

They tell how the anien t Y ogis of I nd ia have acquired the w isdom by wh ich 
they can manipulate t he invis ible forces of Nature and t hus seem to wo rk 
miracles. H o w t hey use the mind as an ae rial to receive the unspoken though ts 
of others . 

T hey tell of t he t hree phases of life or s tates of B e ing-<>£ t he [nfin ite, Omni
presen t, M a nifesting Powe r of the Universe-<>£ a method o f con t rolling this 
fo rce. They will t e ll you of an attract ive force which draws power fro m t he 
Universnl storehouse o f Power a nd you may develo p power from t he Universal 
s toreho use of Power and you may develop miraculous power and become a cente r 
or rad ia n t magnetism . 

They tell how the Yogis retain buoyan t health , rugged s trength a nd cha rm of 
pcrsonnlity a nd postpone old age, decay and death . T h is is a.no ther o f t he 
Amazin g Secrets of t he Yogi a nd worth hundreds of times the p rice of t he entire 
cou rse. 

They tell of a wonderful secret which w as wrested fro m t he Japanese by a 
Jiu Ji tsu champion . The secret is a method of resu!!lcita tion, o r res to ring life 
to persons who a re a pparently dead from dro wn ing o r sudden concuss ions due 
to a ny s tage of colla pse or unconsciousness . 

They tell of a n " inner light." When you are ena bled to ma ke use o f this 
"inner light," you not o nl y kno w, but you know that you know . Y ou arc no 
longer a n exoerimenter , you no longer s peculate o r guess, you a re i n touch with 
t he storehouse of power , a nd can replen ish at w ill. Thus yo u may t urn the 
t ide of failure into aucceaa, t hus you become a Maaterl 

They tell of a highe r pla ne of existence; on t his plane all is pe rfect. On this 
plane the harsh lines of t he face disa ppear, t he voice becomes soft a nd beau t Hul. 
I t is the Ideal state. On t his plane the Ideal h llf become the R eali ty, the see ke r 
nod t he sought a re one. 

These facts have been preserved only in the memory of cer tain living Yogis, 
who a re the las t descendan ts of a grand array of disciples, who have kep t burning 
the to rch of wisdom, kindled by the earlies t and great est ADEPTS OF INDIA. 
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''PSYCH IAN A" 
(The New Psychological Religion) 

A new and revolutionary religious teaching based entirely on the mis
understood sayings of the Galilean Carpenter, and designed to show 
how to find and use the same identical power that He used. 

Dr. Frank B. Robinson ' 
Founder of "Psychia.na' 

"PSYCHIANA" 
BELIEVES AND TEACHES AS FOLLOWS: 
FIRST-That there is no such thing a.s a " subconscious mind." 

SECOND-That there is. in this universe, a FAR MORE POTENT and 
DYNAMIC POWER, the manifestations of which have been errone
ously credited to some other supvoaed p ower called the "subconscious 
m ind." 

THIRD-That this ! !>VISIBLE, DYNAMIC vowor is THE VERY SAME 
POWER that JESUS USED when He staggered the nations by His 
so-called "miracles," and by raising the dead. 

FOURTH- 'Ihat Jesus bad NO MONOPOLY on this Power. 
F IFTH-That it is oossible for EVERY NORMAL human being understand

ing spiritual law as He understood it, TO DUPLICATE EVERY WORK 
THA'l' THIS CARPENTER OF GALILEE EVER DID . When He 
said "the things that I do shall YE DO ALSC"-He meant EXACTLY 
WHAT HE SAID. · 

SIXTH-That this dynamic Power, is NOT TO BE FOUND "within," but 
ha.a its source in a far different direction. 

SEVENTH-THAT THE WORDS OF THIS GALILEAN CARPENTER 
WENT A THOUSAND MILES OVER THE HEADS OF HIS HEAR
ERS 2,000 YEARS AGO, AND ARE STILL A THOUSAND MILBS 
OVER T HE HEADS OF THOSE WHO PROFESS TO FOLLOW 
HIM TODAY. 

EIGHTH-Tha t this same MIGHTY, INVISIBLE, PULSATING THROB
BING PO\VER can be used by anyone-A'! ANY HOUR OF THE DAY 
OR NIGH'! and without such methods as "going into the s ilence" or 
"gazing o.t hright objoot.e, etc.'' 

NINTH-That when once understood and correctly used, this mighty Power 
is ABUNDANTL Y ABLE. AND NEVER FAILS TO GIVE HEALTH , 
HAPPI?-ri:E.SS, and OVERWHELMING SUCCESS in whatever I>rOI>er 
line it may ha desired. 

DR. FRANK B. ROBINSON 
one of the keenest psychological minds this country has ever produced, and one of the most 
earnest intense searchers into the spiritual realm believes, after years of experimentation and 
research, that there is in this world today, an UNSEEN power or force, so dynamic in itself, 
that all other powers or forces FADE INTO INSIGNIFICANCE BESIDE IT. He believes 
that this power of force is THE VERY SAME POWER THAT JESUS USED. He believes 
further that the entire world, including the present church structure, MISSED IN ITS EN
TIRETY the message that He came to bring. · He believes that 
The world is on the verge of the most stupendous spiritual upheaval it has ever exper
ienced-the advent of Christ being of small importance when compared to it. 

FREE • • • FREE • • • FREE 
Every reader of THE MYSTIC WoRLD is cordially invited to write "PSYCHIANA" for more 
details of this revolutionary teaching which might very easily be discussed the ENTIRE WORLD 
ROUND. Dr. Robinson will tell you something of his years of search for the truth as he KNEW 
it must exist, and will give you a few facts connected with the founding of "PSYCHIANA." 
NO OBLIGATIONS WHATSOEVER. Sign your name and address here. 

NOTICE 
The requests for this course of instruction and infor

mation concerning it have broken all records. Replies 
have come to us literally by the thousand and students 
h ave enrolled for the course by the hundred. We expected 
the course to be a success, b ut we did NOT anticipate 
tbe over whelming number of r eplies which we have to 
d ate received. We are rapidly getting our h eads above 
water and hope to be able to discontinue the use of 
printed acknowledgments we have been forced to use 
to date and personally reply to all letters. 

-----------------------------~ 
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Street and Number . .... . .. ...... .. ...... . 
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Send this to "Psychiana,'' Moscow, Idaho 
M.W.2 
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DE 
PRO FUNDIS 

-Ad Astra 
By THE EGYPTIAN 

0 UT from abyssmal depths of the primeval 
Dark, did embryonic life spring forth

an endless cycle of be-ing and of be-coming, so 
to reflect creative Intellect at large. Not "trail
ing clouds of glory" were we, but creatures of 
primordial instinct- striving to achieve articu
late expression, and with it, the dormant hope 
for a larger existence! Of such stern stuff were 
men-gods made! 

Then, in those crude Beginnings, did homo 
sapiens feel the ray of cosmic urge; no senti
mental coward he-when Nature's open book 
his truest Bible was. Imagery, in pure symbolic 
form, became the current medium of his thought 
exchange- and not imaginings, such as the later 
necromancers indulged in. For in that long-for
gotten Dawn of Golden Ages, the genial Na
ture-gods sufficed; no tyrant overlord, nor pathos 
born of "sin" dogma, did cast upon sweet earth 
its shadow cross of abject gloom! True Wis
dom sprang from simple hearts-and not from 
brooding brai~s I 

Ah! then was Knowledge born of LOVE

and that, in turn, of SACRIFICE. At first man, 
the realist, did not indulge in fantasies of Nev
er-never Land. His was a simple nature creed 
-of COURAGE based on ethics. Not he it 
was who reckoned loss and gain, since biologic 
impulse urged him on to test his patience in the 
face of countless odds. He toiled and bled, 
hoped and . died-true progeny of the PROME

THEUS breed! He was a man-who needed no 
un-earned Elysian bliss I 

Out of such a sterling school of super-discip
line was born the free-masonic code of Liberty 
on JUSTICE based. The earliest logos concept 
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of a Messianic "White Hope" was no slabber
ing sentiment for weaklings, steeped in rainbow- · 
colored dye of selfishness. The MESSENGER, 
Truth's warrior was he-and no mere "Santa 
Claus" to pamper moron greed. The ancients' 
Paradise no loafing slackers did contain. Up 
there-in starry space-the "Shining Ones" and 
the blessed manes worked harder than the 
earthlings do. In the Elysian fields began-not 
ended-all great, creative t asks! The "isles of 
the bl est" contained no sentimental drones I 

Straight from the tomb, down into Hell, 
world-saviors did descend-there to renew the 
ageless war upon the spawn of CHAOS, and 
its Night; for EVIL, then, was held to be of 
purpose great-that out of it, the risen manes, 
should GOOD create. This was the sesame 
key to transcendental alchemy. No hocus-pocus 
panacea for all ills,° nor black magicians' tabula 
smaragdina worked by . mere wish, did white 
magicians propagate! Wisdom to LEARN was 
first to EARN I _ 

Wherefore, 0 Seeker, do reflect upon these 
simple truths . of old. N·o immortality of soul, 
nor Paradisium's "pearly gates," exists for those 
who shirk the common, mundane task on God's 
green earth. To live again-renewed of youth 
-do Evil into Good transmute. Wish not, PpY 
less; but harder do the very deeds all thorobreds 
were meant to do, to l~ve this earth a better 
place, for those not y_e.t earth-born-ere we, 
who live today, for . th<: ; beyond depart. Thus 
only, wilt the white Christ comprehend; thus 
only, resurrection makes of

1 
Death the mere pre

lude-to Masterhood's celestial symphony! The 
Path to Heaven leads through Hell I 

• I) 



Earth's greatest secret revealed when 
we can instantly talk around the 
world and with other planets! 

HEARING WITI 

THE scientific and religious world is stag
gered and stunned by the immense pos

sibilities of these remarkable inventions which 
make not only inter-planetary but inter
galaxial communications possible. Light, from 
distant worlds so far away that it takes untold 
thousands of light years for their light to reach 
our planet, could transmit the human voice 
and talk to us with the aid of these amazing 
inventions, whose telescopic receiver has 
selenium ears that transform light vibrations 
into sound waves. 

Down through the ages there have been a 
few of mankind whose sensitive natures were 
receiving stations of the Once Great Un- · 
known, and now with the aid of an artificial 
telescopic ear, many others may listen to mes-

6 • 

The Amazing Discov<; 
sages broadcasted from the Infinite Hosts of 
Heaven. 

The complex, multi-tubed telescopic ear can 
also detect rays of light too faint to be seen 
by the unaided human eye, and by means of 
a polarized light projector equipped with a 
specially designed shutter directly connected 
with a vibrating diaphram something like that 
of an ordinary telephone transmitter, the hu
man voice will carry hundreds of miles over 
the polarized light rays as clear as if the 
speaker were just across the room. 

By means of a system of reflectors set up 
every few hundred miles it would be possible 
to talk atound the world with light rays. And, 
what might not b~ conceived at first thought, 
this system of communication by means of 
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LIGHT VIBRATIONS At President Hoover's direc
tion ref erred to the Secretaries 
of War, Navy and Commerce of Charles J. Clarke 

varying the intensity of polarized light rays 
could be used even in the daytime, for the 
telescopic selenium e'ar can be made so senitive 
as to register the projected polarized light rays 
even in bright sunlight. 

The polarized light ray projector, sending 
out only a narrow beam of light to a telescopic 
receiver, not only makes possible private com
munications over immense distances, but also 
permits the broadcasting of a practically un
limited number of messages or programs 
simultaneously without interference, and a 
multiplex receiving station could be so wired 
that it would be possible to instantly connect 
up an individual telephone line or loud speaker 
with any program desired. 

By a special adaptation of the inventions the 
varying intensity of a spot of light projected 
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in television could be made to operate ·a loud 
speaker, thus perfectly synchronizing vision 
and voice. 

Every large sea craft or air craft could be 
equipped with a telescopic spar carrying a 
polarized light projector which could be ele
vated in case of danger and, revolving, send 
out a S.O.S. for hundreds of miles in every 
direction. 

Mr. Clarke, like all true scientists, does not 
wish to commercialize his inventions, and all 
United States and foreign patents will be used 
more for the purpose of preventing any 
monopoly of his discoveries, than for personal 
profit. In fact he has already offered to assign 
to the United States Government all patents 
granted to him in order to prevent any private 
exploitation of his inventions now or later. 

• '1 



.•. Blind sroff ers, facing IT at night, alone-to be dwarfed by the 
over-powering "presence'' of occult Genius, impt"isoned in stone! Sil
houetted against a star.ry canopy of deepest blue, its Eastern side 
wrapped in solid shadows from the nearby Great Pyramid of Khufu, 
thus appears the Androgyne symbol of the Sun God- Guardian of the 
Nile, and the Key to Egypt's Messianic Mysteries of deathless life! 
An enigmatic reminder of fot"gotten Wisdom-Love; its awe-inspiring 
countenance a divinely-noble study of serene MASTERHOOD! A 
living Force; a tensely crouchant SOMETHING--1'eady to spring 
into action! "HU," the Smiter-"Father of Terror" ••. and Who, 
amongst mortals, ponders not over the veiled significance of the secret 
stelae of SPHINX, for "Here Have I Stood Since the Beginning!" 

As The Mystic Soul of Humanity 
Lool\_s Bae]\_ at Its Past-

By /EGYPTUS 

"HOBGOBLINS"-"kelpies"? Yes-and 
110 again; was Earth not young, and 

was man not the incarnate progeny of embry
onic elementals'? Diminutive of size; the bulg
ing eyes furtively slanting, far back to both 
sides of its egg-shaped head, covered with the 
ridiculous "pepper-corn" crop of hair-typical of 
all pygmy aborigines. Alertly nervous, ever 
ready for sudden disappearance; yet boldly 
curious, in spite of natural timidity born of 
nameless fear. Such was the web-footed, orig
inal "pickaninny" of the equatorial hinterland: 
ante-deluvian foster-child of Earth-father Seb 
(J oseph)-of "little-folk" legends, and "Mother 
Goose" fame. Your ancestor-and mine. (For 
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Cro-magnon giants were not, as yet, to lead 
future anthropologists on a "wild-goose" chase, 
away from the other Goose symbol, Seb , of 
Egyptian hieroglyphs!) 

Out of Earth's volcanic fissures (Ptah, pigmy, 
type for Osiris, Lazarus, became "Vulcan
Hephaestos" later!), and from the clefts of 
rock, sprang IT-ere sex division saw the he 
and she of Eden fables. Ah! Did not the 
negroid pygmy Ptah (first humanized form of 
Messiahs) become L -ASAR (Osiris-L.azarus) 
and the Q-R-S-T mummy-type of annointed 
Christ? Hath not the Messianic form of hu
man-shaped ATUM (ADAM, ADMU) been 
thusly depicted-as "God of Mankind," and 
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"God of Resurrection"? Of mundane birth, but 
of Divine descent-via elemental progenitors of 
a primordial Past !-did early mankind reckon 
true genealogy! 

The great dark surrounded hermaphrodyte 
man-woman of that pre-Akkadian age-did not 
its curious web feet come handy in the equa
torial reed swamps of the African· Great Lakes? 
The tiny creature amply hid by taller jungle 
grass, agile as the ape cousins, from whom it 
borrowed the "clicking" language of the earliest 
homo (the KHOI-KHOI Hottentots still use 
it!) And no sun! The mellow mother-moon 
was the chief delight of its nocturnal mode of 
ante-deluvian life. The moon was ever dear to 
little folk, and lesser monkey-folk. Such, then, 
is the actual scene to greet the "missing link"
betwixt "astral" (elemental) ATUM, and a 
later full-grown, sex-split, human race. Mil
leniums passed ere solar cults replaced the orig
inal lunar cults! AFRICA, the Dark Continent 
-not Asia !-is the cradle of humanity (by the 
way, is not the infant cradle crescent shaped?) 
Ages passed ere African mythology became "his
toric" ( ?) legends of Asian-Semitic manufac
ture-ere KHEM'S talking animals (of Bush
men and Hottentots) made copy for Christian 
nursery rhymes! 

The Manza dom-palm of Equatoria was the 
earliest shelter and abode; · the dome-shaped, 
semi-circular, rock was the legendary place of 
birth-the original "Rock of Ages." Food and 
shelter gave the Tree-the prototype of legen
dary Y gdrasils. A warming-place (as "council
seat"-still used by Apes!) and a primitive mor
tar (for grinding nuts, herbs, and maize) was 
the birth-rock (the hieroglyphic letter T, and 
sign for female mons veneris). Both, tree and 
rock were sacred fetish, venerated (not wor
shipped) for their symbolic significance in com
memorating The Beginnings, and because of 
their signal usefulness to earlier realists (who 
were no metaphysical speculators on abstract 
riddles). From that selfsame palm-tree was 
early man to weave his flrst coverings ( thr 
Eden fig-tree is a native of AFRICA!), and to 
manufacture his flrst thatch model for future 
kraals (church and mosque ir:teriors are still 
dome-shaped!). From that selfsame birth-rock 
was he to snatch the flrst flint-spark that 
wrought the blessed miracle of fire; and to 
shape and to sharpen the flrst weapons to free 
him from the tyranny of predatory beasts. 
Could anything be more sacred than the humble 
tree and rock-that were the primm·y . cause of 
later civilizations? 0 Mama Tree! 0 Rock of 
Ages! How soon mankind forgot your place in 
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true history! (Or can it be that the DOME
shaped rock of Sepulcll1'e, and the weeping wil
low, reminders of African everglades, now 
guard, symbolically, our re-paganized (in 
Mother-Father Earth) Dead? 

II 
Again the Rock-again the Tree. A kraal 

of huts constructed from palmetto leaves, fibre 
and grass-the clay floors stamped solidly, and 
covered by mattings. Cooking utensils and 
water gourds-from hardened clay, melons, co
ccianuts; robes made from tree-bark and ani
mal furs. Decorative colorings-extracted from 
tree-sap, plant-juices, and terra cotta. Stone
axes, flints, spear-heads, ar.rows, bows, knob
kerries, boomerangs, shields of dressed hide
mute evidences of domestic peace and rampant 
warfare gathered, symbolically, under the same 
roof! 

Semi-circular rocks for a multiform usage of 
war and peace. A huge "birth-rock" in the spa
cious, open center of the kraal and dark, russet
brown stains bespeak eloquently of the sinister 
origins-altar of sacrifice and puberty-rite 
"table" of operation, in one. An immense titan 
of the forest-resplendent with its shadow-giv
ing foliage-stands, also, in this first of Agoras 
and public forums; "gree-gree" fetishes, for 
daemon-propitiations, dangle in colorful variety 
from its massive limbs: the bark-covering of 
its sturdy trunk sports a bewildering maze of 
carved symbolisms. Mooing, bleating, cackling, 
grunting noises testify to the fact that domesti
cated stock has the run of the villayet. The 
deafening concerto of nearby-at ·thei1r -safe 
side of the thorn-brush ringed kraal! Ever
curious monkey-folk and still more "nosey" 
birds (with a choicely-profane vocabulary!) 
gives the Dawn its noisy welcome. Babies 
squawk-as only babies can. Soprano-alto notes 
seek to pacify the "precious ones' " racket. Bari
tone yawns and grumblings are now . and then 
off-key in throaty falsetto-tenor. No need to 
emphasize the fact that it is before breakfast's 
soothing pacifism, and that "Home, Sweet 
Home" witnesses a (now-common-place) pre
lude. Man is at last on the high-road to Civ
ilization! 

The entire village is assembled in the Forum, 
marked by Tree and Rock. Females to one 
side, smaller children at the same side; males 
to the other side. In the center, facing the 
altar-rock, stand two columns of youth-one 
male, the other female. No need to guess their 
respective ages-their budding forms reveal the 
unmistakabie signs of the pubescent period of 
adolescence. By the altar-rock, gravely of mien, 
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stands the wise woman and her oldest daugh
ter-Africa's equivalent of the West-Indian 
"mamaloi" -the Seeress-Mother of the totemic 
clan. (The petticoat suggestion of the earlier 
"Amazon" rule of totemic Motherhood is still 
apparent in "Sophia," "mother church"-not to 
mention "aprons" and clerical, ceremonial robes, 
as well as judicial and academic costumery ! ) . It 
is the final stage of the M atriarchate-already 
declining before the imminent Patriarch period 
(that invariably; even among aborigines of the 
day; marks the important epochal change from 
the palaeolithic totemism of tribal connubium
to the neolithic group-marriage, and its succe~d
ing pairing of latest monogamy). The puberty 
ceremony reaches its dramatic climax of young
man and young-woman making, as the lawful 
initiation into adult membership of the clan and 
its mysteries. Youth after youth, maiden after 
maiden-all of the puberty-age candidates
submit to the sub-incision and circumcision oper
ation, performed with an obsidian knife. This 
done, the feast of honor begins-and the Satur
nalia of promiscuous tribal connubium holds its 
unchecked orgiastic sway. (This, then, is the 
once necessary reason for stone-age lust, so 
glibly denounced by ignoramuses, who, also, 
little suspect the symbolic significance of com
memoration, as yearly celebrated by all enlight
ened nations of antiquity,. so to honor the re
mote beginnings of natural selectivity via 
communal "passion-plays"!) 

III 

Memphis, Golden Memphis! What bloody, 
abysmally-savage milleniums of an evolutionary 
pathos went into the makings of thy matchless 
glory? The dark lore of Inner-African begin
nings, cemented by untold sacrifices, is now the 

dam-lore that the mind of man 
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hath ever conceived. Here-the 
celebrated Messianic Mysteries 
of the .ti. tlantaean cult of 
PT AH! What evolution for 
thee, 0 equatorial Pygmy? The 
sublimest figure ever known 
to mankind - the incarnate 
Logos, with the livid promise 
of an Eternal Life - trans-

planted from the still unexplored fastnesses back 
of Tanganyika territory, thence to lower Egypt 
with its Sphinxion and Pyramids-thence to 
everywhere! 

A hush of impressive silence grips the secret 
conclave of the Memphite Great Company Her
Seslzti ("Horus Followers"-the oldest Broth
erhood known. to history )-as the mysterious 
Youth Im-Hetep (Prince of Peace) begins his 
impassioned discourse of Messianic wisdom. 
Even the sacred presence of "Paruhak" ("Phar
aoh," falsely) H esepti is forgotten during these 
sublime moments of oral mystery teachings. 
Ah! What would Solon-who learned in Sais 
the Deluge Mystery from the Her-Seshti!-have 
given, to sit in the Divine Presence of that 
twelve-year-old "Saint" of Memphis (whom 
antiquity was to hail as Aesculapios-Harpoka
rates-Imouthis-the "Son of PT AH," and the 
wisest man of all times). What would Pytha
goras, Hor-Apollo, Herodotus, Manetho, Eras
tothenes, Appollonius, and Plato have given for 
the privilege to hear the "Sayers of. IUSA 
(Jes us)" from the lips of HIM, in whose name 
spurious "historic" effigies were to be foisted 
upon ignorant millions upon millions! 

"I AM THE SON OF YESTERDAY, OF TO-DAY, AND 
OF TO-MORROW, AND I HAVE THE POWER TO BE 
REBORN AGAIN AND AGAIN!" "I AM THE RESUR
RECTION AND THE LIFE!" "I COME AS THE AM
BASSADOR OF THE LORD OF LORDS-HE IS I, AND I 
AM HE!" "I TRAVEL ON HIGH; I TREAD UPON 
THE FIRMAMENT; I RAISE A FLAME WITH THE 
DAYLIGHT WHICH MINE EYE HATH MADE; AND 
I FLY FORWARDS TOWARDS THE SPLENDORS OF THE 
GLORIFIED, IN THE PRESENCE OF RA, DAILY GIV
ING LIFE TO EVERY MAN WHO TREADETH UPON 
THE EARTH!" "WITNESS FOR ETERNITY IS MY 
NAME!" And thusly onwards flow the rythmic 
truths of HIM who came for His " hidden 
Father." AMEN. The awesome mysteries of 
the Risen Son and the trans-substantiation are 
being performed. 0 Prince of Peace! Forgot
ten Thy Egypt; forgotten Thy living person
in the maze of "historic" mockeries, that were 
to bring anti-Christ into being! 

0 Son of the Ages! 0 IUSA (ever-coming 
Son), of the Virgin-Mother Iusaas (Isis) the 

(Continued on Page 65) 
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ABIE "<:2asses Over'' 
A Land Where 'Truth is Stranger 'Than Fiction 

By VERENA G. KOEHLER 

ABIE is awake and feeling fine. A good 
night's sleep is a remedy for almost any 

trouble. Ah, yes! What was it he was think
ing about? Too bad one must wake up-after 
such a sleep. 

There is something-. Last night after he 
left his store--. But a pleasant voice breaks 
in on his reverie, startling Abie. 

' 'So, you are here!" 
Abie opened his eyes and looked at the speaker 

-a man he never before had seen. 
"Of course, I am here. Wherever I am is 

'here,' isn' t it?" 
Abie is rather irritated. What does the man 

mean by coming to his home and waking him? 
A low chuckle is the man's only reply. 
Abie sits up. More business of course. He 

has a wonderful store, second to none in his city; 
but sometimes-. Well, the man, whoever he 
is, doesn't look like the kind who would drive 
too hard a bargain. Perhaps he can sell him 
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something. Of course! Abie glances abo'ut, 
looks again,-then stares incredulously. Where 
is he? He has never seen this place before! 
This is outdoors! 

Around Abie stretches what at first glance 
would seem to be a park. There is something 
about this park, however, that is different, the 
difference being somehow indefinable. Perhaps 
this difference is due to the clear sky; perhaps 
the air which has the sort of tang that makes 
one want to breath deeply and to enjoy it to 
the full. Even the grass on which Abie has 
been lying seems different-the ground is not 
damp and although the place is brightly lighted 
there is no glare from the sun. In fact, the 
sun is not visible at alt Trees, shrubbery and 
grass are plentiful; all seem to be in perfect 
condition. Strange, that even under the trees 
the light seems as bright as it is in the open spot 
where Abie found himself. A very strange 
place! 
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. Where is this park and how did he get here? 
Abie tries hard to think. Why can't he remem-
ber, anyway? • 

Again Abie hears that pleasant, low chuckle, 
recalling him to the fact that he has a man with 
him ready to talk business-for what else would 
bring anyone to see him this early? But the 
man is laughing at him. Perhaps when they 
get through talking, Abie will be the one to 
laugh. That has happened before with people 
who looked much more shrewd than this kindly 
faced young man sitting here on the grass in 
front of him. 

First, though, he must find out where he is. 
A very strange place! Open country and he 
has been lying on the grass. Hm ! 

"Perhaps I can be of some assistance to you," 
the pleasant voice suggests. 

"Maybe you can. Where am I? And what 
is it you want? Something I can sell you? If 
you will come to the store we'll talk beezness, 
Mr. --." Abie hesitated for want of a name. 

"Call me Brother Donald." 
"Call you hr--, Brother Donald. Sure, 

I'll call you Father Abraham if you want me to. 
Now what beezness--." As usual when there 
seemed to be an opportunity to make a deal, all 
other matters vanish from Abie's mind. 

"If it doesn't matter," Brother Donald sug
gests, "I would like to answer your other ques
tions first." 

Abie considered. The man looks as if he 
might be a good customer. He is well dressed, 
in fact, very well dressed; his general appear
ance is that of refinement, and hanging about 
him is an indefinable air of command. The 
man must be humored. Besides Abie WOULD 
like to know how he came to this place. Strange 
that he cannot remember. 

"Well, where am I? And why am I here?" 
"Do you recall what happened last night?" 

Brother Donald asked. 
"Why,-why, yes," Abie replies, though actu

ally he does not remember. Is Brother Donald 
hinting that he has been out having a good time 
and got so pickled that he didn't know what 
happened? But he hasn't been. He-Abie
has no time for such parties. How could he 
with a business like his? His friends thought 
him foolish to tie himself down to work so 
much of the time, but what had they in com
parison? Nothing. And he was only thirty-five. 
At fifty he would own half the city. But Brother 
Donald has asked him what happened last night. 
It will not do to let Brother Donald think he 
does not remember. He must begin with what 
he can recall. Abie thinks hard. 

"I shut up my store, and called for my friend 
Ikey, and we started home. I was driving fast 
because I was late, then-then--" 

·"What happened on the corner of Clifford 
Street?" Brother Donald asks as Abie hesitates. · 

"When I · got there the light turned green and 
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I started across; then I saw a big truck coming 
down Clifford-going pretty fast. It came right 
along and I knew there was going to be a 
collision and-and--that's all." 

Abie can remember no more but what he can 
recall has an awful significance. 

"What happened? There must have been an 
accident." Abie is getting excited. "Did you 
see it? Wasn't I driving all right? The truck 
was to blame, wasn't it? Did anyone else see 
it? Did you get their names? D id it hurt the 
car? . . . Well, why don't you say. something?" 
Abie pauses for breath. 

"There was an accident, and I saw it," 
Brother Donald calmly replies. 

"Well, wasn't I driving all right? Wasn't 
the light green? Wasn't I on the right side of 
·the street? And I wasn't going too fast be
cause I had nearly stopped when the light was 
red. Isn't that so?" 

"Yes, that is all true." 
"Good!" This is very much to Abie's satis

faction and with zeal, due partly to inheritance, 
partly to training, Abie at once plunges into the 
phase of his present problem which holds the 
most interest for him. 

"Now, my friend, we are going to. do lleezness. 
We are going to sue that truck." 

"We are?" Brother Donald inquires with a 
calmness that Abie finds just a little irritating. 

"Of course, we are. Do you think I'd let 
anyone run into me like that and not get any
thing for it? How bad was the car hurt? 
And," as another thought enters his mind, "was 
Ikey injured?" 

Brother Donald nods. 
"How bad?" 
"Very badly." 
"You mean he was-
Again Brother Donald nods. 
"My friend Ikey dead! Oh, Ikey! Ikey! 

The best friend I ever had. And I am the one 
who brought him to his death. Oh, Ikey! 
But-." The mental training he has. given him
self for years comes to the foreground again. 
"That truck is going to pay for this, and they 
are going to pay a big price, too. How much 
do you think I ought to sue them for?" . 

"I don't think you will sue them at all." 
"What! Not sue them? When I was right. 

When they killed my friend Ikey! When 
they--." Ah, yes. Something else. Why 
hadn't he thought of it at first? "Say, what 
did they do to me?" 

"Your car was ruined." 
"Yes, yes. I know, but what did they do to 

me? Why am I here? Was I knocked uncon
scious and someone brought me to this place? 
And why can't I sue them anyway?" 

"If you will feel of the back of your head 
you will find out what happened to you." Brother 
Donald has an odd look in his eyes. 

Abie immediately puts his hand on the place 
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mentioned and finds that the lower part of his 
skull has been crushed. In consternation he 
brings his hand back and finds it covered with 
blood. He cries out in alarm. 

"I'm hurt. Hurt! Hurt bad! I've got to 
get to a hospital quick. Call an ambulance, will 
you?" 

"Sorry, Abie, I can't do that." 
"Well, if there aren't any ambulances near, 

get someone else to take me. I don't care who 
or what-but hurry. With my head smashed 
like this I'm likely to die." Abie's voice rises in 
a wail. "Why don' t you do something instead 
of standing there smiling at me as though this 
was a show or something? I'll give you five 
dollars to get me to a hospital." 

"But, Abie, I can't, I-" 
"Ten dollars." 
"Not even for that." 
"Fifteen." 
"No Abie-" 
"T~enty, 'and may God forgive you for being 

such a robber." 
"No, Abie. I can't-." 
"Can't nothing! You want more money, huh? 

But you are not going to get it. I'll die first ." 
Then in a tone of persuasion, 

"Twenty dollars is a lot of money, my friend." 
Brother Donald smiles. "First you call me 

your friend, then you call me a robber; then I 
am your friend again. How about it?" 

"Oh, you are my friend-if you get me to a 
hospital." 

"And a robber if I don't, eh?" Evidently 
Brother Donald's perceptions are keen. 

"Well, -- well, why don't you do some
thing? Why don't you say something anyway? 
This pain is driving me crazy. How much do 
you want? Why won't you take me to the hos
pital? Why-" 

"] ust a moment, please." Brother Donald 
interrupts Abie's eloquent gestures. "You do 
not understand. I don't want any of your 
money." 

"Then what do you want and why don't you 
do something? Do you want to see me die right 
here in front of you?" Abie's voice rises, partly 
in anger, partly in pain, which he is just now 
beginning to really feel. 

"You can't die, Abie. There is a good reason. 
And there is no reason why you must go to a 
hospital. I can attend to your injuries myself." 

'.'So, you are a doctor." Abie's relief shows 
in his voice. "Why didn't you say that in the 
first place?" 

Brother Donald smiles. "Perhaps I didn't 
have a chance. Now, if you-" 

But Abie has another thought. "How much 
are you going to charge me, doctor?" 

"I am not a doctor and there will be no 
charge." 

"Not a doctor? Can you-" Abie stares at 
Brother Donald in bewilderment. 
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"Yes, I can help you to effect a complete cure 
of your injury in a few minutes,'' Brother 
Donald replies, answering Abie's unspoken ques
tion. 

"Hu·h," Abie comments dubiously, "the part 
about no charge sounds good anyway. . . . Go 
ahead." 

"The first thing that I want you to do," 
Brother Donald instructs, "is to make a mental 
picture of your head the way it looked before 
you were hurt, while I apply some medicine 
I have here." 

"Will the medicine burn?" Abie asks as he 
sees Brother Donald pull a bottle from his 
pocket. 

"No, you will hardly feel it, but you must 
do your part. Concentrate on the back of 
your head as it looked before you had the 
accident." 

"Do I have to remember the little bald spot 
that was starting to come?" 

"Not unless you want to. Are you ready?" 
"Yes, but this seems like a funny way to be 

curing broken bones." Abie is still suspicious. 
"Suppose you leave that to me." Something . 

about Brother Donald's tone gives Abie assur
ance that whether he is a doctor or not, Brother 
Donald knows what he is about. The medicine 
is applied to the crushed skull while Abie tries 
hard to concentrate. In a few moments Brother 
Donald has finished. 

"Now feel of the back of your head." 
Very gingerly Abie puts his hand back and 

finds to his great surprise that his injury is 
completely healed. To say that he is surprised 
is to put it mildly. He is simply dumbfounded. 
There is no more bleeding, no more pain; every
thing is all right, and it only took a few mo
ments. He has heard of wonders performed by 
some famous surgeons but nothing like this, 
ever. This is almost a miracle. 

"Oh, my friend! My friend!" he cries as 
soon as he finds his voice. "How did you do it?" 

"So, I am your friend now? You are sure I 
am not a robber?" 

"You said there was no charge, didn't you?" 
Abie asks, again suspicious; his face a study in 
expression. 

"Yes." 
"And you meant it?" 

"Certainly." 
It is safe then for Abie to be enthusiastic. 

"That is wonderful, my friend! Wonderful 
work! How do you do it?" 

"Very easily. I will explain the method a 
little later." 

Abie ponders over this for some time, now 
and then putting his hand to the back of his 
head in great perplexity. Suddenly • his face 
lights up. 

"Well, now I tell you what!" Abie exclaims, 
rubbing his hands together, "you and I are go
ing to do beezness. Whv, with your ability to 
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heal and my beezness ability we could make 
millions. Millions, my friend. You should 
never do anything 'no charge.' " 

"You mean that I should charge you, then?" 
There is a bit of mischief appearing in Brother 
Donald's eyes. 

"No, no. That is for other people. Between 
beezness partners it is different. I tell you 
what we'll do. You cure the people I bring to 
you and I'll collect the fees. We will be rich. 
Rich!" 

"But, Abie, I have no desire to be rich.'' 
"What! What? You ought to be ashamed 

of yourself. Anyway, you would like to be 
famous. You let me attend to the beezness end 
of the partnership and you will be famous in a 
week-in a day-over night. If you don't want 
to be rich-well, I can take care of the fees." 

Brother Donald smiles a slow, patient smile. 
"No, Abie. It won't do. You will see why 
when I explain." 

"Well, what is the explanation? But before 
you begin I know you are wrong. When my 
Uncle Jacob gave me my start he told me al
ways I should think of beezness first before 
anything else and what did it do for me? Why, 
I have the best store in town. I have a won
derful wife, a beautiful home, and lots more 
things-but always it is beezness, beezness first." 

"I am sorry," Brother Donald replies, "be
cause there is no business here.'' 

"No beezness ! Don't talk such foolishness. 
As long as people are alive there will be beez
ness.'' 

"Yes, as long as they are alive.'' 
This reply startles Abie. "Hey! What do 

you mean?" 
"Will you listen for a few moments while I 

explain?" 
"Sure." Abie sees he must humor Brother 

Donald again. "After that we will talk beez
ness." 

"I am going to tell you something that will be 
a bit of a shock to you. Do you think you can 
stand it?" 

"It isn't about Rebekah, or my beezness, is it?" 
"No, it's about yourself." 
"Well, then it'~ all right if it doesn't cost 

anything.'' 
"It costs nothing in dollars and cents.'' 
"Go ahead then.'' 
"You remember that I told you your friend 

Ikey was dead?" 
"Yes, poor Ikey! You want me to see about 

his wife and children, huh? Of course, I will. 
He had some insurance and I am going to sue 
that truck that ran into us and you are going 
to be the big witness. Why right away you will 
get in all the papers. Could there ever be any 
better advertising, and free-free- Was that 
what you were thinking about?" 

"No, Abie. I said Ikey was dead. In a few 
moments you will see him.'' 
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"I see him here!" Abie's eyes open wide in 
astonishment. "Why is he here? Why didn't 
they take his body home?" 

"His physical body is at home. His etheric 
body with what you probably would call his 
soul, is over here. Within a very short time 
you can talk to him.'' 

Abie stares at Brother Donald with eyes that 
are wide with wonder. "Then I- I-" 

"The same thing happened to you. Your 
physical body is dead and you are here in your 
etheric body." 

"Etheric body?" Abie is almost stupefied by 
what Brother Donald has told him. He can't 
really mean that he-Abie-is-is- No, no. 
That can't be. He is just as much alive as 
ever. But Brother Donald is explaining. 

"You probably think that you have but one 
body. This is incorrect. You have several. 
The one you are using now we call the etheric 
body. It is composed of a substance a little 
less dense than gas and ordinarily interpenetrates 
the physical body. When one is asleep or when 
the change called death occurs, the etheric body 
leaves its dense physical counterpart and comes 
over here. That is what has happened to you. 
As a result of the accident your physical body 
no longer has life. You have left it and are 
now functioning in your etheric body." 

Abie starts to speak but Brother Donald 
goes on. 

"Before you try to tell me that I must be 
crazy, I must call your attention to a few 
things. First, you probably know, if you stop 
to think of it, that no one who had his head 
smashed as badly as you did, could possibly live 
-in his physical body. Also you know that no 
one could possibly have an injury that was as 
bad as yours, healed so quickly, if he was still 
living on the earth plane. As a matter of fact 
you did the healing yourself by concentrating 
on the back of your head. Do I make myself 
clear?" 

"Yes. No. Yes. You mean I have died and 
gone to-gone to- Say, do you call this place 
heaven?" 

"You may call it heaven, if you wish." 
"That means that maybe it is; maybe it isn't, 

huh?" Abie looks around him; at the trees and 
at the grass on which he has been lying. Very 
carefully he studied the surroundings and he 
then shakes his head. "I don't think this is 
heaven. I don't see any angels anywhere, and
and- It doesn't seem like what I have always 
heard about heaven.'' 

"But, Abie, you were completely healed. 
Doesn't that mean something? Even the bald 
spot on the back of your head is gone." 

Abie puts his hand back to see if this is true. 
_It is. This IS something. 

But Brother Donald has told him that he was 
in his etheric body and the etheric body was 
supposed to be made of a substance a little less 
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dense than gas. In that case one would hardly 
be able to see it and couldn't feel it at all; but 
he can be seen and felt. Certainly! He is just 
as much solid flesh and blood as ever. 

"No, you are wrong," Brother Donald re
plies as though divining Abie's thoughts. "Your 
body seems to be composed, just as much of 
dense physical substance as ever, but it isn't. 
You will find when you go back to the earth 
plane that the body you now possess cannot be 
seen by those who are living there, and that 
they may pass right through you without feeling 
your presence at all. Think it all over care
fully." 

Abie thinks. He thinks for a long time. 
"Well, with a bald spot cured, and no charge 
made, this must be heaven. It isn't much like 
I expected though." Abie heaves a long sigh. 
"I always thought that some day I would rest 
on Abraham's bosom but I didn't think I would 
find it covered with green grass." 

Brother Donald laughs. "We seldom find 
what we expect. But here is Ikey." 

Sure enough, appearing seemingly from no
where, Ikey stands before Abie. Abie throws 
his arms around him. 

"Ikey, Ikey! I thought you were killed. 
Ikey, my friend, I am glad to see you." 

"And I thought you has passed on, Abie,'' 
Ikey replies in a voice that quavers slightly. 

"Brother Donald tells me that we are both 
dead and in heaven. What happened to you? 
Tell me all about it and what you think about 
this place. What did-" 

But Brother Donald breaks in at this point, 
"I think I can leave you now. I have other 
work to do. If you need me, call, and I will 
come." 

As he finishes speaking Brother Donald's feet 
leave the earth and he goes through the air 
with the speed of an arrow. In only a few 
seconds time he cannot be seen. Abie watches 
him, open-mouthed. He turns to Ikey. 

"Ikey, he must be an angel to go through the 
air like that." Ikey looks disgusted. "Abie, 
I'm ashamed of you. Who ever heard of an 
angel with no wings and wearing a pair of 
pants!" 

This is food for thought. 
"Besides," Ikey continues, "everyone over here 

goes through the air that way. That's the way 
they brought me here and I ain't any angel any 
more than I ever was." 

Abie looks at his friend. Those shrewd eyes, 
that nose (but we will pass lightly over that 
characteristic feature), the slightly drooping 
shoulders, the-well, the humanness of him! 
Assuredly Ikey does not look like an angel. 
But-

"Ikey. Do you think this is heaven and we . 
have really died?" 

Ikey turns the ·question over in his mind a 
number of times before replying. After several 
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moments, during which Abie stands impatiently 
waiting, Ikey thinks he has the answer. 

"No, Abie, this is not heaven." 
"Why?" 
"Did you notice the cut of Brother Donald's 

clothes?" 
"Yes. They fit him perfectly. But what has 

that to do with whether this is heaven or not?" 
"His clothes fit him like the paper on the wall. 

That means he has a smart tailor and you 
know there aren't any tailors in heaven." 

"Why couldn't there be?" 
"Abie, I'm surprised at you," Ikey replies. 

"No one ever does anything in heaven but rest." 
Abie ponders over this for some time. "This 

is a strange place all right, but it doesn't seem 
like heaven," Abie admits. 

"It can't be heaven but it looks as though we 
were here to stay. And-what are we going 
to do?" Ikey demands. 

"Whenever I don't know what to do next I 
always think of what Uncle Jacob told me when 
he started me in beezness, 'Remember always, 
beezness first. Beezness first.' " 

"But, Abie," Ikey wails, "what kind of beez
ness can we do here?" 

"The same kind we always do, of course. 
Have you suddenly forgotten how to cut a suit 
of clothes?" 

"No, of course not, but I can't make clothes 
like Brother Donald was wearing.'' 

"What a foolishness! Of course, you can. 
You make the suits and buy the dresses and I'll 
sell them." 

"But what will I make the suits of and 
where'll I buy the dresses?" 

"You leave that to me. I'll find a way. 
Now- -" Abie breaks off to point at a speck 
moving toward them through the air. "Look! 
maybe Brother Donald is coming back.'' 

They both watch the speck as it approaches. 
Rapidly it comes nearer. It is a man, but not 
Brother Donald. Whoever it is hesitates as 
he comes closer, then-- Abie recognizes him! 

"Uncle Solomon!" in surprise. 
"Uncle Solomon!" in fear and uncertainty; 

for Uncle Solomon has been dead five years. 
Abie attended the funeral himself. It can't be 
Uncle Solomon. He looked older anyway. This 
man might be his younger brother. But Uncle 
Solomon had no younger brother. It must be 
one of these freak resemblances one sometimes 
sees. But the man is speaking. 

"Abie! Abie, I just found out you vere here. 
Tell your Uncle you are glad to see him.'' 

"Is it really-" Abie swallows hard, "Uncle 
Solomon?" 

"Vy, of course." 
"But Uncle Solomon has been dead five years." 
"No, not dead. Very much alife, but liffina 

ofer here." 
"But I went to Uncle Solomon's funeral and 

I saw the body put in the grave.'' 
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"Abie, I thought Brother Donald told you vot 
had happened." Uncle Solomon looks inquir
ingly from Ikey to Abie. 

"He did. He did-but- -" 
"You didn't belief him, huh? I didn't either 

at first." 
"I didn't till-I saw you." Abie is at last 

fully convinced. He turns to Ikey, 
"He's right, Ikey. We're dead. Dead! And 

all that work on my store gone for nothing. 
Who will run it now? Rebekah will have to 
sell it. And I was going to make it larger. I 
wanted a big beezness to give to my children 
and my grandchildren." 

"Why, Abie," Ikey interrupts, "you haven't 
any children or grandchildren." 

"Ikey, did you think I didn't know it," Abie 
asks disgustedly. "Now I know I can't EVER 
have any, and Rebekah will take her share of 
my money and marry some good-for-nothing 
loafer. My beezness ! My beezness ! That I 
worked at for years! Gone! All gone!" 

"Calm yourself, Abie," Uncle Solomon re
quests. "I lost my beezness too ven I came ofer 
here." 

"And so have I," moans Ikey. 
"But it wasn't like my beezness. I had the 

'biggest store in the city. The windows were 
beautiful. I had fifty people working for me. I 
had-, oh, I can't talk about it any more. It 
is gone-gone. My beezness!" 

"But," Ikey suggests hopefully, "don't you re
member what your Uncle Jacob always told 
you? 'When you don't know what to do, think 
always first of beezness.' Well, why not?" 

"Think of beezness ! Well?" Abie looks his 
scorn. "What do you think I have just been 
talking about-the labor problem? This is-" 

But Ikey interrupts. "I meant business over 
here. We were just talking about it when your 
Uncle Solomon came." 

"No, Ikey," Uncle Solomon says sorrowfully, 
"there is no beezness here.'' 

"What, Uncle Solomon! I am ashamed of 
you-to be here all this time and do nothing." 

"But you can't do anything over here," Uncle 
Solomon insists. 

"There isn't any place I can't do beezness," 
Abie is just as positive. 

"All right, my nephew. Tell me how you'll 
do it.'' 

"People wear clothes here don't they?" Uncle 
Solomon nods. "Then watch me sell some.'' 

"I'll vatch.'' There is a gleam in Uncle Solo
mon's eye that surely looks mischievous. "Here 
comes a lady now. Suppose you try to sell her 
something.'' 

Coming through the air, now quite close to 
them, is a young woman. Abie calls out, "Lady! 
Lady!" 

The young woman hesitated, then came near 
Abie who has run several steps to meet her. 

"Were you calling me?" Her voice has a 
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wonderful quality. Assuredly, Abie thinks, this 
may not be Heaven but it has some compensa
tions. About the young woman hangs a radiance 
hard to describe-a sense of joyousness, of 
lightness and of vitality. Her clothes are beau
tiful. Made of a soft green material that 
catches the gleam of the light and seems almost 
to give out light of itself. Could she have got 
such a dress from Paris? 

"Yes," Abie answers her. "I want to tell 
you some good news. You have a wonderful 
dress, but I can get one for you that will be 
more beautiful and it won't cost so much either. 
What do you say?" 

"I don't think I just understand you.'' The 
lady is clearly puzzled. 

"Another dress. In a few days we will have 
a stock of the most beautiful clothes you ever 
saw. And the cost-a mere nothing." 

The puzzled frown leaves the young woman's 
face. "Yes? I would like to see your stock.'' 
Her eyes are agleam with mischief-something 
like Uncle Solomon's. 

"We are not ready to open yet but we will 
be soon and you will be our first customer?" 

"I don't know. I would like to see your stock 
today." 

"But lady, like I told you, we haven't opened 
up yet.'' 

"Where will you be located, and where will 
you get the gowns you describe?" 

"Where we get them is a trade secret. You 
will be surprised. If you will give me your ad
dress I will let you know just as soon as we 
open up.'' 

The y-0ung woman can control her mirth no 
longer. Peal after peal of merry laughter rings 
out. Abie watches her, very puzzled indeed. 
He can't see the joke. He looks all around. 
He looks at Ikey and Uncle Solomon. He looks 
to make sure his clothes are on right. He can 
discover nothing wrong. Nothing at all. Then 
what is she laughing about? 

With difficulty she controls her laughter; then, 
looking straight into Abie's eyes she says, "I'm 
so sorry that I laughed but really I couldn't 
help it.'' 

"But what is it all about?" Abie demands, 
mystified. "I don't see anything to laugh at.'' 

"No, you probably wouldn't because you have 
just come over.'' · 

"How did you know that?" Abie is more 
curious than ever. 

"Anyone who had been here very long would 
never try to sell another person anything, espe
cially clothes. Let me tell you why. Substance 
over on this side is very susceptible to thought. 
All one has to do to create a thing, is to create 
a clear mental picture of it and it will exist as 
pictured. For example, watch me.'' She ap
pears to be thinking deeply but her dress grad
ually changes color. Its lines change also. In a 
moment's time the change is complete, and she 
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is wearing a blue dress instead of the green one 
she had on before. Abie stares. 

"Can you see now why no one would pay 
for a new dress?" 

"Do you mean that everyone over here can 
do that?" 

"Certainly. You, too, can do it. Just think 
of yourself as wearing your dinner jacket. 
Think hard,'' as Abie wrinkles his forehead and 

. closes his eyes. "That's It." For Abie's suit 
changes gradually to his dinner clothes. He 
turns in triumph to Ikey. 

"See my new suit-and it didn't cost me 
nothing!" 

Ikey steps over to look at it. "If you can 
get one, I can too." Ikey also concentrates and 
in a short time appears in a dinner jacket. 

The young woman smiles. "I think you can 
see now why I didn't buy any dresses." With 
a pleasant little laugh she is gone and Uncle 
Solomon comes up. 

"I haff been vatching you do beezness, my 
nephew." He teases. "Congratulations. You 
think you know more than your Uncle Solomon, 
huh?"· 

Abie has the worst of it. He can clearly see 
that there can be no beezness on this side. He 
will not admit, however, that he hasn't made a 
good bargain. 

"It's good beezness to get a suit for nothing, 
isn't it, Uncle?" 

"Fine beezness ! A dinner jacket with no 
dinner to go to. Ha! Ha! Ha!" · 

"What do you mean, 'no dinner to go to?' " 
"Nobody eats ofer here." 
"How do you live then?" 
"You forget, Abie. No one is alife ofer here. 

We are all dead and a dead man doesn't eat." 
"That means I'll always be dead then, like I 

am now, I suppose-only I'm not dead. I'm 
alive and it looks as though I always would be." 
Abie is thoughtful. "Well, I suppose if you 
don't like this dinner jacket I could think myself 
into a pair of pajamas and be ready to go to 
sleep." 

"No, Abie, that vould be just as bad. Ve 
don't haff any night and no one sleeps ofer here." 

Abie is exasperated beyond all belief. He can 
clearly see that Uncle Solomon is right about 
business anyway. There can be no business 
here when anyone can get whatever he desires 
by thinking _of it, where no one eats, and no one 
sleeps. He turns savagely on Uncle Solomon, 
"Well, what the h- do you do over here any
way?" 

"Nothing that I vould like to do," confesses 
Uncle Solomon drearily. "There are things to 
do but I never got interested in a_nything but 
beezness. That is all I effer thought of much, 
and there is no beezness here. Oh, it is an 
awful place! No beezness ! No beezness ! Abie, 
I am sorry for you." 

There is a pathetic quaver in Uncle Solomon's 
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voice. Abie regrets that he spoke so harshly to 
hicl. He always liked Uncle Solomon. He 
cad remember-when he was but a small child 
-Uncle Solomon bringing him things to eat
Un.cle Solomon bringing him a toy-Uncle Solo
mon letting him play horse and ride on his back 
-and now he finds him over here and far from 
happy. Something must be done. Surely there 
must be something-somewhere. If no one 
worked and had everything he wanted for the 
thinking of it, still there must be something to 
do. Something! Brother Donald didn't look 
unhappy. And the young woman he had tried 
to sell a dress to-she almost radiated happiness. 
Some people must be happy over here. Probably 
all they did was play-- now that was an idea. 
Hm ! Lucky someone had a brain cell or two. 

"Listen, Uncle Solomon," Abie begins. "I 
have a plan. If we can think things into exist
ence over here I am going to make one of those 
little golf courses you see on every street corner 
and you and I and Ikey can play." 

"But, Abie," Uncle Solomon protests. 
"Now, don't say I can't, Uncle. This plan 

will work beautifully." 
"Sure it will. That is just the trouble," 

Uncle Solomon dolefully replies. 
"Corne on, Uncle. Be a good sport and think 

yourself into some knickers. You, too, Ikey." 
"But I never wore knickers, Abie." 

· "Then it's time you began. Everyone wears 
them playing golf. Look at Ikey. Don't his 
look nice?" For Ikey. had adopted the sugges
tion at once. 

Uncle Solomon looks and snorts, "No, Abie. 
I'll play if you vant me to but not in that kind 
of pants. I vish you vould listen to me." 

"No, no, Uncle. You want to tell me I can't 
do it, but I'm sure I can. Watch me hatch out 
the niftiest little pewee golf course you ever 
saw,-sixteen holes, little lakes and tunnels, 
little hills to go up. Is that enough hazards, 
Ikey? You think of some while I get my right 
clothes on." 

Laboriously Ikey thinks of more hazards. 
Little by little the course springs up in front of 
them. In a few moments time it is all finished, 
even to the clubs and balls. Abie surveys the 
child of his and Ikey's brains with admiration. 
Proudly he turns to Uncle Solomon. 

"Now what do you think? Wasn't that some 
idea? Your nephew isn't such a fool after all, 
is he?" 

"All is vell that ends vell,'' Uncle Solomon 
quotes. 

"That means, I suppose, that you are afraid 
you will be beaten." 

"No, it means that I am afraid I won't be." 
"Ha, ha, ha! That is good. We'll soon see. 

I'll start." 
Abie carefully places his ball. It is some time 

since he had tried anything like this. The last 
time, as he remembers it, his score looked some-
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thing like the population of his city. He must 
be more careful now. He swings his club 
around several times, then steps up to the ball. 
He hits it. The ball flies gracefully through 
the air and drops-can he believe his eyes-into 
the cup. A hole. in one! A perfect shot! Abie 
is jubilant. No matter what the rest of this 
game may be like he will have that much to his 
credit. Perhaps he had more skill than he had 
thought. Or, perhaps the other courses were 
not made so well as this one. A thing was 
pretty sure to be better if one made it himself. 
Abie is jubilant. Really this place isn't so bad. 
Perhaps he will like it. 

"Now, Uncle Solomon, you try," Abie re
. quests. 

"No, let Ikey play next." 
"All right," Ikey assents, and places his ball. 

With a great deal of care he swings and watches 
the ball breathlessly. It rolls slowly into the 
cup. A perfect shot. Ikey is in luck; Abie isn't 
so sure he is going to like the place after all. 
But now it is Uncle Solomon's turn. Abie feels 
rather sorry for him. To the best of his knowl
edge, Uncle Solomon has never had a golf club 
in his hands. It would be pretty tough for 
Uncle Solomon, when both he and Ikey have 
made perfect shots. Strange that Ikey has done 
so. He had never heard that Ikey knew much 
about the game. 

Without much hesitation Uncle Solomon steps 
up and hits the ball. It starts in the wrong 
direction then turns and rolls over a little hill 
and into the cup. Three perfect shots, and 
Abie is sure Uncle Solomon has never played. 
Very, very strange. But now it is his turn 
again. 

Carefully he places his ball, anxious to make 
the best score possible. He studies the ground 
over which it must go-then swings. Another 
perfect shot. The ball with no hesitation rolls 
into the cup. Abie is elated. It is skill that 
does it of course. Not that he has practiced 
much but he has always learned everything 
quickly. With a smile he watches Ikey get 
ready for his· shot. Ikey hits the ball carefully, 
too, determined not to let Abie get too far 
ahead of him, and again it rolls into the cup. 
Another hole in one for him, too. Hm ! This 
business is beginning to look odd. 

Tiredly, Uncle Solomon steps up to his ball, 
hits it carefully and it, too, rolls into the cup. 
Another perfect shot!! Very evidently some
thing is wrong here. 

"Say," Abie demands, "does everyone always 
make a perfect shot here?" 

"Why of course, Abie," Uncle Solomon as
sents in a very tired voice. "The ball goes 
wherever you think it is going. There isn't a 
chance of its missing." 

Abie stares at his Uncle in disgust, then 
throws his club down. "Then there is no use 
playing." 

"Of course not, Abie." 
"Well, why didn't you tell me?" 
"I didn't haf a chance, Abie. I knew you 

vould soon find out for yourself." 
"You did, huh?" Abie almost glares at Uncle 

Solomon. Then Ikey, who is grinning broadly 
at Abie's discomfort, comes in for his share of 
the glare. Abie's temper is aroused. 

"Get out of here, both of you, and leave me 
alone. I want to think things out for myself. 
Get out, Uncle Solomon, and take Ikey with 
you. I don't want either one of you around for 
a while. I've got a lot of thinking to do, and 
I want to do it ALONE." 

Uncle Solomon's face assumes a doleful ex
pression again. Abie can't stand that, so he 
adds, 

"Both of you know me. I'm not inad at 
you. I just want to think. Please go." 

Without another word Uncle Solomon grasps 
Ikey firmly by the hand and they travel rapidly 
through the air. Abie watches them as long as 
they are visible, then sits down with his back 
against one of the hazards he had so hopefully 
brought into being but a few moments before. 
Think! Of course he must. He hasn't had 
time before. Things have happened so fast. 
Dead and over on the other side-wherever 
that was, and in such a place! Everything so 
perfect that it was painful. Carefully he goes 
over everything that happened from the mo.ment 
when he saw the truck bearing down on them, 
and he knew there was to be an accident. So 
this was what occurred when one died. Noth
ing like he had thought at all. Whatever was 
he to do? How could he adjust himself to this 
place? He knew nothing but "beezness." Why 
hadn't someone given him some idea of what 
actually happened after death? The place he 
had come to wasn't Hell, of course; but, after 
all, the Hell he had always pictured couldn't 
be so very much worse than this. 

Thus on and on his thoughts run until Brother 
Donald, arriving to find out how the latest ar
rival is getting along, hears him murmur, 

"I almost wish I had gone to Hell. Maybe 
d?wn ther~, one could pay the little devils to let 
him alone. 

(Next Montlz-Part II.) 

Don't Miss Next Month's Feature by Walter Scott Haskell 

"EXPLORATION EXTRAORDINARY" 

Read lzow dndree Discovers a New Continent in Pole-land! 
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((( My Secret of Youth I Give to You 

EAT Your Way To BEAUTY 
By Victor G. Racine 

POTASSIUM IN ITS RELATION TO HEALTH AND 

VIGOR 

(Continued from January) 

POTASSIUM is one of the sixteen chemical 
elements required for health, beauty and 

vigor. As found in food, but not in drug dope, 
potassium is highly important for tissue build
ing, tissue oxidation, tissue alkalination. It is 
valuable for the heart muscles, heart valves 
and heart action. It favors starch and sugar 
metabolism, the glycogenic function of the 
liver, muscular strength, energy and work.. It 
is important for muscular electrification and 
physical magnetization. It is valuable for the 
red blood corpuscles, for the formation of gly
cogen from glucose. It is imperative for the 
innervation of the motor nerves, for muscular 
energy, for normal alkalinity of the urine and 
for urinary flow. It produces greater tissue tone, 
uterine vigor and endurance in child-birth. With 
chlorin, it is the element of the greatest value 
for saponification in the body. No fat could 
be utilized in the body without potassium, 
chlorin and sodium. It protects us from certain 
germs. It is mainly active in the muscles, uterus, 
heart muscles, in the blood, brain, liver, spleen, 
bile, digestive juices, tears, perspiration and in 
the secretion of milk. 

It is an antiseptic, alkaline, cooling, protec
tive, antibacterial element. It has great attrac
tion for oxygen and for body humidity. In 
plants, it has much to do with the evolution 
of sugar and starch in plant fruit, seed and 
grain. It has much to do with beauty and pro
portion of figure, dancing grace, finger skill, 
motor control and tissue tone. 

POTASSIUM EXCESS SYMPTOMS 

Should any pretended critic any time wish to 
prove to his own satisfaction the effect of an 
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excessive potash diet, let him live exclusively 
on high potash food for about ninety to one 
hundred and forty days, and he will have a 
lesson in practical dietetics that he will not for
get on this earth. Let him live exclusively on 
wild cherries, watercress, turnip leaves, Rus
sian turnips, rhubarb, sorrel, ra1sms, sour 
prunes, sweet potatoes, dried olives, dwarf net
tle, a large dish of salad once a day, on nastur
tium, sea lettuce, lamb's lettuce, kale, juniper 
berry beer, cranberries, wild grapes, dandelion, 
coffee, cider, chervil, cabbage, cole slaw. We 
will leave this profession at once, if he does not 
develop dangerous symptoms, if he eats such 
foods from day to day and eats nothing else. 

Bere are a few of the symptoms that are 
likely to appear: 

Over-stimulation of the kidneys and bladder, 
sodium hunger, chlorin hunger, acid stomach, 
circulatory depression, terrific, sudden bloating, 
vomiting, purging, chilliness with thirst, perspi
ration of the upper body, rectal weakness, in· 
voluntary discharges, pneumonia, mania of 
persecution, suspicion of plotters, great emacia
tion because his foods will be rushed through 
his bowels too rapidly; great prostration, ex
haustive diarrhea, perhaps, also a scientific death 
certificate. Try it, you who dare. It is a strictly 
vegetarian diet. 

POTASSIUM DEFICIENCY SYMPTOMS 

When there is a deficiency of food potash in 
the body, the disposition becomes morose. We 

· feel caved in. Periodic ailments appear as reg
ular as clock-work. We become down-hearted, 
lonesome, even in our home, or in crowds. Other 
symptoms are cold sensations that start in the 
feet and travel upwardly and settle in the lower 
back-head; spelling seems difficult and we write 
poorly spelled letters. Restless sleep, hostility, 
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unquenchable thirst, lost ambition, stubbornness, 
weakness from passion, temper, or emotion, 
tendency to storm against evil, religion, poli
tics, wrongs, dress, society, etc.; strange inner 
trouble, strange influences, hobbies and impres~ 
sions, perhaps even obsession, perhaps mania are 
other symptoms. We may intend to get some
thing, then forget on the way what the object 
was. Still other symptoms are brooding, fear 
of evil, strange fears, stumbling, throbbing 
'Jver the eyes, lustreless eyes, grasping at and 
shaking the head as if there is something wrong 
inside; a sensation as if a sand-grain, or hair, 
were in the eye; self-estran~ement, strange delu
sion, bitter taste in the mouth, shrinking of the 
heart valves, valvular regurgitation, crawling 
under the skin, brused muscles, pleurisy, dia
betes, hand shakiness, sagging of the vital or
gans, dry cough. The uterine muscles are too 
long; ligaments are weak and sagging; pains 
run from the head to the fingertips. Other 
symptoms are purplish skin, crampy fingers, 
loose hanging stomach, cramps most anywhere, 
blue lips, restless rolling to and fro on the 
pillow, muscular prostration, organic heart dis
eases that nothing but a high potash diet could 
cure, namely-dried olives, blueberries, celery, 
lettuce, Swiss chard, dwarf nettles, prunes, etc. 

When the uterine ligaments become lax, 
shrunken and too long, from lack of potash 
food in the diet, the doctor cuts off the liga
ments, doubles them up, sews them together 
like a belt-maker and calls it science, instead 
of placing the sufferer on a high potash diet. 

!ODIN AS A BEAUTY ARTIST 

It seems that iodin has been washed from the 
soil into rivers, lakes, seas and ~ceans, by heavy 
rains and floods. Hence, iodin is mainly found 
in sea-food. · 

Iodin is nature's skin tint artist. When we 
wish excellent nail tint, fine complexion deli
cacy, exquisite hair gloss and distinction, beauty 
of eyes, eye lashes and eye brows, there is no 
food element that is equal to food iodin (not 
drug iodin).. Indeed, iodin is the color artist, and 
the tint master of beauty and beauty-building. 
It is the beauty artist of eyes, nails, eyelashes, 
eyebrows, skin, hair and complexion. 

The iodin food element is also required by 
the thyroid gland for the secretion of iodothyrin, 
so highly important for the detoxication of al
buminous toxins in the blood, as the blood enters 
the brain. It seems that such albuminous toxins 
are very dangerous to the brain and nerves, as 
has been proven by a great many chemists and 
diet specialists for a series of years, in many 
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com:itries. Iodin is a detox;ications agent of 
brain and nerves, besides that of being a beauty 
artist. It acts on the brain and nerves, result
ing in a free use of the brain. It soothes the 
brain like an oil, and acts on the nerves like a 
tender mother. It communicates fluency of 
tongue, readiness of speech. It keeps brain mat
ter in condition, thus favoring the intelligent 
play of the scenery of the face. The address is 
more pleasing under the influence of iodin; the 
nerves are stronger and more controlled under 
the favorable effect of iodin; brain material 
can be better utilized; the nerves are better 
nourished; the torch of reason spreads a better 
light; the soul's poet, the sage of wisdom, the 
genius of. music, the flash of wit, the gift of 
oratory and the brain's mighty battery of hu
man magnetism are all advantageously acceler
ated, more available and expressive of genius, 
light and power, under the influence of food 
iodin. The inborn, God-like genius illuminates 
those orbs of the soul-the eyes, behind which 
is the brain of human will, human joy, human 
love, human emotion and. human magnetism. 
The soul's emotions can mirror themselves more 
successfully in the face and eyes when food 
iodin is normally supplied in the daily diet. 

!ODIN DEFICIENCY SYMPTOMS 

A dead-like beef-wit expression of face, dull 
eyes, goiter, indifference, awkwardness, drowsi
ness and dullness of brain prevail, when iodin 
is lacking .in the body. Complete iodin starva
tion in the mother and child, both, results in 
an almost idiotic expression of face and eyes. 
The soul's intelligence (if there be any) is 
obscured. Brain work is difficult and the child 
fails in school studies. Other symptoms are
µus formation, flabby flesh, loose, pasty, coarse, 
rough or flabby skin; greasy, matted, dull hair; 
the hair may fall out in spots; the body is cold 
in spots, resistance is low; the dental ridges are 
thick; the tongue is thick, broad and protrud
ing; the saliva runs from the mouth; the skin 
is often waxy and bloated; the eyes are swollen 
and watery; the eyelids are thick, nails poor, tis
sues flabby, toes spreading; speech drooling, mind 
dull, head rolling from side to side on the 
pillow; the child often stands on tip-toe; the 
throat is swollen and the swallowing of solid 
food is difficult. The arteries throb, the breath 
is shallow and the child is often pigeon~chested. 
His strength is not available. His actions are 
silly, fingers are numb, feet are swollen, brain 
water-logged, perhaps decaying; there is a ten
dency to look behind, or sideways and to hunt 
in waste boxes, in nooks and crannies for pieces 

(Continued on Page 61) 
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Beauty and Money Rule the W odd 
Paper money is a nice commodity when it carries such a beauty as this Hungarian damsel, Ila Loth, 

whose face is to appear on the new Hungarian currency. 
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THE CHRISTIAN INQUISITION 
And JUDGE LINDSEY 

By 
The Right Reverend C. William Chamberlain, D. D., Ph.D. 

Bishop of The Liberal Church of America, Wisconsin Diocese 

A RE we to have a repetition of the infamous 
Toulousian Inquisition in the activities of 

Bishop William T. Manning, of the Cathedral 
of Saint John the Divine in New York, and of 
various other autocracies now current in 
America? 

Is this autocratic behavior a revival or a con
tinuation of the horrors of the dark ages when 
infidels and heretics were convicted for new 
ideas-when the Christian "Tribunal of the 
Holy Office" tortured or killed all those who 
were at variance in their thinking? 

Was the downfall of the Inquisition accom
plished a hundred years ago as reported in our 
histories or does it still unofficially exist in a 
different form? Are leading Christian "divines" 
and their financial backers, prominent laymen 
of the Church, active in a subtle conspiracy to 
perpetuate ignorance and punish the real thinkers 
of today? 

Opinions differ. Just as in previous centuries, 
opinion is divided as to the authority and actual 
behavior of self appointed mentors and social 
leaders in their efforts to enforce their dogmatic 
creeds and rulings. 

History is said to repeat itself. So it may be 
well to get a perspective of the situation as it 
is expressed in such national problems as racial 
hatreds, prohibition which · doesn't prohibit, and 
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other Christian behavior in its relation to so
ciology, psychology, industry, health of the public, 
liberal thought and common sense. 

If history is to repeat itself, let us face the 
reality and look back to the time when the 
horrors of the Inquisition were recognized for 
what they were. 

Not long ago, the writer was privileged to 
view the famous collection of the nineteen orig
inal paintings by Franz Kasper Vinck which 
have been suppressed in many places throughout 
America. Even in Chicago, portions of these 
relics of the Inquisition were covered with 
drapes by "police orders" to shield them from 
the eyes of the general public. Orthodox senti
ment finally closed the exhibition. 

Incidentally, the same artist painted the four
teen stations of the Cross, "Passion of Christ," 
which hang in the Notre Dame Catlzedral at 
Antwerp. The brush of this master painter, 
coupled with brilliant and unbiased intellect, 
depicts a panorama of horrors unequalled in 
the history of Mankind. He was raised a 
Catlzolic and died an Agnostic. 

The Inquisition came into existence about 800 
years ago and, if behaviorism travels in cycles, 
perhaps the time has arrived for the repetition 
of somewhat similar inhumanity. Or, perhaps 
it died in name only. 
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Perhaps inhumane act1v1t1es, such as poison 
gas and bombing of defenseless women and chil
dren in warfare, the original Klu Klux Klan 
atrocities in the South, Government-poisoned 
alcohol in prohibition, food adulteration and 
poisoning among Christian manufacturers, eco
nomic slavery pro.duced by loan sharks, child 
labor in many States, the autocracy and monop
olies of Christian corporations, unemployment 
and starvation in the midst of plenty-all are 
evidences of a continuation or forerunners of a 
repetition of the ecclesiastical jurisdiction estab
lished about the year 1200 A.D. in Italy, Spain, 
Portugal and the Indies and extended into 
northern Europe. 

Perhaps the persecution, beating and near 
prosecution of Judge Ben J. Lindsey is a warn
ing that the Christian world proposes to openly 
resort to savage and barbaric methods to stem 
the tide of liberal thought. With Bishop Man
ning as an illustration, perhaps an analytical 
mind will be able to note some significance 
which may point to a general concerted move
ment by all the various forces suggested in the 
previous paragraph. 

Should all these powerful forces unite under 
propagandic Christian leadership, would it be 
possible for civilization to retrogress back to 
1557, when the bloody tribunal of the Inquisi
tion was well established? 

Few people of this century are informed on 
the diabolical behavior of the Christian Church 
although its official downfall was not accom
plished until the nineteenth century. The facts 
of those six hundred years of atrocious barbarity 
have been w ell suppressed. Try to find the de
tailed accounts of those six Christian centuries 
in a public library or from any other source and 
you will discover how efficiently Christian au
thorities have functioned. 

"The History of the Inquisition," by Llorente 
(just try and get a copy), tells in cold statistics 
that the Inquisition burned alive 37,658 people 
in Spain alone; 18,848 were condemned to per
petual imprisonment or to the gallows for life. 

More than 200,000 more, having been par
doned and condemned to wear for a certain 
time or perpetually the penitential garment, 
were punished with infamy down to their 
posterity. 

Five million more citizens fled into exile from 
the awful cruelties of the "Holy Office." The 
Inquisition required no proofs of culpability. 
Information or suspicion were sufficient cause 
for action. 

The first painting in Vinck's panorama de-
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picts an elderly scholar arrested in his study 
for teaching his doctrines to his daughter. Two 
Dominican monks are searching among the books 
of his library for black-listed wisdom at variance 
with orthodox superstition. The old man is to 
be condemned and tortured to death, his prop
erty confiscated by the church and his rank, 
dignity and civil rights lost. 

Judge Lindsey had to go to church to be 
arrested and beaten up when his ideas of mar
riage were at variance with those of Bishop 
Manning. Modern Christianity has evolved 
devious ways and means of punishing those who 
differ with it, and these methods may include 
loss of rank and dignity as evidenced when 
Judge Lindsey was ousted from the Bench by 
a Protestant Inquisition. 

False accusations, boycott, slander and social 
ostracism can curtail or destroy a man's income 
when Christians have marked a man for punish
ment. The Church has not progressed as far 
as it would have us believe. 

It is only 104 years since the last execution 
by the Inquisition. This was the hanging of 
Antonio Ripoll, a Quaker, in the public square 
of Valencia, Spain. 

July 31, 1826, was the date and an attempt 
to commemorate its centennial was forbidden 
only four years ago by the dictatorship. A 
group of liberal thinkers are still attempting to 
honor the man who refused to accept the ortho
dox creed and whose last words were: 

"I am willing to give my life to the barbarism 
of this epoch so that this fanaticism may take 
no more victims." 

Like Judge Lindsey, Ripoll believed in God 
and that this Divinity had given him a mind 
with which to think. Like the Judge he was an 
educator. He shared his worldly possessions 
with others and gave counsel to those who 
sought his advice and philosophy, as does the 
Juvenile Judge. Ripoll's body was placed in a 
barrel and thrown into a river. The same year 
a Jew was burned alive for being an unbeliever. 

The second painting of the Vinck panorama 
shows a dungeon of the Inquisition, a subter
ranean vault more than thirty feet under ground 
and holding eight prisoners, similar to the 
crowded conditions of modern Christian prisons. 
Unventilated, damp, cold and filthy, one is re
minded of descriptions of many of the city jails 
in America in the year 1931. In this painting 
a friar, attended by the official tor turer and his 
assistants are about to take forth the scholar 
for his further punishment. As late as 1819, six 
of these Inquisition prisoners strangled one an-
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other to avoid the rack, the one survivor asphyxi
ating himself by inhaling the mephitic gas from 
the vessel used in the dungeon for excrement. 

The third painting depicts the Grand Inquisi
tor in the Tribunal where the old scholar is 
sentenced to the rack for torture. This picture 
is followed by "The Strappado Torture," a 
barbaric system of stretching every muscle and 
sinew in the body by suspending the victim from 
the rafters and attaching heavy weights to his 
feet well above the floor. The poor liberal
thinking scholar is shown expiring from the 
torture. 

The next painting looks like it might be the 
· "Knight-Cap" kidnapping of a beautiful woman, 
but in reality it is the "Parduna," an infernal 
secret brotherhood of Christians who perpetrated 
horrible crimes similar to those accredited to 
the Klu Klux Klan of Civil War days. In this 
picture they have seized the daughter of the 
learned victim and her fate is too horrible to 
contemplate. 
. The next two pictures depicting the "Water 
Torture" and the "Spider" were reserved for 
women and we shall not describe them for 
obvious r.easons. 

The paintings: "The Torture of the Feet," 
"The Scourging," "The Spanish Boot," and 
"The Rack," were all ingenuous cruelties, too 
horrible to describe, while the succeeding pic
tures have to do with other official punishments 
and particularly the burning alive. 

The last painting might remind one of modern 
day methods of punishment such as the Ohio 
State P enitentiary disaster or of the use of 
musta·rd gas and flame machines used by Chris
tian nations at war nowadays. Not to mention 
the victims of modern Ch~istian industrialism 
who starve and freeze in the .shadow of the 
Cross during periods of unemployment. 

Human nature has not improved much, if 
any, since the Inquisition a century ago. Chris
tian autocracy prevails today and even if the 
orthodox church tells us that religion has noth
ing to do with science, politics, sociology, 
eugenics, health, marital behavior, birth control, 
sex, business and a hundred other things, it 
manages to dogmatically condemn every step 
forward which is at variation with its ancient 
prejudices. 

"There is a principle which is a bar against 
all argument," said Herbert Spencer, "and 
which can not fail to keep a man in everlasting 
ignorance; this principle is contempt prior to 
examination." 
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It would appear that this bar against all 
argument was effective in the case of Bishop 
Manning. Refusing to listen to Judge Lindsey's 
address and attempting to prevent the clergy of 
his diocese from hearing the Judge, on Decem
ber the Seventh in his church, he denounced the 
jurist and the theory of "Companionate Mar
riage." 

When the sermon was finished, Lindsey who 
had sat respectfully listening to what he termed 
"a false representatidn," stood up and asked to 
be heard. Thereupon he was set upon by Chris
tians and dragged from the Cathedral. One 
female follower of the Nazarene struck Judge 
Lindsey in the eye with her fist and, no doubt, 
would have committed mayhem had she not 
been crowded back by other sweet souls who 
wanted to do him physical violence. 

"Love your enemies" certainly does not in
clude those who are trying to do one a friendly 
service by attempting to induce them to think. 

The term "Companionate Marriage" is un
fortunate. In the minds of nasty-nice puritans, 
suffering from starved love lives, the term sug
gests to them that marriage should be a pleasure 
rather than a stern duty and a life of martyr
dom. 

That husband and wife should be loving and 
happy companions, instead of opposing sexes re
pressing all the happy, holy sacredness of a 
beautiful love, is a situation beyond the power 
of hide-bound fanatics to visualize. 

The puritan inhibitions and the drab tragedy 
of average marital relations are a bar to all 
normal healthy expression. Conservatism to 
the point of bigotry marks the mind of those 
who have been denied mental and spiritual evo
lution. Unreasonably and blindly attached to 
their particular ideas of human conduct, they 
become pathological and their diseased brains 
make them intolerant to even slightly different 
ideas, and obstinate to the point of fanatical 
asininity. 

This type of Christian would revive the physi
cal tortures of the Inquisition. And this kind 
of mental attitude explains the apathy or opposi
tion expressed when ideas of prison reform, the 
abolishment of capital punishment, the discon
tinuing of killing and blinding people with 
poisoned alcohol, the punishment of loan sharks, 
or of those Christians responsible for food 
poisoning, child labor, etc., are mentioned today. 

Flogging is still legal in some states. Chain 
gangs are common in the South. Solitary pun
ishment and the third degree still survive, not 
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to mention other tortures, which are denied offi
cially but actually existing in 1931. 

Life; it is assumed by our Christian friends, 
should be hard, painful and distressing. We 
must bear a cross-the heavier the better. A 
crown of thorns must be rammed down on our 
brows. Pleasure is evil. Happiness is wicked. 
Joy is a sin. All love and affection must be as 
bitter as gall to be virtuous. Anyway, what!s a 
little inhumanity among Christians, and espe
cially with those who are at variance with them 
in belief? 

So "Companionate" smacks of affection and 
pleasure and enjoyable association, all of which 
are evil and must be damned. Sane analysis 
and common sense must make way for tradi
tional prejudice. 

These closed minds are quite sure that Judge 
Lindsey is a devil incarnate, never considering 
that he is a Protestant Church member in good 
standing and loved by those who know him in
timately. They don't find out how many souls 
he has "saved" from hell on earth; how many 
happy homes he has been responsible for; how 
many suicides he has prevented; how many 
holier-than-thou Christian reputations he has 
saved from degradation at the hands of other 
Christians; how many boys and girls he has 
guided to worth while citizenship. 

So they never read his books or hear his lec
tures. Or, if they do, their twisted minds never 
learn that the only difference between Com
panionate Marriage and the orthodox form is 
that married people without children may se
cure a divorce without all the perjury and 
ridiculous complications now so common to 
that act. 

It is more than eighteen years since I first 
met the Judge. Even in those days he was na
tionally famous as Denver's Judge of the 
Juvenile Court. The man's human qualities, 
his simplicity and his common sense so im
pressed .me that I have followed his career 
closely through the years. After a quarter of 
a century of trying to practice the humane 
philosophy of Jesus, he wants the world to have 
the results of this experience. But the mailed 
fist of orthodoxy in the person of Bishop Man
ning bars the way to liberal thought. 

The following editorial was published a few 
days before the recent Lindsey episode occurred 
in the Cathedral of "Saint John the Divine." It 
appeared in The Christian Register, perhaps the 
most conservative of the liberal publications, 
and was entitled: "Bishop Manning's Power." 
To quote: 
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"Another revolt from {or against) Bishop 
William T. Manning by the clergy of his 
diocese in New York has aroused the public 
mind, which would like to know what it means. 
This unpopular but singularly successful prelate 
keeps his ascendancy because he has the history 
and logic, as well as the mailed fist of orthodoxy, 
on his side. 

"The present argument is over the status of 
the clergy, and their relation to other churches. 
He says the Protestant Episcopal Church is 
Catholic and Protestant. By "Catholic" Bishop 
Manning means that it is the one true Church. 
It dates from the beginning of Chi istianity. The 
Roman Catholic Church is also C itholic, but it 
claims to be supreme over all ch nrches in its 
Pope, which Bishop Manning denies, as do all 
Episcopalians and Anglicans. By "Protestant" 
he means that his Church broke in protest from 
Rome and its claims to primacy of authority, and 
became the true Church. Its priests are in the 
pure tradition of apostolic succession, as evan
gelical ministers are not." 

The editorial goes on to explain the difficul
ties between the Bishop and his clergy who can 
not agree with him on many points. It does not 
explain that, according to Bishop Manning's 
theory, his · Church is a true part of the 
same organization which was responsible for 
the Inquisition a century ago and for six 
hundred years of unparalleled barbarism. And 
the Bishop is not discussing that phase of his 
religion. 

The editorial proceeds to explain the autoc
racy of the prelate and the spectacle provided 
by the clergy opposing the rigid law of the 
Church and Bishop Manning. It concludes: 

"There is one plain way out. Let these min
isters of Christ reform the church by changing 
its law. Failing that, as they would, let them 
no longer deceive themselves and suffer indigni
ties at the iron hand of their invulnerable bishop. 
Carry the revolt as real freemen out of the insti-· 
tution, which is an anomaly in a democracy and 
a scientific age. There are only two genuine 
positions that one may take in religion. It is 
authority or freedom, either of which requires 
complete commitment, and is therefore absolutely 
irreconcilable to the other. For a great many 
years, we venture to prophesy, what Bishop 
Manning holds will rule. His dogma is the law, 
and the rock of his power." 

When Bishop Manning failed to . prosecute 
Judge Lindsey in court, Protestant Episcopal 

.. _ - -·--. 
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A DANGEROUS PASTIME 
A 'True Story from Real Life 

By MARIS w ARRINGTON 

This story is one that will be wrangled over 
by those who are skeptical, and by those who 
contend that spirits do not exist at all, and 
by those who stoutly deny that personalities 
(such as those to whom we are about to in
troduce you) could really do as we claim they 
have. Then, again, we shall hear from those 
who will call the story a fabric woven from 
the idle imagination of a novelist's brain. But 
even the most skeptical will have to admit that 
it is a dangerous pastime to trifle with those 
forces about which the average persons knows 
so little. In their vast ignorance they set in 
motion vibrations that often do incalculable mis
chief to the novice. 

This is absolutel31 a true story, given to the 
reader just as it happened. It is a warning 
to those who scoff and jeer at powers of which 
they can know nothing until they too shall 
cross the river of death and learn with amaze
ment that beyond this world there are worlds 
upon worlds teeming with myriads of souls who 
were once men and women. You will be in
troduced to seve~al personalities whose very 
human failings may shock the sensibilities of 
those who have preconceived notions that spirits 
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are angels with shining wings hovering over 
the mortal. To those who do not want this illu
sion dispelled-to such I say do not read this 
story. 

They were a chatty friendly group of brilliant 
men, who gave us audience from day to day, 
and told us to keep a record of every word 
th at was given us. We continued the pastime 
just one year, and the record of that year makes 
this strange and interesting story. Every letter 
is given as received from day to day, and the 
re ading of that record ought to prove to all 
mankind, beyond cavil, the existence of life 
beyond the grave, for it was an utter impossi
bility for me, the amenuensis, to know a year 
in advance just what would happen in these 
strange proceedings. 

The story is not, as one might suppose, by a 
professed spiritualist, but by a happy-go-lucky 
person who had to be shown every step of the 
way before venturing into that realm where the 
mysterious holds sway. 

With this slight preface we proceed with the 
story, which can be vouched for by m any reputa
ble persons in New York, and, above all, by the 
record of a lonely grave. 
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II 
(Continued from January) 

The following week Brenda called upon me 
again and said to me: "I feel impressed that we 
two, in order to investigate this thing without 
any outside influence, should form a circle of 
our own. What do you say to my plan? I 
think you will find that we shall get along all 
right by ourselves; we will keep a record of all 
we receive and see if it is worth while or not." 

"Well, I am willing,'' I replied; "there can 
be no harm in it, for it's only a little amuse
ment to while away the hot days. I am quite 
agreeable to delve with you into . the hidden 
mysteries, but I shall be hard to convince, of 
that I warn you." 

"We shall see; I have brought my Ouija 
board with me. Ever use a board?" she asked. 

"Oh, I know it will work with me, but I 
won't believe anything it says," I replied. 

Brenda drew a small table between us and 
laid the board upon it. With a pad and pencil 
handy, it was not long before the pointer began 
to move, and spelled out: 

"Madam, will you lend me your hand to 
write? Take up that pencil; I am going to 
try and write." 

I obeyed. Laying the pad on the table, I 
took up the pencil and held it passively in my 
right hand while my left covered Brenda's right. 
Almost immediately the pencil began to glide 
over the paper, writing in a perfectly legible 
and rather large, masculine hand. The result 
was a series of the most remarkable letters, from 
several personalities, who each and all preserved 
their own individuality. I kept these letters, 
and thus am enabled to give them to you, just 
as we received them from the spirit world. 

Space will permit the giving of but a few of 
these letters, but I hope to show by the few I 
give what manner of man one of our corre
spondents was. No doubt many will recognize 
him from his own description and his character 
as revealed to us day by day. I took the whole 
thing as a huge joke, because I would not be
lieve it could be true, until it was too late to 
remedy the evil. We, in our blind egotism and 
vast ignorance, could not see ·the future as the 
spirits could. 

Question by me: When shall you write? 
June 15th, 1913. 

Why, at this moment. I think this is the 
greatest thing, being able to write as of old. I 
am told that I am over here-over the line
and you are there-but somehow I cannot real
ize it. Strange things happen in that old world 
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of yours. You, madam, are inquisitive when 
you desire to see my coveted signature. I will 
do my best to show it to you-signed in the old 
way. In its day it could shake old New York 
to its very foundations, and cause some flutter 
in the market. This is really a great scheme 
-this writing. I was told it was possible if 
only I could get you into the passive state where 
you would allow me to use your physical power. 
I am sure I could now write forever. It's easy 
once you know how. This is the first time I 
have found something to amuse me since coming 
over here. In life I was never without a hobby 
of some kind or another to keep me busy. 

There are several here today, besides myself, 
who wish to try their hand at this game-just 
for a moment; but I am just selfish enough to 
wish to retain it for myself-and I decline to 
give it up even to a lady. Will you not come 
tomorrow, Miss Lee? Then I will tell you how 
I chanced to take an interest in you. I have 
much to say that I think will be interesting. 
Good day. John. 

June 16th. 
My Dear Madam: 

Since leaving you, I have thought the matter 
over and wonder if you would act as my amenu
ensis-that is, I would like to have a regular 
time set for this method of communication, if 
I could depend upon you. In time, I am sure, 
I can reward you. Let me see, suppose I give 
you my note? 

Query: What good will your note be? You 
are dead, and you won't meet it when it comes 
due. 

Answer: If I cannot meet it, I will renew 
it indefinitely; but my note ought to be a most 
valuable asset, if only as a souvenir; it is, I 
assure you, a treasure of inestimable value to 
any museum. 

Query: I will not give you my promise; but 
if not engaged, I will try to oblige you. How 
much will you give me for salary? · 

Answer: I'll give you my note for five thou
sand dollars. 

Query: You take my breath away. Don't 
I wish you were here! 

Answer: Thanks; then it's a bargain. Will 
you please sign this agreement? 

Quick as a flash he had written, with the 
pencil in the air: 

For the sum of five thousand dollars, I hereby 
agree to act as secretary to Mr. --- {name 
in full) for the term of this year 1913. 

Signed 
(Continued 0 11 Page 66) 
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J A p A N 
'Through 'The Eyes of a Mystic 

By JULIA SETON, M. D. 

THE Japanese say that as soon as anyone 
comes to their country he . at once writes 

a book and launches it onto the public-the 
shorter their stay, the more they write. Those 
who stay in Japan a long time never write. It 
is only brief visitors who think they know it 
all. Those who remain long find so much to 
know that they become buried in silence and 
awe. The Japanese say they can stand all 
these many books because they have a deep 
national sense of humor. 

But, this is not a book, nor is it even an 
article. It is just a simple tale of things 
to be observed as one passes in a stranger's land. 
And, it is not surprising that so much is written 
by those who pass through Japan. Whenever a 
foreigner comes to a country so different in 
every respect from his own he must be struck 
by many things the native-born never think about 
and which are passed up as a matter of course, 
having in them nothing peculiar or odd enough 
to be worthy of attention in writing a book. 

Just as those who live in a well protected 
home are not given to gossiping about their 
own affairs, their pride, and reverence for their 
home, but keep them silent, just so there is a 
national pride and reverence in the hearts of 
the natives that do not obtain in the foreigner 
nor hold back the public and private opinion 

of the visitor. Strangers come to see, stay to 
study, and leave to digest what they have seen 
and learned; and to profit, if possible, by the 
knowledge the visit has given them. 

When we visit a foreign country, several 
lines of investigation are open to us. We can 
study all of them or we can bear down on the 
line in which we are most interested, but no 
matter what we do we must arrive at some 
certain conclusions. These several lines of 
study are, the country, the people, the transpor
tation, accommodations, comforts and discom
forts; its industries, its men, its women, its chil
dren, its national ideals and politics, its religious 
ideals, its churches, temples, shrines; the evolu
tion of the country, its place and function in the 
universal plan. 

It is natural that a foreigner in Japan will 
have his eyes wide open to take in what he 
can of all these things. No one will get all the 
deep labyrinth of civilization which these things 
mean; but, if he is awake to the signs of life 
everywhere, he can read with a very great degree 
of certainty much of the handwriting on the wall 
of their country. Two and two make four 
either in numbers or countries. What is can 
never not be; and what is not can never be. 

Some things made a great impression on my 
mind and they will always remain, because they 
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are not simply a thing of my fancy-they are 
existing facts which need no word of mine to 
foster. I found them there. They are the 
product of the Japanese consciousness and as 
such claim a reverence from me. No simple 
word of explanation on my part will give any
thing to them, or take away. They came be
cause the Japanese civilization inherited some of 
them and created the others. 

THE COUNTRY 

Japan is all beauty. There is not a sordid 
or unpleasing spot anywhere. Nature is mighty. 
Here indeed is beauty and grandeur which man 
did not make and can not mar. The incom
parable mountains, the terraced hillsides, the low 
mounds, the gardens on half-level spots (not 
much of Japan is level-only over the valleys of 
rice fields), the rise and fall of the country, the 
marvelous pines and waving bamboo groves 
which even in winter are green and refreshing, 
the many shrubs and trees which give the glory 
of blossom time to the land, even the piles of 
snow on the mountainsides and covering the 
valley below, never dimmed for a moment the 
gallery of beauty which fascinated. 

It seems as if every available inch of ground 
is cultivated. The gardens reach to the top qf 
the tall mountains. One can easily understand 
that, in summer, these gardens, mixed with the 
flowers that stamp Japan as the garden of the 
world, would make a scene indescribably beau-
tiful. . 

Wherever we turn our eyes we can see beauty 
spots-lowlands with flowers and shrubs, moun
tains with their rugged beauty all over-topped 
with the majestic, white top of the "Fuji," the 
winding paths, cascades and gigantic water falls, 
boiling springs, the fascinating rice fields flooded 
with water, while close by stand artistic rice 
stacks awaiting the threshing time. They seemed 
symbols of living bread, for rice forms much 
of the food of the people. One finds it every
where, even on the streets hot rice muffins are 
bought and eaten by the public, much as Ameri
cans eat "hot dogs" and "hamburger." 

It is a country, once seen never forgotten. 
Nature has been so bountiful. So many of her 
greatest gifts are hurled together here, not only 
generously given, but lavished with untiring 
opulence. Japan may be the land of the rising 
sun, but the land is also filled to running-over 
with gifts of the full noon-day and the setting 
sun. One steps upon her shores gently, with 
reverence, filled with joy that he has · been 
granted the privilege of living even for a little 
while in this, an earthly paradise. 
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HER PEOPLE 

The first thing that impressed me, after the 
beauty of the country, was the seemingly almost 
helpless inefficiency of the people to cope with 
what nature had so lavishly given them. Such 
gigantic possibilities seemed to be matched with 
a much too puny strength of power, conscious
ness, or wealth. One looks, and feels that the 
Japanese have inherited so much, and that there 
is no use to try to escape the feeling that it 
is something like gems in a beggar's hands. 
There is so much more that should be done 
and could be done with a bigger vision and a 
larger concept of efficiency. Truly, it is re~ 
membered that much is done, but this that is 
done is so much less than that which awaits 
doing. And, what is done. seems to have been 
done and is still being done at a tremendous 
price of human energy. The temples have been 
inherited and, with the grandeur of the ancient 
visionists, they have descended almost as a burden 
upon the backs of a race today who never could 
have built them, and who even have an endless 
struggle to keep them from falling into decay. 
One cannot escape the impression that the egos 
of the Japan of today are a different class of 
understanding than those who built and be
queathed to them its greatness. As the for
eigner strolls along through their walks he must 
feel that children-in comprehension and ability 
- are running the country which was once the 
dwelling place of the genuis-crowned aristocrats 
of earth, giants in intellect. 

The people of the present Japan strike one 
as a happy people. They laugh. They are 
always smiling. In any hard task of loading or 
lifting they laugh. In any mixup of autos or 
trucks they laugh. If they swear in Japanese 
they do it with a smile on their lips. No one 
would ever know they were harrassed. Their 
faces are smiling and there is never a rasp in 
their voices. A traveler in Japan relates this 
personally witnessed , amusing incident. He saw 
two youths, each riding a bicycle, approach from 
opposite directions. They collided and each was 
knocked over with his wheel. As soon as they 
could extricate themselves they rose to their 
feet, each one bowed to the other with a smiling 
countenance, and, without a spoken word, each 
one mounted his bicycle and rode happily away. 
The workmen all seem to treat each other po
litely, and in no place did we see an overhead 
boss. They all seem to know their work and 
to do it without someone standing by with a big 
stick. I asked a Japanese if this eternal smiling 
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'The Sequel to THE BHAGA V AD GIT A 

THE UTTARA GITA 
Being the Initiation of Arjuna. by Shri Krishna. 

Into Yoga. and Duya.na. 

By Babu Rai Baroda K. Lahere 

CHAPTER I 
(Continued from January) 

10. Such a seeker of Brahma, after fixing 
his mind as aforesaid, and shutting himself 
out of all objective knowledge (Adnanum), 
should hold fast the support of unchangeable 
Dnanum, and think of the One Indivisible 
Brahma in the inner and outer Akasha that 
exists at the end of the nose, and into which 
the life-breath merges. t 

11. Freed from both nostrils, where the 
life-breath disappears, there (i.e., in the heart) 
fix thy mind, 0 Partha,* and meditate upon 
the All-Supreme Ishvara. 

12. Think of the Shiva, there, as devoid 
of all conditions of life, pure, but without 
lustre (Prabha), mindless, Buddhi-less. 

13. The signs of Samadhi are the negation 
of all positive conditions of life and the com
plete enthralment or subjugation of all objec
tive thoughts. 

14. Although the body of the meditator 
may now and then become somewhat unsteady 
at the time of meditation, yet he is to consider 
that the Paramatma is immovable. This is 
the sign of the Samadhi. 

15. He that considers the Paramatma as 
without Matra, i.e., neither short nor long in 
metre, soundless, unconnected with vowels or 
consonants, and beyond the Point Bindu, i. e., 
Anusvara (which produces a nasal sound), be
yond the Nada, i. e., the voice that rises from 
the throat, etc., and beyond the Kalas, i.e., the 
different phases of this sound, is the real 
knower of the Vedas. 

16. He that has acquired Vidnanum (the 
Supreme Knowledge) by the aid of Dnanum, 

t There are two well -known processes of practicing 
Yoga: viz., to concentrate the mind (a) at the point 
where the nose ends, and (b) where the root of the nose 
begins. The result in both cases is the same as are the 
further processes of practice, but in either case the in· 
struction of a Guru is necessary, otherwise it is abso· 
lutely impossible to succeed.-Trs. 

* Another name of Arjuna.-Tr.r. 
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i.e., the knowledge derived from books of 
Philosophy and instruction from a Guru, and 
has learned to place the object of this knowl
edge in his heart, and he that has acquired 
peace of mind, such a person requires no Yoga 
for further practice, and no meditation for 
further conception. 

17. The syllable (Oum) with which the 
Vedas begin, which figures in the middle of 
the Vedas, and with which the Vedas end, 
unites Prakriti with its Own Self; but that 
which is beyond this Prakriti united Pranava 
is Maheshvara. 

18. A boat is necessary until one gets to 
the other side of the river, but when a man 
once crosses the stream, the boat is no longer 
necessary for his purpose. 

19. As a husbandman throws away the 
husks, after thrashing out the corn, so does 
also an intelligent person give up the study 
of books after he has attained knowledge from 
them. 

20. As light is necessary to find the 
wished-for object in a dark chamber, but when 
once the object is found, the light is necessa
rily put aside; so also when the Object of the 
Supreme Knowledge, that is kept hidden by 
the illusions of Maya, is once found out by 
the torch of Knowledge, the Knowledge itself 
is afterwards put aside as unnecessary. 

21. As milk is not necessary for a person 
who is already satisfied with the drink of 
nectar, so also Vedas are not required for a 
man who has already known the Supreme 
Deity. 

22. Thrice fortunate is the Yogi who has 
thus satiated his thirst by the nectar of knowl
edge ; he is henceforth bound to no Karma, 
as he has become the knower of the Tattwas. 

23. He that has known the unspeakable 
Pranawa as the one continuous sound of a big 
gong, or like one unbroken thread (Dhara) 
of oil, without division and separation, under
stands the real meaning of the Vedas, 

(Continued next month) 
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THE LAST DAYS OF 

ATLANTIS 
'The Story of a Forgotten Race When Men Lived Li~e Gods 

By A. ]'{oureddin Addis 

CHAPTER II 

(Continued from ] anuary) 

THE SHIPS OF ATLANTIS 

"The men of Erin were all at the battle 
After the Formorians came; 
All of them the sea engulfed, 
Save only three times ten." 

- Eochy O'Flann. 
Among the wounded and prisoners who 

were left in the hands of the enemy were 
Eorwynn and Ilu. The former, wounded 
and insensible, had been abandoned by his 
tribesmen in their wild flight; Ilu was there 
because he was unwilling to leave his young 
master. 

Lasor, the chief physician and surgeon, sec
onded by quick-fingered, watchful assistants 
and highly trained nurses, both male and fe
male, bent over the quiet form that lay upon 
his table. Throughout the night he had 
worked without ceasing. And, although it 
was already past noon on the day following 
the battle, his eye was as clear, his attention 
as unwavering, his touch as infallible as when 
he had been called to his task the evening 
before. Many were there among the des
perately wounded of Kirat who owed their 
lives to this talented man-and many, too, 
whom his skill could not save. 

"Eighty-three," counted a young surgeon, 
inscribing the number in Atlantean characters 
in a book which he held, and- attending 
closely to the words of the wounded youth
"Coros, an orphan, student under Tekru the 
High-Priest." 

"Eighty-three," repeated the chief-surgeon 
thoughtfully. And every table has been kept 
as busy as my own since last night. A ter
rible day, indeed! Does anyone know the 
extent of our losses in this uprising of the 
natives?" 

The assistant made a negative gesture. "I 
have not learned to a certainty," he replied. 
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"Although one of the soldiers told me but a 
moment since that of our garrison of two
thousand men more than half were killed or 
wounded." 

Lasor's skilled hands were running over 
the wounded youth, his keen eyes scrutinizing 
every inch of his body. 

"And that does not include the civilians 
who were in the battle, such as this lad here," 
continued the assistant. 

"Yes," Lasor replied, still preoccupied with 
his examination. Then, addressing the 
wounded lad, "An arrow wound through the 
left arm. A spear wound in either leg. No 
broken bones. No internal injuries. Ex
treme weakness from loss of blood, but with 
that thou art fortunate. But tell me, how 
is it that thou, a student, came to be engaged 
in the battle?" 

Coros smiled wanly. "I was accused of 
betraying our city to the Britons," he re
plied. "A company of younger officers seized 
me and forced me into the fight on that ac
count." 

"Why did they accuse thee of this crime?" 
"It is because I have, or rather had, for I 

fear he is fallen now, a friend among the 
tribesmen, one Eorwynn, the son of Red 
Karu, the chief. I was accustomed . to meet 
and talk with him." 

The surgeon was silent, busy with some 
task, and, after a moment, the wounded boy 
continued : 

"Some years ago he saved me from a bear's 
jaws, did Eorwynn. Since that time we have 
been friends, and I have taught him some
thing of the wisdom of the Atlans; for he 
is a noble youth, and intelligent, despite the 
savagery wherein he was born." 

"Thou lovest this youth, then?" Lasor's 
tone was cold as he put the question, and 
his keen eyes pierced Caras through and 
through, as though to read the soul within. 

"Aye-like a brother." 
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"But not enough to betray thy own people 
for his sake?" 

"Sir," returned the wounded youth, "I am 
an Atlanl" 

"Here," to a nurse who waited nearby, 
"take this lad and bind up his wounds. Treat 
him well and see that he has the best of care. 
And," scowling fiercely, "remember that no 
one is to visit him without my permission!" 
Turning away, old Lasor muttered under his 
breath. "Aye, and there are many that would 
give something to know-that he, the last of 
his line, lies wounded and helpless!" Then 
aloud: "Bring in the next man." 

The latter words were spoken to the young 
assistant surgeon, who . opened the outside 
door to give admission to the next patient. 
At the same instant Coros' bearers carried him 
through the opposite door into the hospital 
proper. 

But instead of the usual bearers with a 
stretcher supporting a wounded soldier there 
entered a tall, elderly man, who inoved with 
slow grace and dignity toward the centre of 
the room where Lasor stood. 

"Greetings, Lasor." The newcomer's white 
turban surmounting the serpent figure bound 
about his brow had the effect of inducing an 
instantaneous attitude of respect from all in 
the room. It was the High Priest of the 
Temple of the Sun. 

"Greetings to thee, 0 Lord Tekru." 
-The keen perception of his assistant seized 

upon something in the tone in which old 
Lasor spoke, something in his physical atti
tude as he faced the high-priest, that betrayed 
the contempt which he dare not openly show. 

A moment passed. A messenger came in 
with a note to Lasor from one of the physi
cians in the hospital, but at sight of the ser
pent-insignia about the high-priest's head, he 
stopped as though frozen in his tracks. All 
was quiet in the surgeon's operating room 
where everyone awaited the pleasure of 
Tekru, the High-Priest. 

The silence was broken by the opening of 
the outer door to admit two soldiers bearing 
a stretcher upon which lay the unconscious 
body of the Briton, Eorwynn. 

Lasor observed the skin-clad figure of the 
Briton which they had deposited upon his 
table. He then turned to the leader of the 
soldiers testily, "What does this mean?" he 
demanded. "These were to wait until our 
own wounded had received attention. Remove 
him, and bring a wounded Atlan." 

"A moment, Lasor," the priest raised his 
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hand. "It is by my orders that this man 
comes to you. He is the son of the rebel 
chief Red Karu. "Yes, if report speaks cor
rectly, he himself is chief today. His father 
fell in yesterday's conflict, and it is said that 
one of our men shot down his elder brother as 
he fled from Kirat. In that case, he is chief. 
And he is badly wounded." 

The surgeon said nothing, but his face 
pictured amazement and inquiry. Tekru ap
proached nearer, and, speaking in a tone that 
could reach no ears but their own, "The Sun
God is angry, Lasor. Otherwise such a ca
lamity as yesterday's could not have befallen 
the sons of Atl. Fruits and flowers have I 
offered up to Him, The Most High, and 
the blood of strong young animals, yet still 
his anger grows. It is the great sacrifice that 
he demands, 0 Lasor." 

For a moment he hesitated, looking fixedly 
at the silent form of Eorwynn, then "Save 
me this Briton," he shot out fiercely at Lasor, 
and was gone. 

In his book the assistant surgeon wrote, 
"Eighty-four," and opposite the number, the 
single word, "Briton" in Atlantean char
acters. No 'one was there to know Eorwynn's 
name, even though the high-priest could have 
given it had he so chosen before he departed. 

Silently and swiftly, Lasor worked over 
the young Briton, as was his custom, nor 
was there aught o-f the unusual in his man
ner save an added tightening of the lips and 
a drawing down of the eye-brows. Even 
these were so slight as to have escaped the 
notice of all but his young assistant, who· was 
puzzled as he watched his superior closely. 
When Lasor hesitated, seemingly undecided, 
his lancet pressed tightly against a vulnerable 
spot in the Briton's neck while exploring a 
spear-wound there, the young assistant knew 
that his suspicions were not wholly imaginary. 
He also knew that the wounded Briton had 
been within a hair's breath of death at that 
moment. He wondered why. 

But he would not have wondered had he 
caught the words that the old surgeon mut
tered under his breath as he released the 
lancet: "Better him than one of our own," 
he had said. 

The days that passed were days of watch
ful care on the part of Lyortha, the nurse. 
They were days of oblivion to Eorwynn in 
his hospital prison cell, to which he had been 
returned immediately after the operation. But 
as he lay insensible, Nature, aided by the 
watchful care of the nurse and the giant, 
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Ilu, together with the healing unguents of 
the stranger physicians, worked ceaselessly for 
his recovery. A heavy blow upon the head 
had wrought the injury which resulted in 
his unconsciousness-a blow which, notwith
standing, caused but little other injury. 

A blare of trumpets without the prison 
finally aroused the young Briton. Weak and 
nervous, he stared at the dull, smooth stone
gray of the vaulted ceiling, wrinkling his . fore
head in a fruitless attempt to grasp the mean
ing of his surroundings, and rolled his eyes 
from side to side, although he could not move 
his head. 

"Art awake, my young master?" The giant 
Ilu placed his great rough hand upon the 
couch, and leaned over Eorwynn. 

"Ilu !" The voice was so feeble that it 
scarcely rose above a whisper. "Where am I?" 

"Thou art a prisoner in the hands of the 
dark men-the foreigners." 

"A prisoner! And the battle, Ilu ?" 
"The gods were against us, master," replied 

the great savage with lowered head. 
"And my father-and Birul ?" _ 
"Dead, 0 my master, thy father, certainly. 

Thy brother, indeed, escaped from the circle 
of death with which the enemy had ringed 
us round, only to fall and to meet death as 
he fled with the remnants of our fighting
men." 

"And thou, Ilu ?" 
The giant again lowered his head. 
"I remained with thee, 0 master." 
"When thou couldst have fled, Ilu ?" 
"Perhaps I could, my master." 
"And thou didst stand forth to shield me 

from my father's wrath, it seems, although 
my memory is not so good." 

"Perhaps I did, 0 Eorwynn, chief." And 
the simple, childish giant fell upon his knees 
beside his master's couch in token of fealty 
and obedience. 

"Ilu !" said Eorwynn after a moment. His 
voice was noticeably stronger, although it 
trembled slightly. 

"Yes, master." 
"Thou art a man, Ilu." 
While they were speaking the nurse, Lyor

tha, entered, and, seeing that Eorwynn's eyes 
were open, approached the couch, and placed 
her hand upon his head. 

"Thou art better,'' she said with a smile, 
speaking in his own British tongue; then 
hastened from the chamber. • 

"Who is that beautiful being, Ilu ?" de
manded Eorwynn, when the girl was gone. 
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"She is a nurse, called Lyortha,'' replied 
the giant, "one of our own race, who was 
brought up in the household of the surgeon, 
Lasor, himself one of the foreigners. She 
has the wisdom of the foreigners, 0 Eorwynn, 
and speaks their tongue, but she belongs to 
our own people, nevertheless." 

Eorwynn rapidly regained his strength on 
the generous prison fare of the Atlans. In 
addition to the regular hospital diet of broths 
and other light foods, savory meats, richly
flavored and tender, were his. These were 
carefully chosen by Lyortha so as not to of
fend his British palate. Savages though they 
were, the Britons were more sensitive about 
such things than were the Atlans. To Eor
wynn and Ilu it seemed that they were treated 
as honored guests rather than prisoners of 
war. For they recalled how infinitely worse 
the captives of the Britons fared, even the 
Britons themselves, than the prisoners of the 
Atlans. 

In spite of the solicitous care he received 
at the hands of the hospital authorities a 
strict watch was set about Eorwynn. He 
was allowed to see no one, even the giant Ilu 
was kept in a separate cell at some distance 
from that of his master, as soon as the latter's 
strength began to return. 

The midsummer festival of the Sun-God 
was approaching. The townsfolk, remember
ing the customs of their homeland, were 
eagerly looking forward to the ceremonies. 
Flowers were everywhere, and such fruits as 
were already ripened in that northern land, 
the first offerings of the season upon the sacri
ficial altar. Then, too, it was rumored that 
the closing rites of the festival would embody 
the great blood-offering-not alone of sheep 
and oxen, but human blood. This ceremony 
in itself was sufficient to occasion no little 
excitement among the people. Among them 
there was the growing suspicion that the 
displeasure of the Sun-God had fallen upon 
them and their city had been signally con
firmed by the disaster which had overtaken 
Kirat in the form of the attack of Red Karu 
and his savage followers. 

The old surgeon's abruptly formed friend
ship for the youth Coros brought to the young 
student privileges that would have delighted 
the heart of many an Atlan of more mature 
scholarship. For old Lasor was one of ·the 
few Atlans, or Poseids, of that modern day 
who had delved into and honestly tried to 
assimilate the wisdom of the old builders of 
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that wonderful civilization. In fact, such 
was the degeneracy of the times, that to most 
of his contemporaries, even learned men, the 
marvelous mechanical inventions, the psychic 
development, the just and liberal social organ
ization enjoyed by their direct ancestors had 
taken on the character of myths. 

During the time that Corns was still bed
fast the physician had discovered his taste 
for literature. As soon as he was able to 
walk about, the young man was invited to call 
and look over his library. Soon Coros was to be 
found there whenever his nurse would grant 
him leave of absence from his room. The 
confirmation of the so-called myths of an
cient Adantis which he found there, the proof 
that they · were not myths at all, gave him 
great pleasure. For he had always felt a glow 
of pride at the tales of those far-off an
cestors who navigated the air with incredible 
speed, their ships agleam with odic lights and 
equipped with far-seeing, far-speaking instru
ments, tales which he, as a scion of the an
cient White Brotherhood of Atlantis, had ab
sorbed with his mother's milk, and could no 
more banish from his consciousness than by 
willing could he still the beating of his heart. 

"I presume thou are eager to be far enough 
recovered to resume thy place in the temple 
ere the coming midsummer festival," sug
gested Lasor one evening as he sat in his li
brary watching Corns moving about among 
the ancient volumes. 

"Na tu rally I should like my health back:; 
but this library contains much more of interest 
to me than does the temple." 

Lasor smiled enigmatically. "Hast learned 
the program of the festivities?" 

"I have not. Lord Tekru is not given to 
communicating his plans to students and in
feriors, consequently no one has told me of 
them. Doubtless, too, my · ignorance would 
have. been as great had I been in the temple 
all the time." 

"It is said that the great blood sacrifice will 
take place." 

Coros stood a moment staring at the griz
zled old physician. "The great blood sacri
fice!" he repeated dully with a visible shudder. 
"And the victims?" 

The sharp eyes of the old man abandoned 
their eager scrutiny of Corns' face. The 
shudder and the word "victims" had given 
him the answer he sought. 

"In Atl they make use of criminals, and, 
prisoners of war," he said gently, his eyes 
half averted. 
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"A murderer now awaits execution within 
the prison." 

The surgeon thoughtfully smoothed the 
folds of his gray turban. "Yet it is said that 
the blood of enemies is sweeter to Our Father, 
the Sun-God." 

Corns held up the antique volume which he 
had just been reading. He hesitated a mo
ment as though considering the advisability of 
giving utterance to the statement he was 
about to make. "This author says that the 
human sacrifice brought about the downfall 
of our race." 

"The author is in error-partially, at any 
rate. True, the human sacrifice has brought 
its share of degradation, but our ancient stand
ards had already been lowered again and 
again before the practice was officially recog
nized." 

The expression with which Coros received 
the old man's explanation was one of under
standing and sympathy. 

"Ah, I know thy descent, 0 Coros; I 
know whence comes thy aptitude for these 
studies,'' indicating the volume under discus
sion. "When thy ancestors at the head of 
the White Brotherhood ruled in Atlantis the 
sorcerers were even then secretly practicing 
their murderous rites. They slaughtered their 
victims, by preference the young and innocent, 
to the end that the fiendish demons through 
whose power they wrought their vile magic 
might gain strength to do their bidding by 
feeding astrally upon the fresh-blood as it 
flowed upon the hidden and obscene altars." 

The old man rose and paced nervously up 
and down the length of the chamber. "I am 
an old fool,'' he growled, shaking his head 

· with a forced barking laugh as he paused 
beside Coros. "One would say that old 
Lasor was growing tender-hearted-Lasor, 
the surgeon-my enemies have even had it, 
Lasor, the butcher. Yet it is less sympathy 
for the victims than detestation of the degen
eracy of my race that prompts my loathing." 

"But who are the victims, 0 Lasor ?" de
manded the youth when the old surgeon 
paused. "Whom have they chosen for the 
sacrifice?" 

"As thou saidst but a moment since, Lord 
Tekru is one who knows how to keep his own 
counsel, nor is he more likely to make me 
his confidant than thee. But I know that 
with our prisons overflowing with British cap
tives as they aqr since Red Karu's rebellion, 
there can be no lack of material for the sac-

( Conti11 11ed on Page 57 ) 
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PSYCHO-ANALYZING A NATION 

At the Direction of President Hoover 
The original manuscript of this article on "The Beginning of Mind-DISCRIMI
NATION-The End of So-Called Crime" was laid before the National Commission 
of Law Observance and Enforcement, commonly known as "The Wickersham 
Commission." It has created wide interest amongst officials and thinkers. 
Many of its suggestions have already been adopted by our leading law-makers. 

By CHARLES J. CLARKE 

(Continued from January ) 

50 
There can be no true progress in that which 

perpetually stupifies intelligence, on the con
trary, in some conditions to escape is nearly 
hopeless, for even the mental integrity of the 
worker is invaded in the training for increased 
efficiency ; commercial schools to enhance the 
speed and receptivity of stenographers, requir
ing them to learn "touch" typewriting, which 
induces in the one who practices it, a high de
gree of self-hypnosis, with a concomitant 
breaking down of the mental personality and 
the so-called moral nature; resulting in a 
weakened resistance to suggestion, and a lack 
of initiative inevitable in a divided or differ
entiated single mind, which is normally defi
cient in the power of immediate re-integration. 

51 
Nature itself tending to end the existence 

of anything that is in vain or without reason, 
where there is no progress, there is, unless 
crystallization ensues, stagnation, if not retro
gression; thus mental faculties when not used 
become numb and paralyzed, and insanity, 
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which in this instance means a sort of mental 
clogging, leading to feeble-mindedness and 
death, is a concomitant of a mind unbalanced 
through over-specialization. 

52 
Of this latter fact we have direct proof in 

biology; for according to W eismann, the emi
nent Freiburg professor, the primitive life 
forms, the Protozoans (unicellular organisms) 
were immortal, death appearing in the sec
ondary stage of evolution in the Metazoans 
(pluricellular organisms) , as the result of 
over-specialization in the differentiation of la
bor, unless the differentiation was alternated 
with INTEGRATION, or re-union of the 
differentiated elements, under certain circum
stances relatively shown in activity or con
sciousness alternating with rest or sleep, res
toration and reintegration taking place during 
the latter, which is its purpose. 

53 
The menace of mass production is in the 

fact that the masses, stupified from their cog 
in the wheel existence, are impelled to seek 
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vicarious salvation, an inevitable concomitant 
of excessive over-specialization, with scant 
hope of obtaining it from the mass-trained 
caretakers of body and brain, or in finding it 
in the mass-produced movies or talkies, or the 
fiction piled high at the street corners. 

54 
And their limited intelligence being insuffi

cient for correct guidance in making invest
ments, they intrust their savings to banks 
and insurance companies, another glaring ex
ample of an attempt at vicarious salvation, 
who keep the stream of existence flowing in 
the same unending circle through refusing 
capital to those who might start intelligent 
competition with the Juggernaut. 

55 
So arrogant are those in false power that 

so-called Better Business Bureaus, with a 
progress challenging aggressiveness that should 
presage a sho"rt-lived existence, are using pres
sure ~n advertising mediums to prevent them 
from publishing advertisements soliciting capi
tal unless they have received the B.B.B. O.K., 
the advertising manager, patronizingly arid 
knowingly asking, when rejecting the adver
tising copy, Why does the would-be advertiser 
not _go to a bank or an insurance company for 
capital? 

56 
And the Usurper whose self-destruction

inviting mental defection has given rise to the 
delusion that efficiency can be increased perma
nently through stupifying and degrading the 
minds of the masses during working hours in 
paying a perpetual premium on perpetual ig
norance in the form of higher wages, time 
bonuses, and old age pensions, now exhibits 
the additional delusion that increased effi
ciency can be gained profitably through domi
nating the leisure hours of the workers, who, 
because the minds of a large number of them 
are becoming gradually infantile, defective, 
degraded, and feeble, offer a continually les
sening resistance to the Usurper's paternal or 
"fatherly" interest-the very ancient stock: in 
trade of the seducer-in their private affairs, 
and even so-called moral life, when it insists 
upon a majority vote from them to enact laws, 
ordinances, and prohibitions, obviously for the 
protection of a defective class, but which, in 
their general and non-discriminating applica
tion, except in the not generally known exemp
tion of the Hebrew race to prohibition to the 
extent of ten gallons of liquor a year, are a 
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direct insult to every individual having mental 
integrity. 

57 
To which insult is added the humiliation 

of being told through the aside remarks of 
the citizens of the country which our fathers 
fought for freedom, that we gained freedom 
before having the qualifications necessary for 
self-government, and remind us also of the 
fate of the legendary inhabitants of Aster, the 
former planet between Mars and Jupiter, 
who, letting loose forces they had not yet 
learned to control, hoisted themselves with 
their own petard, and blew Aster into the 666 
pieces now known as the Asteroids. 

58 
That discrimination, both in the wording 

of any protective law, or prohibition, .to indi
cate to whom it would not, and to whom it 
would, apply, and in its enforcement, to de
termine in what circumstances it should not, 
or should, be enforced, is self-evidently neces
sary, is shown in the very nature of a protec
tive law or prohibition. 

59 
The fact, established in the intelligence tests 

and examinations during conscription in the 
world war, that a large part of the masses 
have infantile, defective, degraded, and feeble 
minds, and thus need protection, necessitates 
in the maintaining of protective laws and pro
hibitions, specific classification of all indi
viduals, regardless of sex, race, or color, 
during the process of reconstruction and re
integration, so that laws and prohibitions 
enacted for the protection of an inferior class, 
would not necessarily have application to a 
superior class. 

60 
This would not be a revival of the doctrine 

of special privilege, but an intelligent adjust
ment to the obvious fact that progress has 
been delayed for ages through the burdensome 
laws and customs with which the straggling 
masses of mankind have handicapped their 
leaders. 

61 
The latest nation-wide census should give 

data sufficient to begin the needed adjustment. 

62 
While there are various statutes already en

acted for the protection of minors, incompe
tents, feeble-minded, and the female sex, 
there are a large number needing protection 
who do not come specifically under the afore
mentioned classes; and age and sex should 
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not be taken into absolute consideration in a 
new classification, for even children of both 
sexes before reaching the present legal ma
turity, would bi; allowed to petition for exam
ination as to their intellectual competency to 
enter the unprotected class. 

63 
Those passing satisfactory examinations as 

to competency would be given an identifying 
photographic badge, and also a certificate of 
competency which they could carry for 
additional identification; it would also be 
appropriate for them to wear something dis
tinctive that could be perceived from quite a 
distance. 

64 
Those in the unprotected class who wilfully 

violate its code could be made to forfeit their 
badge and certificate, and which they would 
be unable to regain until they had made a new 
petition and passed another examination satis
factorily, undergoing if deemed necessary, a 
period of probation. 

65 
There should be two distinct grades in the 

protected class: those who are only simple
minded, who would have a physical freedom 
practically equal to the unprotected class, but 
who should be required to wear clothing, as 
distinctive as women once wore, for their pro
tection; the remainder of the protected class 
should not be permitted to wear the distinctive 
clothing of either the simple-minded, or that 
of the unprotected class, and this would be 
the means of distinguishing them. 

66 
The unprotected class while being exempt 

from the application of those laws and prohi
bitions enacted specifically for the protected 
class, should have no protection in the war of 
wits, or through a so-called confidence game, 
or trick and device, for to be protected in any 
way from being taken advantage of in such a 
manner would be undesirable because it would 
weaken the incentive to true intellectual en
lightenment, and anyone would be able to 
gain exemption from the application of the 
Volstead act, whose intellectual enlightenment 
and mental integrity showed his or her fitness 
for exemption; thus those who should have 
prohibition, would have to have it; and those 
who should not have prohibition; would not 
have to have it; and everybody then should 
be happy. 

67 
With this discrimination in classification, 

there would be no necessity of punishment 
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through imprisonment, or restraint, except for 
acts involving the threat of, or actual, vio
lence; and the protected class could not be 
reached for anything of great financial value 
except through a guardian. 

68 
Anyone in the unprotected class could, 

should he or she so desire, surrender badge and 
certificate, and become one of the protected 
class, without being allowed any retroactive 
protection. 

69 
The foregoing ·Outline of a system of clas

sification of, and procedure with, the people 
of a country where protective laws and pro
hibitions are maintained, reveals that while 
such a system would be somewhat cumber
some, it would be inevitable in the practical 
use of a specific plan for discriminative pro-
tection. 

* * * * * * * 
70 

What the inventors of automatic machinery 
and systems have done to standardize mechan
ical products and to make mass production 
possible, with concomitant deterioration of the 
individual worker, is evidently the source of 
the inspiration of the makers of false mental 
laws, who, regardless of their inroads into the 
province of individual integrity, are ever devis
ing rules and systems of thought, ever discov
ering laws ( ? ) , with which human entities 
are alleged to be automatons whose activities 
and final destiny in any given instant may be 
infallibly determined. 

71 
And then from the economic viewpoint of 

the pseudo-thinkers, it is more desirable to 
broadcast stereotyped platitudes than it is to 
give the Truth applicable to each individual
that would not be in line with their dominant 
idea of mass production-it would be too 
much like work. 

72 
For a precedent they quote the old adage 

about sowing and reaping, when Truth self
evident or Absolute needs no precedent, and 
they also completely ignore, in their haste to 
gain a so-called precedent, the fact that the 
wilding coming from its own parent seed, 
after being subjected to the modern process 
of building or grafting, furnishes a stock 
more hardy and free from disease, yields a 
more desirable quality and a greater quantity 
of fruit than that which would be produced 
in the natural processes of sowing and reaping 
from the seed of the fruit desired. · 
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73 
There may have been a time before modern 

mental progress had fought free from the 
slavery of the mechanical law of cause and 
effect, when it was necessary in both the psy
chical and physical garden to sow the seed and 
reap the harvest of the seed sown- if that 
were invariably the case, Saviors were worth
less. 

74 
Even a few decades ago, when there was a 

very popular interest in natural, artificial, and 
self-suggestion, it was considered correct to 
teach as Truth a mental law of becoming 
what you think, regardless of the ignorance 
or intelligence of your thoughts, with con
comitant dire predictions of just what would 
happen to you if you rejected this dictum of 
the pseudo-thinkers and thought on things 
ta bu. 

75 
Thousands of books were donated to public 

libraries and to private individuals, and sold 
in quantities of hundreds of thousands, pro
claimed automatism of mind responding to 
thought suggestions as the proper and correct 
law of thought and expression, which we 
might wish to be, and for the most part, is, a 
law or sequence of correct thought, but which 
in no sense is a true or Absolute Law with 
ignorant suggestions, or dualistic so-called 
"evil" or "sinful" thoughts, although untold 
million,s have accepted, reacted to, and 
perished from, the false suggestion in the 
half-truth, doctors dying of the disease they 
were doctoring, practitioners going insane 
from treating patients lacking mental in
tegrity, and prosecuting attorneys being con
victed of the violation of the laws for whose 
violation they had been prosecuting others, 
when the real Truth of the matter is, that 
True Thought would free those adversely in
fluenced through the suggestion of former or 
even present mental states, and enable them 
to do differently from what they had thought 
at a previous or even a present time, when 
those thoughts were, or are, incorrect. 

76 
Even the definition of sanity had to be re

vised to keep pace with modern mental prog
ress and enlightenment; in former times it was 
said, "The sane mind is determined from the 
greatest apparent 'good' for itself;" now we 
correctly say, "The sane mind chooses to do 
that which itself conceives to be for the great
est value or the least injury to itself, or its 
aims. 
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77 
Man, the transcendent being, is the one 

exception to the old Law of Correspondence, 
he can have an , aim transcending and ex
traneous to the temporary self, thus with cor
rect thought he escapes the mechanicalness of 
blind, non-discriminating law, and aligning 
his aim with the Great Aim, he can subordi
nate the desires of the present to the Vision 
of That Which Can Be. 

78 
We have elsewhere stated that during the 

world war there was established the fact that 
a large number of the masses have infantile 
minds; and here dealing with facts, and not 
with remote causes, which might be mental 
defection, degradation, or feebleness, there is 
marked need to emphasize the illuminating 
corollary, that we are logically, inevitably 
compelled to treat these infantile minds, re
gardless of age or the contributing cause of the 
mental condition, the same as we, from a sense 
of duty, and legally, should be compelled to 
treat natural children-with the utmost en
lightened consideration and discrimination, 
;md with the utmost tolerance for those faults 
which we logically should expect to be a con
comitant of infantile intelligence. 

79 
A true intelligence test should consist, not 

in determining the extent of the intellectual 
befuddling, or so-called education, received at 
school, but in determining the capacity of the 
individual to attain true intelligence, which 
can be determined in the measuring the degree 
of awakening and development of the specific 
ten senses, the normal attributes of an indi
vidual having complete mental integrity. 

80 
The five so-called physical senses, touch or 

self, taste, smell, hearing, and sight, have a 
continually progressive enlarging of their 
actual definite space spheres of consciousness; 
and the five mental or psychic senses, have 
likewise a continually progressive enlarging 
although interpenetrating spheres of conscious-
ness. 

81 
The affirmed fact of our being equally re

sponsible and accountable with all those ele
ments subject to our presence or influence, was 
difficult to understand until we became free 
from dualistic belief, and gained the monistic 
knowledge that we are all elements of the 
One Being, and dependent upon each other 
for the accomplishment of any ultimate, or 
great, and therefore, all-inclusive aim; and 
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until in the Absolute Sense of oneness we 
gained the ability to translate those charac
teristics, inclinations, feelings, and emotions, 
of our own and other subjective minds, which 
the beggarly dualistic thought ignorantly de
fined as "good," and "evil" or "sinful,'' into 
degrees of intelligence indicated on a scale at 
whose one extreme is Unconsciousness or Ig
norance, and at the other, Omniscience. 

82 
The sixth, or sociological sense, the sense 

of duty, duty being the noun form of the verb 
"to be due,'' whose complete development is 
Race Consciousness, formerly vaguely consid
ered to be a sort of action and reaction of 
the deeper, or so-called emotional nature, cor
rectly, the subjective mind, but now defined in 
degrees of intelligence, is of a different order 
from the five preceding senses, in that it is a 
mental or psychic reflex, not the direct result 
of normal physical sense perception. I ts degree 
of development is shown in the extent of un
prejudiced knowledge which identifies the 
kinship, responsibility and accountability, of 
the individual with the race. 

83 
The seventh, or humane sense, whose com

plete development is necessary in the main
tenance of bodily health and sanity, is a specific 
reflex, or consciousness, whose sphere in
cludes the elements of all the different varie
ties of life, including the phase of life called 
death. Its degree of development is shown in 
the extent of the individual's true knowledge 
concerning the nature of, and the dominion we 
are required to maintain over, and the conse
quent correct attitude toward, both human 
and non-human life. 

84 
The eighth, or common sense of honor, in 

the dawn of mind being Sun-worship, its 
lower degree is the recognition of the air to 
breathe, food, drink, clothing, shelter, and 
other necessities and luxuries of life, and 
honor and respect for whom or what provides 
them. Its degree of development is shown in 
the extent of reverence, gratitude, or thank
fulness, to That which sustains existence; and 
in the intelligent discernment of what, or 
what, That is; which because we first see the 
near, the effect, instead of the remote cause, 
we simulate discrimination in first calling It 
the Supreme, instead of the One, Being. The 
emotional, or subjective intellectual, reaction 
to the perception of That, is given in a word 
picture in the following lines from Tolstoy: 
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85 
"One knows God, not so much through rea

son, or even through the heart, but through 
one's feelings of complete dependence on Him, 
akin to the feeling which an unweaned child 
experiences in the arms of its mother. It 
does not know who holds it, warms it, feeds 
it; but it knows there is this someone; and 
more than merely knows-it loves that be-
ing." 

86 
The ninth, or sense of immortality, un

awakened is measured ·in the extent of mem
ory, and in the peculiar indifference to danger, 
or in the lack of the instinct of self-preserva
tion-obviously not required in an immortal 
being-shown sometimes in what is called the 
"garret stage" of genius. Its awakening is 
shown in the willingness to sacrifice the tem
porary aim for the Great Aim, or in the union 
of individuals in a definite organization, whose 
aim, transcending in both time and place, is 
the dominant idea of the individuals. 

87 
The tenth, or Absolute Sense, is the union 

or integration of the individual mind with 
Absolute Mind, or the Tenth Avatar of 
Vishnu, or Vishun (English spelling, Vision, 
without which we perish), shown when the 
individual exhibits the double mind and Inner 
Vision of what is called genius. Its degree of 
development 'is known in the extent that its 
sphere includes all other proximate spheres, 
and thus in the measure of its ability to per
ceive Truth has the rule, law, purpose, posi
tive or negative cause, the Reason for Exist
ence, and Why, How, and for Whom or 
What, beings or things exist. 

88 
While there is often a natural and normal 

awakening of the mental or psychic senses, as 
of the sense of duty, or sociological sense, 
when "One touch of nature makes the whole 
world kin," during an earthquake, proper edu
cation for the most part should consist in the 
awakening and the developing of the ten 
senses; which is not extremely difficult, for 
even an artificial intelligence test of any of 
the higher senses, tends to its awakening when 
it is dormant. 

89 
The extension of intelligence into the sphere 

of animal and plant life, and into the sphere 
of insane or disintegrating life, made necessary 
in the search for food to maintain health in 
body and mind, naturally awakens the human 
sense. (Continued next month) 
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A Weird Tale of Blac~ Magic W"' By H. F. JAMISON 

T O THE world, I am a negro-one of 
twin b;others, of medum height, regular 

features, and, although full dark, generally 
considered handsome, according to the stand
ards of our race. 

In our earlier years I was a home-loving 
boy, while Brother Sam liked to wander. But 
whenever he was away from home he always 
wrote to us at regular intervals. His letters 
were likely to come from any point. We had 
received them from New York, San Fran
cisco, and even from cities on the far off 
Mediterranean Sea. 
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One day a missive came after a much longer 
period of time had elapsed than usual. l t 
was written in a scrawly hand, was dirty and 
showed every evidence it was written in great 
haste. 

Now, Brother Sam always had been very 
neat and precise in his handwriting. Even 
before this letter was read, I scented trouble. 

We were both graduates from the Tuskegee 
Institute in Alabama, and at one time we had 
been personally instructed by that great leader 
of modern education for the colored people, 
.the Honorable Booker T. Washington. This 
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influence made care and neatness a pleasure 
to Sam. Why did he send that letter? 

It read: 
"Dear Brother: 

"I fear I shall never see you again for I 
am behind walls of horror. Don't try to 
locate me, as you, too, might meet a similar 
fate. I write only that you may understand 
just why I have not written sooner, and to 
let you know that I have not willingly de
serted you, if you never hear from me again. 

"If this reaches you, I bid you a long fare
well. Kiss mother for me, but tell her noth
ing of my possible fate. I am smuggling this 
out in a truck-load of tires. Someone may 
find it, and-they are coming now-goodby 
-Sam." 
The letter ended abruptly, as though in

deed the chance had come to smuggle it out. 
I could not kiss poor mother for Sam. She 

had long since passed away, gr!eving her heart 
out for him on account of his unexplained 
absence. 

I turned the envelope over and over in my 
hands. I scrutinized it with the most sacred 
and minute care. The only indication of 
where it came from was the postmark of a 
certain great railway system. Evidently some
one had mailed it on the train. May God in 
His infinite mercy bless my unknown bene
factor who mailed that letter I 

The letter itself bore no evidence ·of its 
origin. 

Finally, in holding it before a very strong 
light, I noticed a faint watermark, 

FLESKO TIRES. 
Eagerly I searched through every catalogue 

I could find for such a brand. They were 
unknown to every dealer I approached re-
garding them. · 

Giving up my studies for the ministry, I 
became a wanderer-searching, searching, al
ways searching I 

I travelled this continent over, riding freight 
trains, begging rides on public highways, do
ing odd jobs, preaching often in the suburbs 
of large cities to my own people, bound for
I knew not where. 

For five long years I roamed, homeless, 
friendless, kicked and cuffed from pillar to 
post, resenting nothing, doing good to all men; 
leaning always on Him who spoke peace to 
the troubled waters, who is always a friend 
to the world's poorest vagabond. 

II. 
One day I walked wearily along a pike 

road. Far in the distance it faded out, seem
ingly endless. How hot and dry I was I My 
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tongue was parched. My shoes were worn out 
and my naked feet were bleeding from con
tact with the small, sharp .stones. I came upon 
an old Ford car by the side of the road in 
the inviting shade of a large oak tree. Here, 
perhaps, was a chance to rest my weary body
my tortured, suffering feet. 

There was not a soul in sight. I went up 
to the old car. I hesitated before getting in, 
for I had been driven from so many places 
of rest before. 

Lying upon the seat of this ancient Ford 
was a large thermos jug. I touched it. It 
felt cold in spite of the boiling sun. 

Water at last! 
Trembling from head to foot, I slowly 

unscrewed the cap. It was full of ice water I 
Reverently I knelt and lifted my burning, 

bloodshot eyes to Him I trusted. I knew He 
saw and heard me then. 

"Master," I breathed, "I am only a poor 
helpless and wretched negro craft on the great 
ocean of life, but I want to thank You for 
this water. You have sent it, as You sent 
·food to the prophet Elijah by the ravens, and 
manna to the children of Israel in the wilder-

. ness. You have lost none of Your mighty 
power, Master. 

The people are just unbelieving, that's all. 
You no longer tolerate their insolent scorn. 
You have knocked at the doors of their hearts, 
until, unbidden to enter, You have departed 
sorrowfully. Like a certain city of old, You 
no longer can do any mighty works therein. 
because of their unbelief. 

But, Lord, I believe. 
You are merciful, Master: You give me 

water to drink. I humbly thank You. Amen. 
I drank deep and long. 
Did I see the dim outlines of shadowy 

forms about me and feel the fan of seraphic 
wings? Did I hear faint, celestial music? 
No, it couldn't be. I was but a worthless 
black man-a beggar-an outcast I Really 
great men never see or hear such things. They 
scoffed at them. 

No? 
It was but the overcoming effects of that 

cooling drink. Or, perhaps, 'twas but the 
heat dancing before my eyes. Or, it may have 
been a gentle breeze stirred to life in the foliage 
of the great oak tree. 

Again and again I drank. Then I dragged 
my miserable, although wonderfully refreshed 
body into the olcl car and sank down-ex
hausted. Soon everything grew dark about me, 
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and then I dreamed a dream, or saw a vision 
-as you will. 

Standing at the foot of a long hill, I gazed 
with awe and wonder at the great colossal 
buildings grouped upon its crest. They resem
bled those of a great hospital or college. A 
fine concrete road led up to them. 

Several heavy trucks passed me-each bear
ing the trade name 

FLESKO TIRES. 
A memory was stirred in my subsconscious 

mind-a letter-a watermark-my brother! 
Something seemed to tell me that this was 
the end of my journey. Eagerly I started up 
that long grade, joyously and hopefully. 

In my long search one part of brother's 
letter had been ignored, and now it was en
tirely forgotten as I hurried toward those 
buildings that loomed majestically against 
their picturesque background. Very soon, how
ever, I was to learn why his first hurried 
words in his last note were, 

"Don't try to locate me, as you, too, might 
meet a similar fate." 

Approaching the large iron gate I found 
it unfastened. I walked in uninvited and un
noticed. At the door of the front building 
I stopped. The sign "NO ·ADMIT
TANCE" had arrested me. 

I went around to one side of the huge 
structure. I passed building after building. 
On every door appeared the same sign, "NO 
ADMITTANCE." 

Strange, not one person crossed my vision. 
At last I came to the highest of all the build
ings. In letters fully four feet in length ap
peared the words for which I had searched 
so long: 

FLESKO TIRES. 
The sound of heavy machinery reached 

tny ears. Some unknown force guided me on. 
Soon I stood at the edge of a heavily barred 
window. On the inside I could hear fiendish 
shouts above the rattle of the heavy machines. 
My heart beat a mad tattoo within my breast 
as I cautiously peered in. 

There before strange mechanical contriv
ances, I saw hundreds of men-black men
stripped to the waist, some of them entirely 
nude. They were feeding what appeared to 
be cotton or wool fibre into the throats of 
those greedy monsters. 

A giant white man, fully seven feet in 
height, ran here and there among those black 
brutes, shouting, cursing, striking right and 
left with a terrible whip which resembled that 
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of the once famo us cat o nine tails of our 
western prisons, only it was much larger. 

"At it, ye hellians," he raved, "I want a 
full stream of fibre full up in them saws, or 
I'll gear 'em still faster." 

The pitiable devils were already working 
with feverish intensity. Their bodies were 
even then covered with a lather of evil-smell
ing sweat, flecked with streaks of their own 
blood! 

Sickened by such awful brutality, I moved 
onward to another building. Here I saw great 
vats of some dark liquid which I guessed was 
rubber. Another scene of intense cruelty was 
being enacted. A towering giant slashed about 
among the black-skinned human wreckage! 

Why did they not revolt? But I soon saw 
the answer. Guards stood near, weapons in 
hand. 

Once more I heard the snarling shouts of 
the whipping boss: 

"Keep them turn-overs moving, you heathen. 
We are behind on Flesko orders now. There'll 
be no eats again for you, less'n a thousand 
pounds an hour, hand-mixed." 

I stared in amazement at those bony 
frames. They were living skeletons, yet 
whipped mercilessly! 

I closed my eyes to shut out the hideous 
sight . 

At a table before a barred opening sat two 
men. One of them was a firm-faced, slightly
sneering man of fifty years. The other
where, oh, where had I seen that mocking, 
diabolical countenance before? Yes, in Faust 
-Mephistopheles. The face was a counter
part in every partitular ! 

Even in repose his entire physiognomy was 
one to repel and to disgust at first sight. 
And now-in his present condition, semi-in
toxicated, his eyes suggested those of an in
sane demon! 

In one hand he held a piece of an auto
moble tire about a foot long. This he caressed 
as a miser would caress his pile of gold. 

"See that," he gurgled, as he struck the 
piece of tire with a heavy cleaver as sharp 
as a knife. "Absolutely proof against any 
sharp substance. It positively can't be pene
trated by any object under the weight of our 
modern cars-in short, puncture-proof. And 
the process is all my own-and guarded well." 

Here he laughed such an inhuman, un
earthly laugh that I shuddered. He reached 
for a large black bottle and took a long gur-
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gling pull, then smacked his lips. With an 
uncanny and forceful emphasis, he volun
teered: 

"And we can make you wholesale dealers 
a mighty good price on 'em, too-either 'with' 
or 'without'." 

The other was silent for a long time. Fi
nally he cautiously inquired: 

"What do you mean by saying 'with' or 
'without'?" 

But the demon-I can think of no better 
name for him-appeared not to have heard. 
After possibly two minutes he pointed an un
steady finger at the bottle and began: 

"Misther bottle- mighty good friend o' 
mine-no shecrets 'tween us. You know all 
about 'with' and 'without,' don't you? Course, 
you do." 

The other man arose. Evidently scenting 
the possible drunken betrayal of a valuable 
formula for making tires, he stepped silently 
back into the shadows. 

The demon heard the move, drunk though 
he appeared to be. He turned in his chair, 
his eyes glittering like the eyes of a cobra, 
his lips slightly parted, and his voice lowered, 
as in fiendish exuberance his answer came : 

"Fooled you, didn't I, damn you. Thought 
I'd tell my formula, didn't you," he hissed. 
"Well, I'm goin' to give it to you. It'll never 
help you any, for you'll never leave this place 
alive. 

"Bargo-" 
It was a call. Although the trained hand 

of the man flew to his pocket, it was too late. 
He was pinioned from behind by a super
man who held him in his terrible grasp as he 
would have held a small child! 

"Tie him good, Bargo," the demon in
structed. "I want to talk to him. Get out 
and stand beside the door. I'll call if I need 
you." The giant grinned and withdrew. 

The demon arose, walked over to the man 
and turned back the lapel of his coat. The 
shield was there. 

"A Dick," he said laconically. "Thought 
so. Very well. You are seeking information. 
I possess that information. I shall give it to 
you in the form of a little sales talk." 

"Tires, real honest-to-God tires," the demon 
continued, "are at present, the world's crying 
need. They have not in the slightest degree 
kept pace with the rest of our great auto
motive progress. Thousands are spent for 
wonderful cars like the Rolls-Royce, yet, even 
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those luxurious machines are equipped with 
tires but slightly above that of a laborer's 
Ford. 

"Multiplied fortunes today await the in
ventor of a tire that will not delay the mil
lionaires by that most annoying of all things 
when a man is really in a hurry, a puncture. 

"And now, my would-be purchaser, I have 
such a tire. I have perfected a process for 
making puncture-proof rubber that will not 
even scar although being driven over 200 miles 
an hour, under load limit, across circle-saw 
teeth. I have demonstrated this time and again 
in miniature. Our larger ones are, of course, 
built on the same ratio. 

"However, what is most wonderful of all is 
this fact-although tough enough to be punc
ture-proof, at the same time they have lost 
none of their resiliency when used. 

"How do I get this marvelous substance?" 
Once more his eyes took on that snake-like 

expression as he answered his own question: 
"FROM FLESH," he sibilated, "BLACK 

FLESH." 
He paused and awaited the effect of .his 

words. The other gasped. The clock ticked 
unusually loud, I thought. My tongue clove 
to the roof of my mouth. It was all so 
ghastly, so gruesome! 

He continued: 
"Throwing the high-flung talk to the winds, 

I will say we simply use one part nigger to 
every ninety parts of my already nearly-punc
ture-proof product. The result is perfection. 

"How does nigger meat make rubber punc
ture-proof? I don't know. It was discovered 
by accident, like Edison discovered that the 
human voice could be reproduced over and 
over again from dead wax by the addition of 
a very small percentage of rat flesh. Later, 
he discovered a substitute which took the place 
of his rats, and, without a doubt, someone 
will later on discover a substitute in this prod
uct. But right now I know of nothing better 
than BLACK FLESH. 

"As I was saying, I discovered this marvel
ous process by accident. About five years ago 
I was making legitimate tires, far better than 
the ordinary from my own special patents. 
One day I got mad at a negro boy- yes, I 
can even afford to give you his name on ac
count of the great start he gave me in life
SAM BRADLEY. As I said, I got mad and 
knocked him into a vat of my secret process 
rubber in the making. 

(Concluded next month) 
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&he Practical Art of 

ALCHEMY 
By Adiram1ed 

LAMED L 

(Practical Lessons No. 2) 
(Continued from Jan11ary ) 

"BEHOLD , I lay in Zion for a founda
tion a stone, a tried stone, a precious 

corner-stone, a sure foundation : he that be
lieveth shall not make haste." 

LAMED is the 12th letter of the Hebrew 
series, and means literally, "an ox-goad." 
More generally the word signifies "a beater or 
chastizer." The word is still preserved in 
English with the identical signification: lamm, 
to beat soundly. 

The oldest specimen of Hebrew poetry ex
tant is said to be the address of LAMECH 
(the personified Lamed) to his wives (Gen. 
4:18-24): 
"Adah and Zillah, hear my voice 
Ye wives of Lamech, give ear unto my speech: 
For a man I had slain for smiting me 
And a youth for wounding me, 
Surely seven-fold shall Cain be avenged, 
But Lamech seventy and seven." 

This seemingly unintelligible speech acquires 
a meaning only when understood as an occult 
description of certain processes connected with 
our unique philosophical work. 

LAMECH is identical with the Lion in 
our previous figure. The youth who smites 
him is the "Strong Maiden." Gender is ap
plied to this force very arbitrarily by mythic 
writers. The fixed element, or LAMED, is 
always masculine, while the volatile (the 
youth) is hermaphroditic or of either sex. 
LAMECH is the body, Sulphur, here repre
sented as being wounded by Mercury. 

The fact that the youth is slain i:fy LAMED 
·shows that the fixed Sulphur is the stronger 
of the two. This is expressed alchemically 
by the saying, "In the first part of the magis
tery the Woman (water) rules. But she is 
finally overcome by the Man (earth)." 

This same idea is presented in a hundred 
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legends. The story of Cain and Abel is pre
cisely similar. Abel means "mist" (Ger. 
Hebel) and Cain means "royal eart~' (Ger. 
Konig). The mist approaches the earth and 
is "slain" (absorbed) by it. 

Another tale of like import is that of the 
slaying of Adonis by the wild boar. A still 
more suggestive one is the slaying of the Lion 
by Samson (Judges 14:5-6) . Samson's riddle 
(verse 14) is the very acme of Alchemical 
truth. The "bees" that settle in the Lion's 
carcass (verse 8) are the active energies 
aroused by the union of two opposite chemical 
principles. The "honey" is the white sub
stance that actually forms out of the "carcass" 
by the operation of these hidden principles. 
This white substance is what the sages term 
"our mercury," and is virtually the mother of 
the philosopher's stone. 

The moment of first espousal is marked by 
a dark color, typified by the Lion, the Dragon, 
or some other Beast; and in early Biblical 
Symbolism by the First Wife. In our 
LAMECH story it is Adah, whose sons were 
herdsmen and musicians (Gen. 4 :20-21). 

Following the period of darkness comes the 
dawn and brightness. This is the second wife, 
Zillah , who gives birth to the first Alchemist 
recorded in history, viz. : TUBALCAIN 
(Gen. 4:22). 

In the legend of Abraham, Hagart (flight) 
precedes Sarah (brightness) in which legend 
the most perfect alchemical truth is imaged 
forth. 

After the meeting of the man and his first 
wife (sulphur and mercury) there is a period 
of retirement from the world. In Deut. 24:5 
the man is given a year, in Gen. 29 :27 a 
week. It is brought down to the present time 
as the. "honeymoon." . Thf' "honey" of this 
"moon" is the same that Samson ate, and the 
real truth is, it is not perfected for about nine 
moons (months). 
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The first period, called the reign of 
Saturn (or blackness), reaches· its climax in 
forty days, and this explains scientifically the 
meaning of the frequent use of the number 40 
throughout the Bible: Forty years in the 
wilderness, forty days' rain, forty days' fast, 
etc. This is expressed throughout all mythical 
writings as the dark period. It is Job's ex
perience. 

The Twelfth Tarot (see Papus, The Bo
hemian Tarot) figure corresponding to 
LAMED is called "The Hanging Man." It 
shows the youth, which is introduced in Fig
ure 6 (The Lovers) standing between two 
females, as now hanging between two col
umns. 

This young man is our Lamech, our Lion, 
our Sulphur, and the females represent his 
dual wife. Both are essential to his develop
ment and necessary to bring him into a state 
of harmony and equilibrium. 

The female attendants become the pillars 
of support in this figure. The Bacchante is 
Isis, or the generative principle of the Stone. 
Diana is the Virgin (Sarah, Rachel, Hannah, 
Mary) that ultimately bears the immortal 
child. 

This ancient symbolism is interesting, since 
upon interpretation it reveals a knowledge of 
nature's arcane_laws wholly unknown to mod
ern science. 

Enoch, Lame~h, Noah, Abraham, Jacob, 
etc., are all expressed in Adam- RED 
EARTH. This earth is a literal fact, exist
ing today as it did 10,000 years ago, or "in 
the beginning," if we can imagine a beginning. 
It is not any crude, cold, hard earth, such as 
we walk upon. The common earth is the ex
crement of heaven, which for heavenly pur
poses must be raised up and sublimed by the 
Divine Workman himself. Man cannot do 
this by any known chemical process. This 
wonderful Adamic earth is actually made by 
God in the Air, or, as we may truly say, in 
heaven, for heaven is every inch of the ground 
above the earth. 

But, notwithstanding that it is congealed 
in heaven, gravity will draw it to earth, and · 
you may, at certain times and in certain 
places, run across it. It is esteemed of little 
value, and was called by the early alchemists, 
LITHARGE. 

In the state you find it, it is practicaily 
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dead, and can only be brought to life by its 
sister, Mercury. 

You may sooner find this Litharge than 
Mercury, though the latter is by far a more 
common thing. Guard against the discourag
ing thought that these objects are either ex
pensive or difficult to obtain, though many 
alchemical writers might make it appear so. 
To quote: Sendivogius: "The substance is 
vile and yet most precious." Philalethes: "It 
is a most common thing and yet the most 
precious treasure of all the world." Helvetius: 
"Neither the Mineral from the egg, nor the 
solvent salt are expensive." A phidius: "The 
philosopher's Gold may be bought at a low 
price." 

In fact, Christ himself is a perfect type of 
our substance. "He hath no form nor comeli
ness." (Is. 53 :2). "He is despised and re
jected of men." In the 22d Psalm he says, 
"I am a worm, and no man, a scorn and 
laughing stock of the ,people." 

Compare the saying of Solomon· (Song 
1 :5), I am black but comely 0 ye daughters 
of Jerusalem. 

In the philosophical work the climax of 
blackness is reached in 40 days. This is the 
period of the "hanging man," the end of the 
reign of Saturn at which time the "Crow" is 
said to be born. It is "the evening which pre
cedes the day in the Biblical account of the 
Creation." 

Light springs out of darkness. We see this 
illustrated everywhere in Nature. The sea 
in the earth, the child in its mother's womb, 
etc. 

The object of Earth is to afford a receptacle 
or a place in which to conserve the astral in
fluences. If you trace the beginning of life 
from the amorba upwards you will see that 
every body is merely a congelation of matter, 
an incrustation to protect and facilitate the 
wonderful operations of the spirit energy 
within. The spirit is the GREAT ALCHEMIST 

who is constantly moulding matter into 
higher forms of expression to subserve His 
own purposes- purposes that seem to be ful
fi lled in harmony, beauty and more abundant 
expression. 

It is exactly this way in our Stone. We 
find the substances in which the two opposite 
principles of expression are brought to the 
highest perfection possible in Nature, though 
concealed from the common gaze by most un-
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seemly and unsuspected guises. We combine 
them and lo! it is the marriage of "Christ" 
to the "Bride of Heaven." 

The artist, Man, has only to look on and 
see the New Jerusalem with its golden streets 
and pearly gates descending before his very 
eyes. No figures are sublime enough to repre
sent this marvel. Ezekiel, Daniel and John 
came the nearest of any to painting it vividly. 

You must understand that in all these 
similitudes, imagination has supplied the de
scription, with details. The facts from which 
the figures were originally drawn would in 
the eyes of some people be no more than the 
making of a plum pudding. This is the reason 
why such people are never permitted to gaze 
upon so wonderful a phenomenon. 

When Mercury smites Sulphur, the Savior 
on the cross exclaims, "Eli Eli lama sabach
thani!" and the veil of the temple is rent in 
twain, and there is darkness at the 6th hour. 
It requires about 6 hours for this union to be 
effected. Usually the earth will exhibit 
great cracks, because the stroke of Mercury is 
as the thunderbolt of Jove. Then night set
tles down apace. The Savior is inhumated. 
The "three days in the heart of the earth" is 
one of those purely indefinite expressions, that 
may be interpreted here to mean three fort
nights, exactly typified by Lent, the season of 
fasting. The Paschal lamb is now slain and 
eaten with bitter herbs. His glorified spirit 
rises on Easter morn. 

Meanwhile, he lies like Job in "sackcloth 
and ashes." The rising from this "bed" means 
passing into another color, a grey, expressed 
as Jupiter. 

In fact, you must know that Saturn, Jupi
ter, Mars, Venus, Mercury are merely succes
sive stages of the one work, each exhibiting a 
different color. 

Philosophers have caused much confusion 
by placing Mercury in every part of their 
work. Strictly speaking, it is not mercury at 
all in the very beginning of the work, though 
mentioned as "common mercury." When 
perfected toward the middle or end of the 
work,- it is designated as "our mercury," which 
virtually is the resurrected soul and spirit of 
the original bodies entering into the mixt. 

Let no one imagine he will find these things 
intellectually by simply reading over a book 
once or twice. I know men who have col
lected vast libraries of alchemical books and 

who have read them all, who yet have not the 
slightest knowledge of the A-B-C of this art. 

The way to study is to read a book until 
you understand it through the clear light of 
reason and intuition. God never reaches down 
to man. Man must climb up to God. 

There is a beautiful old legend concerning 
the formation of the Rhine gold upon which 
Wagner has built one of his great music 
dramas. It is said that this gold was caused 
by the magical transformation of the sun's 
rays within the waters of the Rhine. This 
Gold had wonderful mystic power because of 
its glorious origin-the sunshine. 

While this reads like a fairy-tale, it is no 
less a literal fact. And, startling as it may 
seem, the same phenomenon goes on there to
day, and can be seen on the banks of the 
Rhine, as certain travelers attest. Very few, 
however, have been able to get into converse 
with the "Rhine-daughters" who guard the 
treasure, and the secret remains well hidden. 

Wagner felt it, knew it, but was never per
mitted to see the reality of it, for it would 
have been the end of his effort and the world 
would have missed his glorious creations. 

But I was going to explain the formation 
of the Rhine gold. A certain divine-essence, 
emanating from the sun, pierces the soil and 
the rocks and vitalizes the seed of gold which 
slumbers there. 

This essence is the active agent in metallic 
transformation. 

This is what is meant by the sun being in 
the earth, and not the sun only, but the moon. 
By a combination of their rays meeting in the 
earth, all things in Nature are produced. 

This is Nature's grand demonstration of 
sex-potency-the interactivity of biune forces. 
For this reason Man and Woman must be 
united in order to consummate the great law 
of Nature. The former concenters the sun's 
rays, the latter the rays of the moon. But 
Man and Woman have evolved physically 
above the sphere of goldmaking. At one time 
they were thus employed in the heart of the 
earth. 

Now they unite in the higher transmuta
tion of the finest matter into mind, or thought; 
and this mind has the power to look back to 
its origin and to understand the occult laws 
of Nature though evolution proceeds. Mind 
qas power to assist Na tu re to perform her 
operations more marvelously. 
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Our Art is no fancy, but grounded on 
purely scientific principles. To quote an old 
master, "No one need doubt the truth or cer
tainty of this Art. It is as true, certain, and 
as surely ordained by God in Nature as it is 
that the sun shines noontide and the moon 
shows her soft splendor at night." 

There is every evidence that the ancients 
adorned their temples by Alchemic Art, which 
was the common secret of Priests and Kings: 
1 Chron. 29 :2, 2 Chron. 1 :15, Job 22 :24, 
Jer. 10:9, Hos. 2:8. 

All writers are unanimous in affirming that 
the substance of our stone is one thing. 

The same writer just quoted says: "As con
cerns the matter, it is one, and contains within 
itself all that is needed. Its birth is in the 
sand. It is the distilled moisture of the Moon 
joined to the light of the Sun and congealed." 

Nothing truer was ever spoken. It is called 
a stone, not because it is always seen in the 
form of a stone, but because it finally becomes 
a stone, capable of resisting the fire. 

Yon can hardly put your finger on any
thing in nature where it is not. Beginning in 
the seed, it forms wood, bark, leaves, flowers, 
fruit. It is the direct cause of all colors seen 
in nature, and this is one of its most wonder
ful attributes. 

Colors are the greatest guide in the prac
tice of our art, as they afford certain land
marks whereby we may be guided aright (Is. 
54:11). 

But I will give you various descriptions of 
this stone as it is found in Nature, because 
here is where we must look for it. 

P hilalethes gives a very accurate description 
of it: "Know that our Mercury is before the 
eyes of all men, though known to but few. 
When it is prepared its splendor is most ad
mirable; but the sight is vouchsafed to none, 
save the sons of knowledge. Do not despise 
it, therefore, when you see it in sordid guise; 
for if you do, you will never accomplish our 
Magistery-and if you can change its counte
nance, the transformation will be glorious. 
For our water is a most pure virgin, and is 
loved of many, but meets all her wooers in 
foul garments, in order that she may be able 
to distinguish the worthy from the unworthy. 
Our beautiful Maiden abounds in inward 
graces; unlike the immodest woman who meets 
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her lovers in splendid garments. To those 
who do not despise her foul exterior, she then 
appears in all her beauty, and brings them an 
infinite dower of riches and health." 

Our author here is personifying the active 
principle as feminine. I presume b.ecause he 
sees it hidden in water. 

He refers to the Mercury of the Philoso
phers. Now, carefully compare his statement 
with the circumstances of the birth of Jesus 
Christ (Luke 2 :7). Then read (Zech. 
3 :3-5), remembering that Joshua and Jesus 
are identical words in the original Hebrew. 

Everything in alchemy and in mythology 
suggests the idea of this glorious principle be
ing found in very lowly surroundings. 

The Jews, themselves, are a living illustra
tion of this great principle working out in 
humanity. Though socially regarded as out
casts, they remain the "Chosen People," dem
onstrating their right to this title by prac
tically controlling the treasury of the world 
and by having given to the world all of value 
that it possesses. 

Now since you know that you only need 
one thing (and that it is a very common 
thing) you may feel more definitely assured 
of success. Though I say only one thing is 
required-one seed-it is taken for granted 
that we must have a soil in which to sow the 
seed. Nor is it possible to raise it in more 
than one soil, because in only one do we find 
the rays of the sun congealed in just the right 
proportions. 

I trust you will be able to see the scientific 
application of the term "congealed solar
rays." 

Take for illustration a piece of common 
coal. That which causes combustion is the 
release of these very rays which have been 
locked in their dark tomb for thousands of 
years. Thus the phenomenon of burning a 
piece of coal exhibits a great alchemical prin
ciple. The spirit of the Lord (fire) is thus 
called forth and is resurrected to fly again to 
the bosom of the father, O«ygen (Aleph). 
This particular soil to which I refer is one 
that congeals in the air, for in no other way 
can the sunshine become perfectly incorporated 
in it. In this same manner the solar fire was 
once caught in the tree that formed the body 
of the coal. 

( C ontin11ed next month) 
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<(Where Are Going From Here? 

WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT? 
By A. BUCKLAND-PLUMMER 

PEOPLE have tried being virtuous, clever, 
thrifty, industrious, strong, dynamic, mod

est, dominant, truthful, crafty, and devil-may
care, and when the curtain falls the result is 
always the same-a washout. 

On the face of it one might assume that 
whatever you do or do not do, one thing is 
certain, yo\l'll be caught in a trap. Empires 
and individuals rise and fall. Fortunes are 
made and lost. Nothing stays "put." Every 
possession has to be defended. The right of 
self determination is constantly challenged. 

Saviours come and go-in carload lots. If 
decorating crosses were a qualification for 
glory, the entire human race would be bask
ing in the refined ethers of the supernal. 
People have been taught that by being pro
lific, industrious, honest, and kind, such vir
tues would bring material rewards and heav
enly treasures. But experience shows rather 
that these same virtues rob them of pleasure 
here, and leave their status for the future 
in a condition of uncertainty. Their inven
tiveness and industry merely expedites the 
time when they will be unemployed and cut 
off from supplies. Their honesty places them 
at the mercy of the unscrupulous. Their pro
lificness burdens them with obligations which 
they have to strain at the gnat to support. 
Their kindnesses make them "easy marks" 
for the hordes of vampires. 

Observing these things people often ask the 
question, "Am I wrong, or is the world 
wrong?" 

The pessimist settles the matter very simply 
by declaring that both are absolutely off-color; 
that the best thing is not to be born and the 
next best thing is to die young. The optimist 
is equally sure that everything is jake. Ac
cording to him you have only to look on the 
bright side of things in order to live in per
petual sunshine. 

And the flock of theorists, fanatics, and 
budding saviours wag their heads, look 
frightfully serious and assert that nothing but 
their own particular brand of salvation can 
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save humanity from going to the bow-wows. 
Probably the most unpopular of all views 

is the one we propose to advance in this 
article, viz., that the world is perfectly all 
right and that humans are likewise, providing 
they snap out of the trance into which the 
organized system of hypnotism throughout the 
ages has placed them, and-BE THEM
SELVES. 

This conclusion does not arise from a per
sonal theory or preference; it has its origin 
in knowable facts of life. The constant in
terplay of natural forces produces individual 
forms. In the case of humans those forms 
are invested with self consciousness. Conse
quently, unlike plants and minerals, humans 
are under the necessity of consciously arrang
ing their lives in a way which guarantees their 
individual security and makes possible the 
greatest degree of progress. 

That is the first problem which each one 
must face, and it has its origin in the facts of 
existence. 

Immediately one becomes aware of this 
problem, another, also based upon fact, pre
sents itself: viz., how to realize one's own 
individuality to the maximum degree without 
disturbing the same right in other people. 
And that is where whole masses of humans 
so far have failed. 

People are ·constantly creating resistance 
and bucking up against it. This is inevit
able so long as they move like animals under 
the impetus of habits, or, like thought forms, 
permit themselves to be impelled by special 
ideas; or so long as they allow the personal 
ego to run away with them and to smash 
them to pieces on the rocks of Cosmic or 
natural law. Therein lies the trouble. Peo
ple are acquainted with all sorts of weird 
and antiquated theories, unproved either by 
themselves or by their authors. But, at the 
same time, they are almost entire strangers 
to the processes of natural law. 

They consume certain food which tickles 
their palates. They like it and repeat the dose 
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indefinitely, thereby forming a habit to which 
they become a slave. A special theory stimu
lates their brain, allays their fears, or awak
ens their ambitions, and they fall for it, 
hook, line and sinker, and involve themselves 
in a further bond of slavery to an idea, which 
in time renders them incapable of impartial 
judgment. Money, power, fame, social posi
tion, or something else, suggests a direction 
towards which they should bend their ener
gies. And, not knowing what it's all about, 
having nowhere to go, they begin moving in 
that direction, without knowing anything 
about the perils of the journey or the results 
which must follow from reaching their goal. 

All of these things, with their inevitably 
sad consequences, come from the general ten
dency to accept suggestions or things, without 
first TESTING them thoroughly at the bar 
of experience. To those few who are capable 
of appraising the facts of life impartially, 
nature makes it abundantly clear that she of
fers every opportunity to humans for happiness 
and unfoldment-if only they will use their 
faculties and senses to understand the terms 
upon which they may receive her gifts. 

In effect, Nature says: "If it is your will 
to enjoy material things, study the earth, the 
economic arrangements of your society, dis
cover the weak and the strong .points, improve 
your vision so that you will see when to tune 
in and when to wait. But don't take too 
much, or it will load you down and cut you 
off from the treasures of the intellect. 

"If you would draw upon the storehouse 
of knowledge, give your time, energy, and 
concentrated attention to it, but, again be 
careful. If you overdo it, you'll become con
stipated with old ideas and you'll lose your 
individuality. 

"If you would unfold your emotional life, 
study the arts of love and carefully select joys 
which your organism can stand, or you'll be 
lost in a sea of debauchery. 

"And if you will to attain a certain goal, 
be sure that it is really an individual one; 
make certain that no others are travelling the 
same path, ascertain that it fills an essential 
gap in the scheme of Cosmic economy,-or 
every step you take will produce resistance, 
which must in time defeat you." 

Nature makes it very plain that she has no 
sympathy with the fanatic, the personal the
orist, the intolerant bigot, or with the greedy. 
They represent the black brotherhood com
posed of ignorance, greed, vanity, cunning 
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and personal egotism. They are ever commit
ted to a policy at variance with the normal 
order of life on all planes. They rule by 
suggestion, mesmerism, superstition, fear, lies 
and humbug. They favor individuality when 
it is opposed to law, and oppose it when it is 
realized in conformity with law. 

It was the knowledge of their methods and 
their degenerate effects which caused Homer 
to exclaim, "Better to be a beggar in the 
upper world than a king in the world of the 
shades." Yet it must be recognized that these 
forces have invaded this world nourished by 
the cosmic sun. They are ever doing their ut
most to enslave the children of light and to 
favor those of the darkness. This explains 
why the ignorant and degenerate often walk 
off with the prizes, whilst the virtuous re
main in poverty. 

It is this conflict of forces which makes of 
life a great game, producing dividends in de
veloping individual consciousness which could 
not be brought about in any other way. The 
fact is that everyone is in the midst of a rag
ing battle, and only a rare few suspect that 
it is going on. Briefly, there are four con
tending forces which play upon humans and 
try for all that they are worth to capture their 
minds, hearts and physical bodies. Gravity 
pulls people towards the earth advising them 
to be practical. Levity, urges people to rise 
above their elementary surroundings. Attrac
tion suggests directions towards which they 
may bend their energies, and the force of 
repulsion holds them back. 

These four forces form a condition which 
involves every human on this planet in four 
definite trials, ordinarily known as the tests 
of earth, fire, water and air. Through the 
forces of gravity man is held to the earth and 
is introduced to her secrets and possibilities. 
If he does not realize that the normal object 
of this trial is to give him an understanding 
of the laws and processes governing the min
eral and material domain, he makes the fatal 
mistake of grabbing off everything in sight 
and burdening himself so heavily that he is 
automatically cut off from other possibilities 
in nature. Assuming he comes through with
out too much dirt sticking to him, he is 
qualified to take the ordeal by fire. In this 
he is led to experiences which acquaint him 
with the perils and joys of love, sex, passion, 
desires, etc. Again, if he does not get too 
tangled up in the toils of these elemental 
forces, he may later qualify to take the water 
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trial, which is concerned with ideas. He is 
then shown the storehouse of intellectual 
treasures conserved in the body of nature. 
Very few ever survive this trial. Ideas give 
one such a delightful sense of superiority and 
provide such a wonderful chance to lord it 
over the less informed. Yet those who have 
been through the gam_e .l<:now only too well 
that all ideas are relative, none are true in 
themselves, and that the -whole realm of 
ideation ·represents consciousness derived from 
experiences which are past, and therefore 
DEAD. 
A~d the richer man becomes in all these 

treasures which are but excretio.ns of things 
that are dead, the poorer he is in the things of 
light and life. 

The whole treasure house of ideas might 
well be exchanged for one ger.m of UNDER
STANDING, for that alone can inform one 
of the eternal laws which govern the past, 
present and the future. 

And that is the real object of the three 
trials with all the conflicting experiences which 
they entail. If one can look on the things of 
the past and ever remember that one is an 
individual ego, produced by nature through 
ages of evolution, and say, 

"Yes, these things are very wonderful and 
most interesting, but they do not inform me 
of my place in nature. They provide no jus
tification for my existence. If I ally myself 
with them, I shall only be helping to restore 
a past which has served its purpose, and I 
shall inevitably be placing myself in opposi
tion to the plans which the economy of the 
cosmos has laid out for the future. I shall 
have to rely upon dead or decaying forces in 
my fight against the battalions of light and 
life which are ever working for a progressive 
future." 

And that leads to the ordeal of air where 
the individual really becomes conscious of 
himself as a specific ego for the first time. His 
experience is rather like the story of Christ 
being taken up on the mountain and offered 
everything below. And, if he has a fraction 
of Christ's wisdom, he will say, "Quality, 
like poison, is put up in small packages. I 
shall take just enough for the performance 
of my will which I aim to unite with that 
of the universe, and no more." He will know 
that the body or the mind requires very little 
to keep it in its highest state of pleasure and 
efficiency, that excess baggage slows down 
movement, and that liberation from the tangle 
he has gone through is conditioned by him 

so . 

remaining detached from the conflict with its 
allurements and its perils. 

So far as we can see there is no possibility 
of anyone escaping from the interplay of the 
forces mentioned. But, after one becomes 
conscious of what is taking place, there is 
at least a sportiflg chance of evading their 
worst effects and ultimately gaining libera
tion. It all depends upon how far one is con
scious of oneself as an individualized ego, as 
nothing but the strongest will can prevent 
one being absorbed by one side or the other. 

Up to the present, however, not one person 
in a million has developed this ego conscious
ness. In fact, almost everyone is a complete 
stranger to the nature or possibilities of the 
will. It is generally accepted as a manifes
tation of will if one persists in moving in a 
given direction, refusing to be turned aside, 
no matter how much counter pressure may be 
brought to bear. But this effect can easily 
be produced by the mind becoming invested 
with a special idea, which monopolizes the 
consciousnes~, paralyzes the judgment, and 
bends all faculties into its service. Drunkards, 
dope addicts, fanatics, neurotics, lunatics, are 
all able to manifest this quality. 

The ego does not really begin to function 
until it is confronted with a series of con
flicting situations which call for a decision 
based upon keen discrimination. It implies 
that an individual has first detached himself 
from the pull of gravity, from the attrac
tions of emotional life, and has liberated his 
mind from all personal theories. 

He then begins to view the whole pano
rama mu_ch as a game of checkers. He ob
serves the players make their moves and care
ful study shows him plainly what must 
occur as the result of each move that is made. 
He concerns himself with inevitabilities. He 
sees the . utter futility of gambling, of play
ing blindly, or of taking chances. For in
stance, he observes men making frantic efforts 
to capture women who touch a sensitive chord 
in their makeup, but who fail to qualify as 
affinities on every .other basis. He knows a 
horse cannot win a race on the speed of one 
foot. It is quite clear that all such unions 
must produce disappointment. 

He observes business men produce an 
abundance of merchandise for markets which 
do not possess the necessary purchasing power 
to buy the commodities. He knows that they 
are headed for the bankruptcy court. 

He watches hordes of people hungry for 
(Continued on Page 64) 
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Astrology Simplified 
By 

CHARLES w. DENICKE 

LESSON II 

(Continued from January) · 

NATURE AND QUALITIES OF THE 
SIGNS 

The following general classification should 
be thoroughly familiar to the student before the 
next lesson is attempted. 

ARIES 'l' 
Physique 

Often a scar or mole on the face. If no plan
ets are rising a distinct resemblance to the 
"Ram" may be traced. Broad forehead, narr~w 
chin, often long neck. Gray eyes, sandy hair,. 
worn short. 

Psychology 
Quick in action, easy to anger, very enterpris

ing, fond of ruling, courageous, impulsive, not 
.very persistent. 

Parts of Body 
The head and face (not including the base of 

the skull, which is under Taurus), the cere
brum. 

Planetary Affinities 
Ruler J, exaltation of 0 
Detriment of '? , fall of ? 

Diseases 
Headaches, epilepsy, eruptive maladies affect

ing the head and face, vertigo, brain disorders 
of every kind having to do with the cerebrum. 

TAURUS ~ 
Physique 

Full lips and nostrils, full build, rather short 

lU Y S T I C \V 0 R L D 

Your Destiny 

And 'The 

Stars! 

as a rule, very broad strong shoulders and thick 
short neck, dark eyes, heavy jaws, curly hair, 
good teeth. 

Psychology 
Often of considerable strength of character, 

passionate, yet patient, very obstinate, proud and 
sensitive, persistent. 

Planetary Affinities 
Ruler '? , exaltation of » 
Detriment of J, fall of 

Parts of Body 
N eek, throat, ears, cerebellum and base of 

brain, pharynx, eustachian tubes, tonsils, palate, 
vocal chords. 

Diseases 
Quinsy, sore throat, diphtheria, goiter, glan

dular swelling in neck, apoplexy, suffocation, lar
yngitis, scrofula, polypus. 

GEMINI Il 
Physique 

Long limbs, well formed body, tall , long face, 
quick and active in movement, long straight nose, 
fine eyes as a rule, dark skin, good sight. 

Psychology 
Eloquent, fond of writing, subtle, clever but 

often superficial, always busy, inquisitive, not 
very persistent or stable, generally has two main 
interests, the element of "duality" being manifest 
right through the character. 

Planetary A f/inities 
Ruler ~ 
Detriment of 2! (Continued on Page 56) 



In Loye and Business 

Lucky is the day when 

your stars are favorably aspected. 
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LOVE 

Jan. 22 , 24, 28, 30. 
F eb. 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 

11, 12, 16, 17, 18 

Feb. 5, 6, 7, 101· 19 . 

Jan. 21, 23, 25, 26, 
27, 29, 31. . . .. . . 

Feb. 9, 13, 14, 15 .. 

Jan. 28 .. . .. . .... . 
Feb. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 

12, 14, 17, 18 ..• . 

Jan . 20, 26, 27, 29, 
30, 31 . ....... . . 

Feb. 7, 9, 10, 11, 
15, 16, 19 . .... . . 

Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24, 
25 .......... . ..• 

Feb. 8, 13, 20, 21 . • 

Jan. 24, 25, 29 ...• . 

Feb. 2, 4, 7, 8, 12, 
13, 14, 19, 21. • . • 

Jan. 21, 3.0, 31 . .. . . 

Feb. 3, 5, 9, 11, 15, 
20 . . . . ..... . . .. . 

Jan. 22, 23, 26, 27, 
28 ..• . .... ; .. ... 

Feb. 1, 6, 10, 16, 
17, 1.8 • ., • •. •••• 

Jan. 25, 26, 29, 30 .. 

Feb. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 
13, 14, 15, 19, 20. 

Jan. 31 . ... . . . ... · 
Feb. 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 

12, 17, 18 ...• . . . 
Jan. 22, 23, 24, 27, 

28 .... . . .. ..• ..• 
Feb. 16, 21 . .. . ..•• 

J an . 22, 23, 24, 28, 
29, 30 .. . . . .....• 

F eb. 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 
12, zo .... . . . .. . 

Jan. 31 ......... .. 
Feb. 1', 13, 16, 19, 

22 ............ . 
Jan. 25, 26, 27 .. . . . 
Feb. 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 

14, 15, 1'7, 18, 21 

Jan. 25, 26, 27, 28, 
29, 30 . .. ... ... . . 

Feb. 13, 16, 17, 18, 
:12 • •••• • ••• • ••• • 

Jan. 31 .. . ... . ... . 

Feb. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
15, 23 .. ..... .. . 

Jan. 23, 24 . ... ... . 
Feb. 1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 

11, 12, 14, 19, 20, 
21 . .....• . .• . • .. 

LET THE STARS BE 
Scientifically calculated for the 
the astronomical month of January 

(Find the sign in which you 

BUSINESS 

Jan. 22, 23, 24, 28, 
29, 31 • .... .. . . . 

Feb. 1, 5, 9, 10, 11, 
16, 17, 18, 19 .... 

Jan. 20, 30 , . .....• 
Feb. 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 .. 

Jan. 21, 25, 26, 27 . 
Feb. 2, 7, 13, 14, 15 

J an. 20, 25, 27 .. •.. 
Feb. 1, 2, 3, 4, s, 6, 

8, 9i 10, 11, 17, 
18, 9, 21 ... . . . . 

Jan. 26, 28, 29, 30, 
31 .. . .•• . .. . ... 

Feb. 7, 14, 15, 16 .. 

Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24 . . 

Feb. 12, 13, 20 . .. . 

Jan. 22, 23, 26, 27, 
30, 31 •.•....•.• 

Feb. 2, 4, 6, 15, 20 

Jan. 21, 24, 25, 29. 

Feb. 5, 7, 8, 11, 19. 

Jan. 28 ......... . 

Feb. 1, 3, 9, 10, 12, 
13, 14, 16, 17, 18. 

J an . 29, 30 . . .. . .•. . 

Feb. 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 
16, 17, 19, 21 . . . . 

Jan. 22, 23, 31 .. . . . 
Feb. 5, 9, 10, 20 .. . 

Jan. 24, 25 , 26, 27, 
28 ... . .. • ... ... . 

Feb. 6, 8, ljl . . . .. . 

Jan. 28, 29" 30, 31. 

Feb. 1, 4,'· 12, 13, 
15, 18, l9, 21, 22 

Jan. 22, 24 .. . ....• 
Feb. Z', 5, 8, 9, 16, 

20 ........... . ; 
Jan. Z3, 25, 26, .27 .. 
Feb. 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 

14, 17 . . . ....• .. 

Jan. 28 •• •. . . . .... 

Feb. 3, 4, 5, 6; 7, 
17, 18, 19, 2.2, 23 

Jan. 23, 25, 26, 27, 
31 . ... .... : . .• • • 

Feb. 11, 12, 15 .•• . 

Jan. 24, 29, 30 . • . . • 
Feb. 1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 

13, 14, 16, 20, 21' 

[ SPEC-ULA TION 

J an. 22, 23 , 24, 26, 
27, 28, 29, 31. .. . 

F eb. 1, 5, 9, 10, 11, 
.19 ... .... . • • •. .. 

J an. 20, 30 ... . . . . . 
Feb. 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 

16, 17, 18 .. ... .. 
Jan .. 2i, 25 . . .. " . . . 
Feb. 2, 7, 13, 14, 15 

Jan. 20, 25, 27 . .. . . 
Feb. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 1 

8, 9, 10, 11, 17, 
18, 19, 21 .... .. . 

Jan. 26, 28, 29, 30, 
31 .... .. ....... . 

F eb. 7, 14, 15, 16 .• 

Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24. 

Feb. 12, 13, 20 . .... 

J an. 22, 23, 26, 27, 
30, 31 .... • • • ... 

F eb. 2, 4, 6, 15, 20 

Jan. 21, 24, 25, 29 .. 

Feb. 5, 7, 8, 11, 19 . 

Jan. 28 . . . ..... .. . 

Feb. 1, 3, 9, 10, 12, 
13, 14, 16, 17, 18 

Jan. 26, 29, 30 . ..• 

Feb. 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 
17, 19 . . . . . .. . .. 

Jan. 22, 23, 31. . • . . 
Feb. S; .10, 20 . .... . 

Jan. 24, 25, 27, 28 . . 

Feb. 6, 7, 8, 16, 18, 
21 .. . .... . . . ... . 

Jan. 28, 29, 30, 31 . 

Feb. 1, 4, 12, 13, 
15, 18, 19 .. ... .. 

Jan. 22, 23 , 24 . . • .. 
Feb. 2, 5, 8, 9, 16, 

20 ...•......•... 
Jan. 25, 26, 27 . . . .. 
Feb. 3, 6, 7, 10, 11 , 

14, 17, 21, 22 .... 

J an. 28 . . ... .. .. . . 

Feb. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
16, 17,. 18, 19, Z2 

•J an. ZS, 26, 27, 31. 

Feb. 11, 12, 15 ... . 

Jan. Z3, 24-, 29, 30. 
Feb. 1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 

13, 14, 20, 21, 23 

TRAVEL 

Jan. 22, 24, 30, 31 
Feb. 1, 2, 3, 4, 12, 

13, 16, 17, 18 

Jan. 20, 23, 28, 29 
Feb. 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 

19 
Jan. 21, 25, 26, 27 
Feb. 7, 11, 14, 15 

Jan. 26, 28 
Feb. 12, 14 

Jan. 20, 29, 30, 31 

Feb. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 
15, 16, 17, 18, 19 

Jan. 21, 22, 23, 24, 
25, 27 ..•... • ... 

Feb. 20, 21 

Jan. 26, 29 

Feb. 4, 7, 8, 9, 12, 
13, 19 

Jan. 21, 22, 25, 30, 
31 

Feb. 1, 2, 5, 6, 11, 
15, 17, 18,· 20 

Jan. 23, 24, 27, 28 

Feb. 3, 10, 14, 16 

Jan. 22, 23, 26, 29, 
30 ........•..... 

Feb. 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 
19, 20 

Jan. 31 
Feb. 8, 11 , 12, 13, 

14, 15, 17 
J an. 24, 25, 27, 28. 

Feb. 3, 4, 7, 10, 16, 
18, 21 

Jan. 22, 23, Z4, 28, 
29, 30 

Feb. 2, 5, 8, 9, 12, 
17, 20, 21 

Jan. 31 
Feb. 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 13, 

15, 16, 18, 19, 22 
Jan. 25, 26, 27 .. . . . 
Feb. 10, ll , 14 ... . 

Jan. 25, 26, 27, 28, 
29, 30 

Feb. 13, 16, l7, 18, 
22 

J an. 31 

Feb. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
15, 23 

Jan. 23, 24 
Feb. 1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 

11, 12, 14, 19, 20, 
21 
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YOUR DAILY GUIDE In Speculation and Travel 

first time for each birth-period for 
20, 1931 to February 19, 1931 
were born and read to the right) 
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MYSTIC WORLD 

LOVE 

J an. 2S, 26, 27, 30 . 

:Feb. 7, S, 9, 10, 11, 
13, 14, lS, 17, 19, 
Z2, 23 .. .. . .... . 

Jan. 29 .... . . . ... . 

Feb. S, 6, 12, 16, 
lS ....... .. .... • 

J an. 24, 28, 31. . . .. 
Feb. 1, 2, 3, 4, 20, 

21 .. .. ........ . . 

Jan. 24, 2S, 27, 31. 
Feb. 1, 6, 14, 18, 

19, 23 ..... .. ... . 

J an. 30 .. .. .... .. . . 

Feb. 2, 3, 4, 10, 12, 
13, lS, 1'6, 21 ... . 

Jan. 26, 28, 29 . .. . . 

Feb. S, 7, S, 9, 11, 
17, 20, Z2 •• ••• • . 

··· ····· ·········· Feb. 4, 13, 16, 17, 
20 ....... . .... . . 

Jan. 26, 27, 29, 30, 
31 ..• . ........•. 

F eb. 6, 12, 23 . .. .. . 

Jan. 24, 2S, 2S .. .. . 
Feb. 1, 2, 3, S, 7, 8, 

9, 10, 11, 14, lS, 
19, 21, 22 .. .. . . . 

Feb. 3, 6, 7, S, 11, 
lS, Zl ...... . .. . 

J an. 23, 26, 27, 31 . 

Feb. 4, S, 9, 10, 12, 
14, 16, 17, zo . ... 

Jan. 24, 2S , 28, 29, 
30 ... . ..... .. . . . 

Feb. 1, 2, 13, 18, 
19, 22 ......•.. . 

:F~ii: ·i: 8; "i: io; 'i4, 
l S, 19 . ... . .... . 

J an. 23, 24, 2S, 27, 
2S, 31 •.•.. . ...• 

Feb. 3, 6, 7, 12, 13, 
21, 2b' .........• 

Jan. 26, 29, 30 .. ... 

Feb. 2, 4, S, 11, 15, 
16, 17, 20 .. . . . . . 

Jan. 23, 24, 28, 29, 
30 ..•.••.•.. . . . . 

F eb. 6, 11, 20 . .. .. . 
Jan. 21, 22, 27, 31 . 
Feb. 1, 3, 4, S, 7, 

12, 14 ..••.. . ... 
Jan. 2S, 26 . .. . . .. . . 
Feb. 2, S, 9, 10, 13, 

lS, 16, 17, 18, 19 

BUSINESS 

Jan. 24, 30 . .. ... . . 

Feb. 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 
lO, 12, 13, lS, 16, 
19, 20, 21 . ..... . 

J an. 2S, 26, 27, 29, 
31 .. . . .. . ... . .. . 

Feb. S, 11, 14, 22, 
23 . .. • . .. ....... 

J an. 28 .. .... . .... . 
Feb. 2, 3, 4, 17, 18 

Jan. 28, 29 ....... . 
Feb. 2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7, 

9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 
rs, 16, 17, 18 .... 

J an. 24, 2S, 26, 27, 
30 .. . ... . .... . . 

Feb. 19, Zl, 23 . . . . 

Jan. 31 . . . . . ..... . 

Feb. 1, 8, 14, 20, 
22 •.. • .•....... 

Jan. ZS, 30 ..... .. . . 
Feb. 2, 13, lS, 22, 

23 ............ . 
Jan. Z4, 26, 27, 29, 

31' ... ....•... . . . 
Feb. 1, 3, 4, 11, 12, 

14, 16, 20, 21. .. . 
J an. 28 . .. .. . .... . 
Feb. S, 6, 7, 8, 9, 

10, 17, 18, 19 .. . . 

Jan. 26, 27, 28 . . .. . 

Feb. l, 3, 4, S, 6, 7, 
s. 9, 10, 11, 14, 
18, 19 ... . ... . .. . 

Jan. 23, 25, 29, 30, 
31 ..... . . . ... • .• 

Feb. 12, lS, 20 . ... . 

J an. 24 .. ...... . . . 

Feb. 2, 13, 16, 17, 
21, 22 .. . ....•.. 

Jan. 23, 24, 26 ..... 
Feb. 2, 3, 7, S, 9, 

16, Zl . . ....... . 
Jan. 28, 30, 31. . . . . 

Feb. 1, 6, 10, 12, 
14, lS, 19, 22 . .. . 

Jan. ZS, 27, 29 .. . . . 

Unlucky is the day 

when your stars are afllicted. 

SPECULATION 

Feb. 1, 6, 7, S, 9, 
10, 12, lS, 16, 19, 
20, 21, 22 .... .. . 

Jan. 24, 2S, 26, Z7, 
29 ... ... .. . .... . 

Feb. S, 11, 13, 14, 
23 . . ... . .... . .. . 

Jan. ZS, 30, 31. . .. . 
Feb. 2, 3, 4, 17, 18 

Jan. ZS, 29 .... . .. . 
F eb. 3, 11, 12, 16, 

18 .. . ... ... . . .. . 

Jan. 24, 25, 26, 27, 
30 ...... . .. . ... . 

Feb. 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 
lS, 19, 21, 23 . .. . 

Jan. 31 ... .. .. . .. . 

Feb. 1, 2, S, 9, 13, 
14, 17, 20, 22 ! ... 

J an. 2S, 30 . ... • . . . 
F eb. 13, 22, 23 ..... 

Jan. 24, 26, 27, 31. 

Feb. 1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 
12, 14, 16, 20, 21 

Jan. 28, 29 .. . . . . . . 
Feb. S, 6, 7, S, 9, 

10, IS, 17, lS, 19 

Jan. 26, 27 . . ..... . 

Feb. 4, s; 6, 7, S, 9, 
10, 11, 14, 18, 19 

Jan. 23, 2S, 28, 29, 
30, 31 .. . ... ... . 

Feb. 3, 12, lS, 20 . . 

Jan. Z4 ... . . . .... . 

Feb. 1, 2, 13, 16, 
17, 21, 22 ...... . 

J an. 23, 24 . . . . . . . . 
Feb. 2, 3, 9 . . . ... . 

Jan. 28, 30, 31. ... . 

Feb. 1, 6, 7, 8, 10, 
12, 14, 16, 19, 2 1, 
22 •. • • • .• • •• ••. 

Jan. 2S, 26, 27, 29. 

TRAVEL 

Jan. 24, 2S, 26, 27, 
30 

Feb. S, 7, S, 9, 10, 
11, lZ, 13, lS , 22, 
23 

Jan. 29 . . . . . . .... . 

Feb. 6, 14, 16, 17, 
18, 19 

J an. 28, 31 
Feb. 1, 2, 3, 4, 20, 

21 

itei. 2l,- · 7; · io: · ·1·s» 
18, 19, 23 .. .. .. . 

Jan. 29, 30 .... .. . . 

Feb. 3, 4, 9, 12, 13, 
16, 21 

Jan. 24, 2S, 26, 2S, 
31 

Feb. 1, 2, S, 8, 11 , 
14, 17, 20, 22 

Jan. 30 
Feb. 3, 4, 13, 16, 17 

Jan. 26, 27, 2S, 29, 
31 .... • ... • •. . . 

Feb. 2, 12, 20, 22, 
23 

J an. 24, 2S 
Feb. 1, S, 6, 7, 8, 

9, 10, 11, 14, lS, 
18, 19, 21 

J an. 2S, 26, 29, 30, 
31 

Feb. 3, 7, 8, 1-1, 1'2, 
lS 

fan. 23, 27 

Feb. f;; · 4, S, 6, 9, 
10, 14, 16, 17, 19, 
20 

Jari. 24, 2S 

Feb. 1, 13, 18, 21, 
22 

Jan . 26 
Feb. 1, 8, 9, 10, 21 

J an. 24, 2S, 31. .... 

Feb. 3, 6, 7, 12, 13, 
14, 20, 22 .. . ... . 

Feb. 4, S, 11, 13, · Feb. 4, S, 11, 13, 
17, lS, 20.. .. . . . . 15, 17, l S, 20 . . .. 

Jan. 23, 27, 28, 29, 
30 

Feb. 2, 4, S, 11, lS, 
16, 17, 18, 19 

Jan. 22, 23, 24, 2S, 
29, 30, 31 ...... . 

Feb. 6, 14 . . . . . . .. . 
Jan. 21, 27 . . .. .. . • 
Feb. 3,. S, 7, 11, 13, 

18, 19, 20 ... .. .. . 
Jan. 2S, 26 ........ . 
Feb. 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 

10, 12, lS, 16, 17 

Jan. 22 , 23, 24, 28, 
29, 30, 31. . . .... . 

Feb. 6, 14, 18 . .... . 
Jan. 21, 27 . ... • . .. • 
Feb. Z, S, 7, 11, 13, 

19, .:;,.:; ......•... 
Jan. ZS, 26 ....... . 
Feb. 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 

10, 12, lS, 16, 17 

J an . 23, 24, ZS, 29, 
30 

Feb. 6, S, 11, 20 
Jan. 21, 22, 27, 31 
Feb. 1, 4, S, 7, 12, 

14 
J an. 2S, 26 ........ . 
Feb. 2, 3, 9, 10, 13, 

lS, 16, 17, l S, 19 

•A 



CHJNESE PULSE DIAGNOSIS 

The Age-Old, 
Unerring Diagnosis 

of Disease-Almost 
a Lost Art 

By ELVHIA PARK BOYLE 

( Contin11ed from J an11ary) 

Two things are to be observed in every 
motion-the place where it is made, and its 
duration. The Chinese physicians are there
fore obliged to take notice of the places where 
the pulse may be examined, and the time of 
its beating. 

The examination of the pulse is the best 
method of discovering diseases, and of judg
ing whether they .are mortal or not. 

The pulse of the left wrist must be con
sulted when the heart is diseased. 

The left hand must also be taken in dis
tempers of the liver; but it must be carefully 
examined at the joining of the wrist with the 
cubitus. 

The pulse must be examined a little higher 
than the joint toward the end of the cubitus 
in distempers of the kidneys. For the right 
kidney, the right hand must be taken; and 
for the left kidney the left hand. 

To repeat: The Gate of Life is the name 
given to the right kidney. 

Chinese physicians are mostly of the op in· 
ion that the right kidney is the seminal ref
ervoir. This is the reason it is called the 
Gate of Life. It is considered that in a large 
measure it is the right kidney which converts 
the blood into the seminal liquor. 

It is very easy to distinguish the several 
parts wherein the pulse is to be felt in the 

· distempers of the five different Noble Parts. 
Notwithstanding this, the examination of the 
pulse is very difficult in some places. The 
perpetual motion of the circulation is. in re
ality, determined to a certain number of cir
culations; but yet there are a thousand dif
ferences in the pulse, accordfog to the sea
son, age, stature, and sex. 

54 . 

The correct number as given by them for 
the motion of the circulation is fifty rounds 
in the space of a day and night. While a per
son is breathing, that is in the space of an 
inspiration and expiration, the blood and lifo 
principle move forward six inches ancl thr 
pulse generally beats four times. 

Every season of the year has its oronn 
pulse. 

In the first and · second moon, the season 
when wood is predominant, the_pulse of the liver 
which answers to wood, is a long tremulous 
motion, somewhat resembling that of the 
strings of a certain type of instrument. 

In the fourth and fifth moon the pulse of 
the heart, which answers to fire, is as it' it 
were overflowing. 

As for the stomach, which answers to earth, 
its pulse at the end of every season, that is, 
the third, sixth and ninth, and twelfth moon, 
should have a moderate slowness. 

In the seventh and eighth moon, which is 
the reign of metal, the pulse of the lungs, 
which answers to this element, is slender, su
perficial, short and sharp. 

The tenth and eleventh moon, the reign of 
water, to which the pulse of the kidneys 
answers, is deep and slender. 

The illness is not great if the pulse of the 
heart is slow, that of the stomach full and 
overflowing, and that of the lungs deep. But 
the illness will be long if the kidneys com
municate their disorders to the liver, or the 
liver communicates its discords to the heart. 

The Chinese express themselves curiously 
and metaphorically. The following table will 
be better judged as to its action than I can 
explain it: 

lU Y S 'l' I C W 0 R L D 



The Father of the HEART is the LIVER 
The MOTHER of the HEART is the KIDNEYS 
The WIFE of the HEART is the STOMACH 

To have the pulse of the lungs in the spring 
season is mortal, for the pulse of the heart 
is set aside. The heart is the son of the liver, 
which has the kidneys for its mother, and the 
stomach for its wife. 

· Wood, fire, earth, metal, water, is the 
order of the generation of the five elements. 
Earth, wood, water, fire, metal, is the order 
in which they destroy each other. Of the five 
TSANG, or Noble Parts, already mentioned, 
the lungs answer to metal. Metal destroys 
wood. Thus, in the spring, which answers to 
Wood, it is mortal to have the pulse of 
the lungs. 

It is not good to have the pulse of the 
stomach in the spring, the pulse of the heart 
in the winter, that of the lungs in summer, 
and that of the liver in autumn. 

Thus is taught what relates to the different 
pulses proper to the different seasons, with 
respect to the order of the generation, or the 
opposition of the five elements. 

It is said that when in the spring one has 
the pulse which belongs to the end of each of 
the four seasons, in other words, the pulse 
of the stomach, which answers to earth, the 
distemper generally is not dangerous and re
covery comes without drugs. 

Again it is stated that it is mortal to have 
the pulse of the stomach in the spring. 

These two apparently opposite assertions 
are nevertheless quite correct. They are ex
plained in this manner. For example, when 
in the spring the pulse of the liver is slow 
and tremulous, although it has the slowness 
proper to the pulse of the stomach, if it pre
serves the tremulousness proper to itself, the 
alteration is not great. But, if it loses the 
tremulous quality, and has nothing but the 
slowness proper, to the pulse of the stomach, 
which answers to the earth, the disease will 
then be dangerous if not mortal. The earth, 
when it is predominant, generates metal; 
metal destroys wood, which answers to the 
liver and spring. This is the explanation of 
the apparent paradox. The rest of the pulses 
follow this same rule. 

The Chinese refer the first two months of 
the spring to wood, the first two of the sum
mer to fire, those of the autumn to metal, 
those of the winter to water, and the last 
month of every season they refer to the earth. 

(To be continued) 
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The Secret Doctrine of Atlantis
Egypt Is Here I 

The New Publishing Company has secured the 
original MSS., the strange contents of w hich throw 
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TRINE of the far-famed Mystery Schools of Ancient 
Memphis (where the celebrated Her-Seshti initiated 
Solon, Pythagoras, Manetho, Hor-Apollo, Erasto
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teries of earliest Egypt, the hitherto veiled Symbol
Keys of the Mystery Teachers of the Memphite "House 
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GENUINE MOLECULAR 
SOCIO--ANALYSIS 

(So-Called Psycho-analysis) 

Gives relief from those many troubles of 
mind and their physical reFlexes, often 
almost instantly, that yield to no other 
form of treatment. 

If you suffer from any Form of mental 
distress, psychic intrusions, persistent an
noying "voices," fear, despondency, 
melancholy, nervousness, periodic hys
teria, depression, indecision, loss of 
"will" and. initiative, inability to attempt 
anything new, lack of self-confidence 
and self-control, a tendency to distrust 
everybody and everything, unwillingness 
to change from familiar surroundings, ap
prehension or premonition that some
thing serious is about to happen to your
self or others, a feeling that everything is 
working against you and that you are 
just naturally unlucky, a general chronic 
resentment and dis5atisfaction from being 
out of harmony Nith existing things, 
habits of mind or 1Jody you wish to be
come free from, th ~n 

MOLECULAR SOCIOLOGY 
Genuine Molecular Socio-analysis Proffers 

Instant Aid to You in Restoring Your Faith 
and Attaining Mastership, in Which Truth 

From Whatsoever Source Rules 
For Molecular Socio-analysis, instructions, 

letters and Absolute Truth for one month the fee 
is $10.00 in advance. 

Anyone giving names and addresses of two 
references who will send written and signed 
statement that the patient is without means or 
income whatever and is in urgent need of 
mental help, will receive one month's aid, 
instructions, and letters.free. 

Write at length, giving in detail the nature 
of your mental intrusions, troubles, defects, and 
symptoms, and you will receive immediate atten · 
tion. All communications confidential. Addres• 

CHARLES J. CLARKE 
New Hampton New York 

© 1930 by Charle• J. Clarke 

r---
I Unless y0ur horoscope is calculated for moment of birth ( 

it cunnoi be your own personal chart. Whether you 

I desire yom· moment of birth proved, your chart and ( 
analysis, an astrological book, etc., I shall be pleased to 

I serve you. Write (or call .. Telephone~ Wellington 9333), ( 
now-while the~thoughtlis with you. 

( NORMAN ARENS I 
Student and Teacher of the Di•ine Art I 

I 3415 N. Seeley Ave. · Chicago, Ill. 
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ltlYSTIO WORLD 

Astrology Simplified 
(Continued from page 51) 

Parts of Body 
Arms (from finger tips up to and including 

the shoulder blades), upper ribs. 
Diseases 

Bronchitis, pulmonary consumption, nervous 
disorders, pneumonia, sometimes pleurisy, frac
tures and injuries of the arms. 

CANCER§ 
Physique 

Small hands and feet, broad pale face, fleshy 
body, wide chest, rolling walk, top-heavy build, 
small eyes, slow actions, not very tall, soft fine 
hair. p sychology 

Very imaginative, fond of change and the sea, 
of a sympathetic and emotional disposition, am
bitious, yet having a rather strong love for home, 
prudent, tenacious. 

Planetary Affinities 
Ruler }) , exaltation of 2! 
Detriment of ? , fall of J 

Parts of Body 
The cavity of the chest in a general sense, the 

breast, axilla, pancreas, the internal mucous sur
faces, and to some extent the womb. 

Diseases 
Dipsomania, digestive ailments, dropsy, cancer, 

coughs, chlorosis, internal troubles of women. 
LE 0 6L 

Physique 
Strong build, fearless eyes often of a peculiar 

penetrating quality, often gray eyes and yellow 
or golden hair, free upright walk, large round 
head, firm step, prominent eyes. 

Psychology 
Free, courteous, generous, proud, vain, rich in 

feeling, faithful, stubborn, ambitious, always 
fond of pleasure and the good things of life, not 
easily affected by others. 

Planetary Affinities 
Ruler 0 
Detriment of ? 

Parts of Body 
The heart, spinal nerves, the spinal column 

as a whole, but especially the dorsal vertebrae. 
Diseases 

Heart disease in all its forms , meningitis, fe
vers, locomotor ataxia, ang;na pectoris, deep 
seated troubles connected with the spinal nerves. 

(Continued next month) 

MYSTIC WORLD never overprints. This 
month's issue will quickly be exhausted. To make 
sure of a copy for next month you should either 
subscribe or leave a definite order with your 
newsdealer, sending us a.Postcard giving us your 
newsdealers name and address. 

Please mention MYSTJC WORLD to our advertisers. 
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The .Last Days of Atlantis 
(Continued from page 34) 

rifice. It has come to my ears that no less 
person than the chief's son 1s marked for the 
slaughter, and -- " 

"The chief's son!" cried Coros, forget
ting his wounds as he sprang to his feet and 
seized the surgeon's hand. "The chief's son? 
Tell me, 0 Lasor, how is he called?" 

"I know not how he is called," replied 
the physician. "But he is a handsome youth 
of about thy own age, taller than thee by a 
head, broad of shoulder, with eyes of grayish
blue, and long, curling, dark-gold hair." 

"Aye, it is"he. It is Eorwynn. We must 
save him!" 

"We must try," responded old Lasor. 
"Not so, 0 Lasor-we must succeed. Canst 

make it possible for me to see him?" 
"Impossible." Lasor's tone indicated fi

nality. "The priests keep their death-watch 
even now. Even the giant of his own tribe , 
who accompanied him has · been refused at
mittance to the cell, and has himself been 
placed under strict surveillance." 

"Ilu !" exclaimed Coros. "May I see him, 
then?" 

"Equally impossible. Even I am no longer 
allowed to visit them without priestly escort. 
Only the nurse, who is herself a Briton; and 
an unusual girl, is occasionally permitted to 
see the young chief alone, for he was sorely 
wounded." 

"Can we not communicate with him 
through her ?" 

"Perhaps. But to what end?" 
"To bid him take courage-to let him know 

that we are working to save him." 
"Why arouse his anxiety? He does not 

know his danger." 
"Ah-h." Coros gave a sigh of relief. "Then 

thou wilt strive to save him, Lasor ?" 
"Aye--'-inasmuch as I am able. And while 

standing here, I have evolved '.l. plan that 
seems to me feasible. ·Thou hast spoken of a 
kinsman who is a ship-captain?" 

"Yes, an uncle, sailing between Atl and 
Kirat. His coming may be expected soon." 

"Before the midsummer festival?" 
"Indeed, yes, now, at once. Besides I may 

tell thee, he is a member of our order, and 
likes not the depravity oj the priesthood." 

"Good! He may well prove our savior in 
this case. When he arrives I shall consult 
with him if I am here; because it seems now 
quite likely that I shall be recalled to Posei-

•M' 
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The Wisdom of the 
Ages Revealed! 

REJUVENATION & REGENERATION 
TNUJ1°IJJ Jf;~"'fo"!TY? Y~'ilg~t7'~ f,{<fi.~~1;.:~a~:. 
heart an<t bod11, free from dead cells. and the entue organfsm constanlll/ 
filled with new l(fe. 

II 11ou lnow how 10 ellmtnate the germ. of death and draw upon 
fresh enero11 at WiU for vour heaUh, success, art, worl:, (n&piratWn, 
lmellea. or an11 form of achleoemenl. 11ou haoe mastered what Is wuall11 
described as life and death. 

to ~g~ 'Jf'IJ.J;1:;u bf.'ii:/~:i 1:.% ~~1!o;::'~.'ft J~"ff:~ ~,g::~~ 
that new force at wlll. Teachers hall< Qloen 11ou formulas. BUT. 
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No arouments. Few words. You follow the Cmtructtons and auto. 
matlcaU11 secure the POWER. You are not asked to "be!Ceo•" anu
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Help Wanted I 
Time and again during the last nine months 

we have been compelled to turn away splendid 
openings for Grapho-Analysts because we had 
no one to recommend. The prospect for the 
future is bright, and men and women who 
have the opportunity of visiting us and seeing 
the work we are doing-the calls for our 
graduates-are grasping the opportunity to 
know and USE this new science that is con
quering the country. 

Medical journals, police departments, busi
ness men, artists, authors, musicians, lawyers 
-men and women in every walk in life are 
finding in this science the personal guidance 
they want and need. 

Our students are selected carefully. Every 
inquiry is analyzed before we mail literature. 
Our students have-in every instance-ability 
to master the science and use it. With this 
understanding we invite your investigation, 
and if you are naturally suited to this field, 
your enrollment. Send lOc in stamps or silver 
for full information. 

American Institute . of Grapho-Analysis, 
Desk M. 

Kansas City, Missouri, U.S. A. 
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The Last Days of Atlantis 
(Continued from page 57) 

donis soon. The young emperor, lxon, is 
suffering from some hidden malady which 
baffles the most skilled of their physicians, 
and they wish my opinion. The emperor has 
not been himself since the last great earth
quake. Still he was not injured physically. 
It would seem to students of the olden proph
ecies that these frequent tremblings may be
token something of our Atl's doom." 

"True. And if this call comes ere my un
cle's ship arrives?" 

"Then must thou see thy uncle. Have him 
come here to thee if thy wou.nds will not 
permit of thy going to him. But, enough of 
this. I forgot the seriousness of thy wounds. 
Back to thy chamber, and to sleep, 0 Coros ! 
Remember, no excitement! Think no more of 
priests and sacrifices! Leave the matter to 
me, and if aught can save thy friend he shall 
be saved. Nor will I quit Kirat until the 
matter's settled." 

(To be continued.) 

Japan Thru the Eyes of a Mystic 
(Continued from page 29) 

happiness was ingrained and .inborn, or acquired. 
He replied "partly acquired, because the Japan
ese are all Shintoists or Buddhists and they know 
the Law: that what they put into life they 
take out of it, and that they are trying, in any 
hard lot, to put good things in so their lot will 
be better farther on; and that they believe 1t is 
not good citizenship to act mean, for they love 
their emperor." 

Shintoists have a trinity of worship: nature, 
beauty, and the dead; and they have an easy 
mantram by which they live, "act constructively 
and love and obey your emperor." That is 
enough to guide their lives and actions aright. 

The Buddhists also have a trinity, "The one 
for all, service, worship." Service is the greatest 
human method, and worship of the ideal, the 
great salvation of all. So with these mantrams 
deep in every mind it is not strange that they 
smile and laugh. They never seem to fret or 
struggle to get greater things, but simply try 
to win them by bearing cheerfully the hard 
things of their daily life. Here is a story which 
illustrates their ideal: A child was absent from 
school for a week, so the teacher called at the 
home of the parents to ascertain the cause. 
When she asked for the child the mother burst 
out laughing and said: "He died three days 
ago." The laugh covered the broken heart. 

(To be Continued) 
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A BUSINESS FORECAST 
For the Astrological Month of 
Jan. 22, 1931 to Feb.19, 1931 

What Will Happen in the N ext 30 Days? 

FINANCE AND INDUSTRY 
THE P AST MONTH has b!!en a particula rly 

trying period, but general business conditions 
promise consider able improvem ent. Large fi
n ancial proj ect s w ill be st ar ted but not consum
m at ed. C apitalists w ill be invest igating; plans 
w ill be considered, but not definitely est ablished. 
The public pulse w ill show a higher trend of 
optimism favoring a greater volume of business. 
J anuary 30th to February 7th w ill show some 
enthusiasm. The month w ill bring sudden 
changes, both favorable and unfavorable, w hich 
will help stimulate effort for r enewed act ivity. 

METALS AND MINING 
I MPROVEMENT is promised in iron, copper, 

coal and other products of the earth. W hile 
the m arket m ay not r efl ect gr eat advance in 
price, a gener al fee ling of encouragem ent w ill 
prevail. M ine oper ato rs and super intendents 
should exercise eternal vigilance as impending 
d anger still threatens loss of life and properties 
-preventable by inspection and safegua r ds. 

TRANSPORTATION AND MARI NE SHIPPING 
FEW SIGNS of improvement in l and transpor

t a tion. M arine shipping is hazardous. Storms 
threaten at m any intervals dur ing the month. 

REAL ESTATE 
IMPROVEMENT in real est a te should be notice

able by the middle of February. The public is 
s till uneasy, but t aking more optimis tic views in 
spite of present conditions. 

AVIATION 
A D ANGERO USLY sever e month for avia tion , 

indicating m any disasters and loss of life. It is 
an especially bad time to attempt new routes as 
air currents will be unstable and routes est ab
lished a t this time w ill afterwards prove unde
pend able because of present-month erratic atmos
pheric conditions. 

LABOR 
SLIGHT I MPROVEMENT indicated . T her e will 

be sudden outbursts of labor troubles, w ith som e 
communistic trend tha t w ill place A m er ican 
labor in a bad light. 

H EALTH 
BLOOD DrsEASES will be p revalent and erratic 

methods indulged in. Those afflicted with kidney 
disorders should exercise care. 

COPYRIGH'l' 'l' l 'l'LE PAGE 
11 Acknowledgment of special copyrigh ts (ull right s re· 
served). R eproduc t ion stric tly fo rbidden . ''Psycho
Analyzing a Nation," copyrighted by Charles J. Cla rk e; 
"Eat Your Way to Beauty (Eating !or Bennty)," copy· 
righted by Victor G. Rocin·e, M. D. 
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DON'T BE NERVOUS I 
Every person suffering from nervous or mental 
disorders, or ill health of any nature, is invited 
to register name and address so that you may 
receive FREE regular information relative to how 
to be free from these handicaps. Kindly check 
your disorder if it is listed below: 

Neurdsthenia
Nerve Exha ustion
Neuros is
Psychasthenio
Stutte ring
Stamm erins
Fear-
Worry-
Timidity-
Se lf C onsciousness
l ack of W ill Power
Sexuol Impotency
Wa r N eurosis
Poverty Complex
Bad H abi ts
Phobia
Perversions-
Neuro l sia
Chorea-
Dementia Praecox
Bashfulness
N ervous H ea rt-

Halucinations
Delusions
Voices
Obsessions
Sleep W•l kins
Nisht M•re
lnsomnia-
St. V itus' D•nce
Hoyfever
A sthmo
N euritis
G oiter-
Uncontro ll•bl e Temper
She ll Shock-
Inferiority Complex
lrrit• bility-
M ania-
N ervous Headaches
Paro lys is 
Ptmm oia-
Loss of .Memory-
Poo r Memory-
N ervous Indigestion-

Everything strictly confidential, so you may write· freely 
regarding your disorder when sending name and address. 
Dr. C. Wm. Chamberlain (Former U. S. Govt. Psychologist) 
Now broadcasting over radio station WCHI (The Voice ol 

Chicago), 1412 Kimball Bldg., Chicago 

HINDU YOGA 

SCIENCE of BREA TH 
By Yogi Ramacha raka 

ACOMPLETE manual of the 
Oriental System of Physical, 

Mental, Psychic and Spiritual 
Development by the intelligent 
control of the breath, as prac
ticed by the great Hindu Adepts 
of India. Written in a clear, 
logical style which greatly en
hances its usefulness to the stu
dent. 

Price $1.00 Net 
On sale at all leading bookshops-

Or direct froll} the publishers 

FREE CATALOGUE 
Write today for free descriptive catalogue 
of our publications on Yoisi Philosophy, 
Oriental Occultism, Hermetic Philosophy, 
Qabalism , Occult Arts, A!>plied Psychology, 
Sex Enlightenment a nd Kindred Subject s. 

YOGI PUBLICATION SOCIETY 
806 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill. 

Please mention MYSTIC W ORLD to our advertisers. 
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SMALL ADS WORTH WATCHING 
A Perfect Postal Service for Bargain Hunters --

Prepdid Rdte: 6c d word. Minimum chdrge $1. All Advertisements must be 
received not ldter thdn 10th of second preceding month. Address Adver
tising Mandger "Mystic World," 527 South Cldrk Street, Chicdgo, U.S. A. 

AGENTS 
IMPORT YOUR OWN GOODS. GERMAN EX-

port magazine published in Engli sh offers 
numerous bargains latest nov elties; opportunity 
for obtaining profitable agencies. Copy 60c. 
Square Deal Supply, 246-M Fifth ave., New 
York. 

ANALYSIS 
CHANGE YOUR LUCK AND WIN DESIRES 

with aid of 160-page boo!{ on Mind Power from 
our circulating library. Free Psycho-analysis 
Reading and aid to win true aims for health, 
happiness and prosperity. Send self-addressed, 
stamped envelope, full birth date, and four 
questions you wish answered. The Mind World 
Organization, Suite A, 1814 N Street, Northwest, 
Washington, D. C. 

AUTHORS 
HAVE YOU PUBLISHED THAT BOOK OF 

yours yet? Submit complete typewritten manu
script. If It's already published and you want 
a distributor send us a copy for inspection. New 
Publishing Company, 527 South Clark Street, 
Chicago. 

ASTROLOGY 
NEW 1931 ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST BY THE 

World's Foremost Astrologer covers In detail 
affairs of your life In a pra ctical way. Your per
sonality, financial affairs, romance, social, home 
a nd married life, etc. Read, know and act by 
its advice da ily. Po.stpald $1.00. Mandalay, P. 
0. Box 850, Chicago. 

BOOKS 
FREE CATALOGUE OF HERMETIC, MYSTIC, 

Occult, Alchemic, Magic. Rosicrucian, Kaba
listic and rare, out-of-print books. State what 
you are Interested in and we will make you a 
special list showing what is best along all lines 
of thought. We carry the largest stock of rare, 
out-of-print books and lessons of any one in 
this country. Hermetic Publishing Company, 
Dept. 9, 3006 Lake Parlt Ave., Armour Station, 
Chicago, Illinois. 
WHAT 'WILL BE YOUR FUTURE? CAST 

your own horoscope; read books on Astrol
ogy, Occultism, Graphology, Numerology, The
osophy, The Tarot; write for catalog MW. 
Macoy Publishing Co., 35 W. 32d St., New Yorlc 
PRACTICAL INS'l'RrCTIONS LEADING TO 

Initiation. Send s1 amp for list of Occult 
Books. Occnlt Book Service, 60 St. Nicholas 
AvP. New ~ork. 

\VA :\''l'ED-WE BUY BOOKS YOU NO LONGER 
want. Write Sherby Book Bargains, 5612 S. 

Marshfield Ave .. Chicago. 
BOOK BARGAINS AT HALF PRICE WHILE 

they last! Books of every description, includ
ing psychical, mystical, occult work. For exam
ple, Babbitt's "Light & Colour" (scarce and out 
of print), for $25.00, and other works as low as 
50c postpaid. Send for Bargain List No. 1. Oc
cult Publishing Company, Publis h ers and Book
sellers since 1899, 527 South Clark Street, Chi
cago, Ill. 

EDUCATIONAL 
INVESTIGATE THE SCIENCE OF THE STARS 

for your · own profit and pleasure. Easy 
method; free Information. Uriel, Box 88, Wash
ington -Bridge Station, New York City. 

HEALTH & BEAUTY 
IMPROVE COMPLEXION, AMBITION, NERVES, 

catarrh, constipation, indigestion, sex troubles, 
impotence, regulate weight. Booldet lOc. Vital 
Diet, 27, 811 North Fourth, Camden, New Jersey. 

HEALTH FOODS 
ONE DOCTOR SAYS "BEVERLY" IS THE 

best coffee substitute on the market. Order 
full package 50c, small lOc, postpaid. Food 
Balance Corporation, 519 North Central Ave., 
Chicago, Ill. 

HYPNOTISM 
HYPNOTIZE ANYONE INSTANTLY. ALL SE-

crets revealed. Diplomas and degrees to 
graduates. Small cost. Write Lonk Institute 
of Hypnotism, MW-2945 North Ridgeway, Chi
cago, Ill. 

INFORMATION 
PARENTS, TEACHERS, DOCTORS, DENTISTS, 

g .0·t our Joy-Success-Perfection formula, $1 
money back guarantee. Particulars M free. 

1 Eureka, Box Twelve, Oakland, Cal. 

NUMEROLOGY 
SEND BIRTH NAME AND BIRTH DATE. 

Analysis $3. Forecast, 1 yr., $2; 6 mo., $1. 
Lessons, 6 for $15.00. Lida W. Amerige, 610 
Geary St., San Francisco, Calif. 
FOR 1931 NUMEROLOGICAL FORECAST SEND 

20c and birthdate to Martha Sanchez, 2845 
Fourth Ave., Detroit, Michigan. 

PERSONAL 
Q,UESTIONS ANSWERED: OCCULT, MYSTIC, 

Ma rriage, Sex, Business, Fu tu re,. Health; 
3 for $1.00. Professor Stevens (Desk M. W.), 
Stratford Hotel, San Francisco, California. 

PHY CHIC 
"BORN AT MIDNIGHT" - CLAIRVOYANT 

gives advice; 3 questions, $1.00; date of birth, 
Jock of h ai r , secrets of wealth, health, love, 
$1 each. Glory Warren, 5436 Hampton Court, 
Hollywood, California. 
SPIRITUAL READINGS. TWELVE Q,UES-

t ions, $1.00. Stamped envelope. Faith Lee, 
Dansville, New York. 

PSYCHO-ANALYSIS 
PSYCHO-ANALYSIS FROM YOUR LETTER-

an entirely new method. Write an Interesting 
letter and ask three questions. Enclose one 
dollar for a personal reply. Address C. G. Wood, 
418 East ave., South, Oak Park, Illinois. 

YOGA 
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE "lllYSTIC 

road to attainment," a complete course of in
struction in the development of psychic powers 
and higher secre t forces manifested by the 
gTea t Or ie nta l Adepts, send for circular of this 
origina l Psycho-Occult system tha t gives exer
ci ses, methods a nd rules with the secret key to 
the hidden knowledge of the Orient, now placed 
w ithin your reach. Send for free list MW-2 of 
Hindu-Yoga books. Address "Mandalay," Box 
850, Chicago, U. S. A. 

Please mention MYSTIC WORLD to our advertisers. 
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Eat Your Way to Beauty 
(Continued from page 20) 

of paper, etc., to gloat over. The lungs are -
weak, breathing heavy, eyesight weak, move
ments awkward and sluggish, bones poor, glands 
doughy, colds soggy, speech stammering, will
power lacking, mind slow, skin discolored and 
dead. Yawning, . sneezin·g, watery catarrh, 
screaming in sleep, poor control of motion, 
slowness to talk, walk or learn; low life force, 
lack of energy, hay-fever and thousands of other 
and less pronounced symptoms, or more aggra
vated symptoms, including idiocy, feeble-mind
edness, myxedema, cretinism, moron-mindedness 
and imbecility, are the results of complete iodin 
starvation. 

No beauty, charm, magnetism exist m such 
unfortunate human beings. 

Of course, complete iodin starvation and 
simple iodin hunger are different ailments. 
lodin deficiency has milder symptoms. lodin 
hunger in a lady usually commences with swell
ing and flabbiness of the throat, which is likely 
to develop into goiter unless a liberal iodin diet 
is supplied in time. 

Food iodin, the beauty artist, is found in sea 
foods and sea plants. 

The Christian Inquisition 
(Continued fro m page 25) 

clergymen composed the following limerick: 
A bishop who's quite fond of banning 
Whatever he haps to be scanning 

Made some one so wroth 
That he shouted with froth: 

"You cannot serve both God and Manning." 

Let Judge Lindsey and all his kind beware. 
Crusaders for humanism like him, like Dr. 
Harvey Wiley, Margaret Sanger, Jane Addams, 
Clarence Darrow, and back to Socrates; all 
these great souls must pay the penalty. Whether 
it be through an orthodox inquisition or by some 
more subtle method, intolerance and bigotry de
mand their toll. 

Suppose Mystic World should quit? Wouldn't you miss 
it? You ha ve seen two issues now and you are the Judge! 
Mystic World is the most up-to-date and fastest-growing 
magazine in its fi eld. There's two reasons why you should 
• 11bscribe : 1-You will like MYSTIC WORLD. 2-You 
will use MYSTIC WORLD every day in your business, 
menta l nnd social life. L et us make it unmistakably worth 
your whi1P - to act today! Right now! Just pin two dol
lars to your name a nd address and say, 11Here's my sub
scription for ONE YEAR. Send me your first issue (Janu
ary) free of cost, so my fil es will be complete ." We can 
u fford to lose money on this introductory subscription be
cause we know that once you u se MYSTIC WORLD you 
will become a life-long subscriber. This offer holds good, 
however, only as long as our surplus January issues last ! 
Don't forget to send us the names of your friends who 
may be Interested. 
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()() ~()U 
H ave your Urine analyzed every 6 months-
Know how many diseases can be shown by urine analysta
Know that we analyze Urine completely with 26 tests-
We will send you container, on receipt of your money. 
We will send you written report, easily understood. All 

work done under personal direction of competent 
physician. 

Analysis made by experlence(j lahoratory technician. 
Usual charges, $2.00. Our price, 51.00. 

Health Testing Laboratory 
Box 2912, Station H. :: Columbus, Ohio 

HASN'T AGED IN 
THIRTY YEARS 

Dr. Elizabeth Hinckley says: 
"I sm eighty-three years old 
and my friends tell me I look no 
older than fifty. I feel much 
better in every way tha n I did 
at that age. I Rm more plea.sed 
with your lessons than a ny I 
have e.,Ar read." " 

RebuilJ your cells: ward off 
old age . Arrive at eighty look .. 
ing only fifty, wi t h robust health 
and perfect inv~llect. 

Twelve leuon' on Keeping 
Young, $1.00. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. 

URIEL BUCHANAN 
P. 0. Box M-210, CHICAGO, ILL . 

THIS THING CALLED LOVE! 
AN ANTHOLOGY OF 
LYR I CAL PASSION 

of all a~es from the Arabic, Asiatic, Chinese 
and Oriental, including Oscar Wilde, Swin
burne. Many famous lyrics from the inspired 
pens of the world's greatest poets. 

Here Is a Gift-Book That Wiii Set 
Hearts Aflame in Both the Young and Old 

64 pages, printed in clear type, egg-shell paper, 
decorated title page, bound in Chinatex art paper, in 
love' s scarlet color. 

Sent prepaid $.60 or (Ii for $1.) 

BIBLION PRESS 
5297!j South Clark St. Chicago, Ill. 

ACTIACID VEGETABLE POWDER SHAKER . .. , .. $0.40 
Food Balance Tonic (Tea) _ . . _ .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .25 
Beverly, aristocratic co!Jee substitute ... _ . . . ...• _ .. . .. _ .so 

« 

Order all for $1.00 Postpaid 
FOOD BALANCE CORPORATION, M. 

519 N. Central Ave .. Chfcal:!o. Ill. 

Your Personal 
NUMBERSCOPE » 

including a Character Analysis-the vocation you. are best 
fitted for-and a forecast for severa l yedf! hence, showing 
the most favorabl e time to transact your important affairs, 

Send f ull baptismal name, pr1unt signa
ture, day, month, and year of birth. 

$5.00. 

JOSEPHINE E. GROBARCIK 
5212 S. Sacramento Ave. CHICAGO, ILL. 

... ,~''''''''''''''''''''''~~'''''''''' 
Please mention MYSTIC WORLD to our advertisers. 
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OUTSTANDING BOOKS THAT HAVE WON 
Adventure, History, Outdoors and Travel 

ANECDOTES OF BUFFALO BILL 
By Dan Winget 

Last of the Old Scouts and P al of Buffalo Bill. Thrilling. 
fascinating true stories of the "Wild West" that made history. 
will hold young and old spellbound. Every boy scout must 
read it. 250 pages, illustrated. $1.00 

THE OLD TIMER'S TALE 
By El Comancho 

America's Most Famous Lioing Indian 
Who received over 7,000 letters of praise when this book was 
"briefly told'" over the radio. Educational, inspiring, 
p,atriotic, you get a thousand thrills in this true story of the 
'Old West," endorsed by historians, educators, famous 

pioneers. Republished in part by Roman Catholic Church, 
114 pages, illustrated. $1.00 

17 FAMOUS OUTDOORSMEN 
By Marguerite Ives 

Enjoy and know these famous sportsmen and all their eccen
tricities. Share their secrets of woodland, field and stream. 
Here they are: VanDyke, LaBranche, Landis, Heitner, 
Pinchot, H ensall, Borden, Hewitt, Pulsifer, Cawthorne, 
Davis, Spaulding, Cobb, Brann, Peet, Brech and Scott. 
Only 300 copies, DeLuxe, limited edition, crayon portraits, 
signed, 192 pages. $3.00 

Autobiography 
"The Negro ELMER GANTRY" 

CONFESSIONS OF A NEGRO 
PREACHER 
Anonymous 

The most daring expose of "Sex in The Pulpit"-tells the 
tricks of psychology practiced by a famous Evangelist-the 
strange life story of a famous preacher, and how he talked 
with famous men. Just read what "Billy Sunday confessed, 
how President Harding slipped (admit Democracy a failure?), 
How Booker T. Washington floored Senator Tillman, how 
shamefully our preacher lied to Luther Burbank, what Bob 
Ingersol said about negroes, how Bryan was buffaloed, a 
human-all too human--closeup of Samuel Parks Cadman
how Clarence Darrow froze a preacher-what James Whit
comb Riley thought about women." A rare book for sophis
ticated readers only! 300 pages, $1.50. 

MY PRIVATE DIARY 
By Rudolph Valentino 

There's only one "Rudy" and there's only one story of his 
life-this one that he wrote himself! It reveals most intimate 
secrets of the man, the actor, the philosopher, the artist. 
It shows you the real Valentino-why he was the greatest 
genius the screen has ever known! Know Rudy as you never 
knew him before. 314 pages, 26 rare portraits. $1.50. 

THE VICE-PRESIDENT'S SON 
By Dan Sytton 

GEORGE CREEL from Washington, says: "Congratula
tions ... a brilliant, delightful satire." The story starts 
out, "One dark and stormy night • . . " and then proceed:.; 
to tell all about feminine men, masculine women, pure men, 
pure women, and those who are not, about reformers, and 
... well, you better read it for yourself, especially if you 
have read "The President's Daughter," by Nan Britton, 
or "The Strange D eath of President Harding"!!! It's a 
breezy, exciting story of a ... who led a ... a fast life 
. . . (always traveling) ... at a fast clip. The daring 
truth about ... who lust for luxury. Just the kind of a 
book that should never have been written. Don't read it 
unless you want to be shocked because you may be! 140 
pages too many, and over-illustrated. $1.00 

Affiliated With 
OCCULT PUBLISHING COMPANY 

OF CHICAGO 

Drama, Music and Poetry 

AMONG THE CHAFF 
Life's Highlights in Rhyme 

By M. L. Shank 
Poems of nature that remind you of James Whitcomb Riley 
by a Hoosier r,oet whose inspiration gleaned from the 
beauties of the • Old St. Joseph Valley," will give you peace, 
joy and inspiration whenever you pick it up from your library 
table. Nearly 100 pages, illustrated. $1. 75 

THE GREAT CRYSTAL FRAUD 
Or The Philosophy of Life 
By W. Stuart Leech, M.D. 

The truth is often stranger than fiction. Astonishing and 
unbelievable,-but who was that great American "Master" 
who lived and loved behind the scenes, whose name and fame 
has gone down in history, leaving behind a weird trail of 
disillusionment, blasted lives and blighted fortunes for 
thousands who sought the truth about life? Who was this 
mighty mind that shook the very foundations of mystic 
Freemasonry-whose disciples came from the "four corners" 
of the earth ? Every truthseeker will be interested ! 56 
pages, (formerly $1) now 50c. 

RAIL RAMBLES 
By Emerson S. Brooks 

The railroader's life told in rhyme in which you hear the 
snort of giant engines, the rattle of box-cars, the thunder of 
the lightning express, the heart-throb of the "man behind 
the throttle"-the war-cry of the millions who make up the 
great Army of "The Railroader". Everybody likes it. It's 
so unusual-the only book of its kind ever published! 60 
pages. 50c 

or 

Outstanding Fiction 

GLORY STRAINS 
How to Talk with the Dead! 

By Ida C. Balter 
How a lover came back from the world beyond! Incredible 
and fantastic-BUT TRUE! There have been many books 
on love, and life after death-but here is something quite 
different, by a Chicago school teacher. This pulsating story 
of typical life in a small town, love separated by cruel plot
ting, thrown against the background of the world-war, 1s 
full of heart-throbs on every page. A beautiful gift-book 
that will change the mental world of the unbeliever, take 
the sting of death from human hearts who mourn as dead 
those loved ones who would come back with their assur
ance of life everlasting-were the door left but half-open by 
the friends of earth. An exquisite gift-book, in white and 
gold, 100 pages. $1.00 

IN THE GREAT BEYOND 
By Margaret H. Hannan 

How two souls, one "over there" and one "still here," found 
each other through automatic writing-and how they talked, 
and lived, and loved, happily ever a fter! 25c 

Life Literature 

THE INVISIBLE FULCRUM 
By J. John Gilbert 

- The most vivid, absorbing, intriguing, mystifying psycho
logical portrayal since "Mr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." When 
you're tired of life, and everything goes dead wrong against 
you, just pick up this book. You will find-in it-the way 
out of your problem to the thing you desire. It has one of 
the greatest short-stories recorded in the English language. 
Its philosophy is the law of life-the truth of the Oriental 
Adepts cyrstalized in the language of this modern day. 
This book you will never loan-you will use it daily, 238 
pages. $1.00 

NEW PUBLISHING COMPANY 
527 South Clark Street 

CHICAGO 

Please mention MYSTIC WORLD te our advertisers. 
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THE APPLAUSE OF ADVANCED THINKERS 
Health, Healing, Fasting, Medical 

THE SHORT-CUT TO REGENERA
TION THROUGH FASTING 

By Julia Seton, M.D. 
Millions today-discouraged, weak, diseased-could be 
restored to health if they knew the simple, wonderful power 
of Nature to heal their physical, mental and psychical ills
through fasting! This guide to safe and sane fasting tells 
ev~rything you need to know. Why did Jesus fast? Find 
the answer for yourself! How this great little work has 
helped suffering thousands is voluntarily told by letters of 
gratitude that constantly pour in to the publishers from 
every part of the world. 84 pages. $1.00 

THE WAY WE THINK 
Scienti(ic Psychotherapy 
Through Brain Control 
By H. Travers Cole, M.D. 

How to save or cure yourself from nervous prostration and 
mental fatigue-the disease of the age! The only psy~ho
therapy that succeeds! Explained and demonstrated upon a 
physical basis. Control the way you think and you enjoy 
health, success, spiritual powers--or vice versa. Highly 
endorsed by "Quarterly Review of Biology"-this will 
interest thinking laymen, medics, drugless physicians and 
educators! 171 pages, $2. DeLuxe Edition, $3.00. 

Mental Science, Metaphysics, Psychology 

PSYCHOMETRY 
How to Demonstrate the Secrets 

of Mind-Power! 
By Charles H. McDermott 

What's the use of a psychology you can't use? Here's a won
drous, exhaustive work that simplifies, explains, tells you 
how to apply mysterious mind-powers and psychic phe
nomena. Explains psychic life, phantasms of the dying, 
thought suggestions, spiritism, hypnotism (7 kinds), telep
athy, telesthenia, mental therapeutics, the spiritual essence, 
etc. Formerly $3.50. Limited edition, now $2.00 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF 
PSYCHOLOGY 

By Dr. C. W. Chamberlain 
(Former United States Government Psyclwlogist) 

LUTHER BURBANK said, "Everybody who wishes to make a 
success in life should read it." It's about the hidden powers 
within you, how to become super-men and women, way to 
willpower, producing weird phenomena, concentration, 
how-to-sell, psychology of advertising, untold secrets of cult 
and ism, how to use your mind 24 hours a day, etc. "One of 
the best works published on psychology," says ELIZABETH 
TOWNE. 224 pages, Paper (A course for $3.50) 

THINGS KEPT SECRET FROM 
THE WORLD 

By Dr. C. W. Chamberlain 
The things a great psychologist seldom tells! Startling truth 
about hypnotism, true and fake miracle healing, how to 
know "criminal types.'" use thought-suggestion, and secret 
of "high-pressure" salesmanship, etc., 64 pages. 50c 

NEW PUBLISHING COMPANY 
527 South Clark Street 

CHICAGO 

The New Sciences-Astrology, Cabbala, 
Numerology, Symbolism 

WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO YOU IN 
THIS COMING YEAR 1931? 

By World's Foremost Astrologer 
How many of you will see this question? How many will 
read from here down? How many will accept the priceless 
information offered by "The World's Foremost Astrologer," 
giving what the stars foretell for you? The most complete 
astrological reading for your birth sign (for 1931) published! 
Tells at a glance what days are best for business, signing of 
papers, seeking employment, investments, stocks, bonds, 
travel, love, courtship, marriage, accidents, etc. Prepare 
today for what may happen tomorrow. (Give birth-month and 
day). $1.00 

CHARACTEROLOGY 
Character-Reading On Sight An Exact 

Science Now 
By L. Hamilton McCormick 
(World-famous inventor of Chicago) 

Only a limited number of these 15 Lesson Courses now avail
able. Endorsed by world-famous senators, bankers, college 
professors, generals, authors, lawyers, business men, theo
logians, credit-men, salesmen, and bankers. A resume of 
everything worth while from the leading systems of character
analysis. Think of it. Over 544 pages, 166 illustrations, dia
grams. Paper $5; Clothbound $6 

THE YI-KING, TAO 
And Cabbalas of Egypt and the Hebrews 

By Veolita Parke Boyle 

;rid'rn~~is0i~ ~~;cf;"~J;;is~u·~c1;~}!nb'f iii;~~~~~~ b6i~~t;;~~ 
than numerology, it tells you minutely the indicated past, 
present and future through the combined Jaw of planetary 
influence and number vibration. A famous work of 125 pages. 
$2.00 

THE CHART:.0-SCOPE 
Of the Yi-King, Tao 

By Veolita Parke Boyle 
Shows magnetic vibratory action of universal forces of air, 
earth, water, fire. An indispensable time saver for all who 
read the Yi-King, Tao, Revolving chartoscope. $1.00 

NUMEROLOGY SIMPLIFIED 
By Elaine H. Williams 

The quick, easy way how to know yourself and others through 
the science of numbers. Tells how to "get your number" 
and forge ahead, 61 pages. $1.00 

WESTERN SYMBOLOGY 
By Julia Seton, M.D. 

How to Get what you want-when you want it-where you 
.want it-in the way you want it-through Numerology. 
3 books in 1-The Eyes of Truth-The Love Story of the 
World-and Number Psycholqgy of Financial Success. 
Acknowledged the world over as the greatest, largest, out
standing work on Numerology ever published. Written by 
the pioneer who first invented the name "Numerology", 300 
pages, Diagrams, Charts, Tables, with Immediate .Index to 
exactly what you want, DeLuxe. $2.00 

Affiliated With 
CANT,l!:RBURY PRESS 

OF CHICAGO 

Please mention MYSTIC WORLD to our advortisers. 
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OUTSTANDING BOOKS 

ASTROLOGICAL BLANK CHARTS 
By World's Astrologer 

Designed for astrologer and student. 100 Charts, 8~xll~ 
inches. $1.00 

The Occult, Mystical and Psychical 

THE INVISIBLE FULCRUM 
By J. John Gilbert 

The book with a soul! A fearless exponent of conscious 
immortality; a mystical, yet scientific perspective of the 
whole field of human thought. It reveals the psychology of 
human passions and emotions. The most dynamic, vitalic, 
magnetic book of revelation that strips God's laws to a work
ing formula that humans can use, understand and profit by. 
The one outstanding work by an American author in the 
history of transcendental literature that reveals the mystic 
laws of life in words as plain as your newspaper. Truly, a 
book that will change the course of many human lives from 
failure and agnosticism to success and understanding of 
life here and hereafter, 238 pages. $1.00 

MOST IMPORTANT THING IN 
THE WORLD 

By W. Stuart Leech, M.D. 
A lifetime's research gives you the secret teachings of the 
"inner circles" of cults and isms. Many a mystic riddle is 

now explained in the treasured pages of this illuminating 
volume that tells you about The Elixir of Life, Vibrations, 
Spiritual Diet, Spiritual Sight, Visions, Sleep and Death, 
Astral Healing, Astral Body-Traveling, Reincarnation, 
Obscession, Birth-Control, Psychic Centers of the Body, 
Occult Significance of Blood, Why There is No Death, etc., 
78 pages, fully illustrated. $2.00 

THE RAFT 
Letters From Famous Living Dead-Menl 

By Harrie Vernette Rhodes 
Search the arcanas of spiritual literature, and you will find 
no volume so self-evident of the proof of immortality than 
these dynamic letters from living dead men, whose style is 
unchanged, whose philosophy is unchallenged, and whose 
message on !if~ after death, and matters of world importance 
are so timely iust now. If you would hear from the mighty 
minds of the past and gaze again upon their earthly por
traits, you will find them here. This book alone will dispel 
darkness, kill fear, cheer, uplift and inspire you. 105 pages 
26 full-page portraits, DeLuxe Edition. $2.00, 

Self-Instruction Guides 

SPEED TYPEWRITING 
SELF-TAUGHT IN 60 HOURS 

From Sight-to-Touch 
By Dr. M. N. Bunker 

It's easy as A-B-C to learn this short-cut system to speed
typewriting success. It's adopted, used by business col
leges, schools, teachers in America, Europe, Asia. Requires 
four things: {lst) Anybody willing to learn; (2nd) A type
writer; (3rd) This short-cut system; (4th) Only 60 hours 
study and application-and you are a professional typist, 
ready to earn a living! 20 pages, illustrated. $1.00 

LAWS YOU SHOULD KNOW 
By A Famous Lawyer 

Do you know "How to get all that is lawfully yours, and how 
to protect what you get?" This vest-pocket book, fully 
indexed, tells what every citizen, business man or woman, 
motorist, policeman should know. "Ignorance of the law 
excuses no one." Nearly 100 pages. $1.00 

NEW PUBLISHING COMPANY 
527 South Clark Street Chicago 
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What's It All About 
(Continued fro m page 50) 

knowledge bury themselves in antiquated 
literature. He knows their end before they 
get very far. They cannot help becoming 
divorced from reality, and falling victims to 
any charlatan who parrots the ideas which 
they have absorbed. 

About the only bright spot on his horizon 
is the very rare discovery here and there of 
really sane men or women who refuse .to 
take: anything for granted, who fill their 
minds only with the things they individually 
discover from actual experience, and who tel.I 
all the seducers and saviours to go "plumb 
to Hades." 

People who conduct themselves in the lat
ter way are never bored with life; nor are · 
they ever caught in traps, for the simple 
reason that they do not enter them. They do 
not seek something for nothing. They love 
to discover and to earn things as they go 
along. Gradually they learn to secure what 
they need in accord with law without dis
turbing the same right in others. Before 
making any contributions they ascertain 
whether or not their offerings will meet the 
definite need at a point where there is no 
resistance. 

To them life is an adventure, and the 
world is a school wherein they develop self 
consciousness and graduate in the science of 
natural law. They do not prate about love 
for their fellow men, but they strictly observe 
the principle of natural affinity in all asso
ciations or contacts they make. They do not 
rely upon doctors or drug stores for health; 
but they learn how to keep their bodies in
ternally clean, which makes it impossible for 
them to experience ordinary sickness. 

They do not read books for educational 
purposes, for they are already students in 
the university of nature; but they read for 
pleasure without permitting themselves to be 
influenced by the author's ideas. 

Their natural, pleasant and simple ways 
of living places them en rapport with the 
elements, and, in fact, with all living beings. 
With antagonism towards none, and minus 
any special affiliations, they come to regard 
everyone and everything they contact as a 
cosmic messenger bearing a message for their 
soul. They learn to read people and things 
from their inner content. 

Thus, may life be made ever more inter
esting, fruitful and unfolding. It does not 

Please mention MYSTIC WORLD to our advertisers. 
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require money, nor much learning, but it does 
suggest the need for one learning HOW to 
observe, HOW to think (instead of WHAT 
to think), HOW to act in accord with the 
law of affinity everywhere evident in nature, 
and WHEN to act and when to wait. 

Nature has her law, her time, and her re
ligion, and she is kind to those who conform 
to her ways-while those who do not con
form to her ways are annihilated. 

Such is the way out of the confusion. It 
does not call for any special heroism. The 
simple qualities of a true lady or gentleman 
will do the trick. 

The Mystic Soul of Humanity 
(Continued from page 10) 

Hathor-Meri (Mary)-of whom Herodotus 
and Erasthothenes were to speak! The priest
hood hath fallen into corruption, and the books 
Peri-Em-Hru ("Come forth by day," now, 
falsely, Book of the Dead) of the Resurrection 
ritual have become a meaningless jumble-to 
bring a mercenary priesthood its "sacred" rev
enue from Egypt's betrayed masses. Akhenaten, 
the heretic, whom now ignorant "mystics" extol 
with un-deserved fame, has forgotten his duty 
as Hen (majesty-servant) and, over-zealous in 
his fanaticism, doth now intolerantly (and ruth
lessly) suppress the public worship of A M E N, 
the ·" Hidden-one-Lord-God-of Gods"-attempt
ing to supplant the LIVING ONENESS hid
den in SYMBOLIC pantheon of Godling-help
ers, by the DEAD ONENESS of Un-Symbolic 
exoteric monotheism. 0 Ra-H armakhu, Sun
God of the ageless A ten disk-behold thou how 
this Akhenaton and autocratic day-dreamer 
pretends to revive THY ageless glory; throw
ing tolerant- Egypt into an anarchy of militant 
orthodoxy. 0 Spirit of Egypt!-that Thy 
glorious pages of history should be sullied by 
one of thy sons-whose intolerant policy of 
arrogant dogma constitutes the only blot on 
thy matchless record of religious tolerance. And 
that he, the false son, should be the "hero" of 
later insidious propagandists-who fear to have 
thee, 0 Egypt, placed in thy true light as the 
mother of civilization, and the original-historic 
cradle of the Logos-child and the Doctrine of 
the Immortality of Soul! Well mayest thou say, 
-Oh Sphinx, whom initiate gnostics know to 
be The Messia~ic Symbol-and say it with Jus
tice: 

"Father forgive them; th ey know not what 
they do!" 

(To be continued) 
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Imported from Czecho-Slovakia 
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2 -Inch Diameter ........................ Each $ 2.10 
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4 -Inch Diameter ........................ Each 6.25 
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all questions by chart .. . .... . . . . . ..... . . . Each $ .50 
Hardwood Ouija Boards, 12Mxl8M ............. Each 1.50 
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Astrological Forecasts, 17 to 19 pages, very accu-
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........... . ........................ . Each 1.00 
All Item• Postpaid except on C. 0. D. Order• 

J. M. SIMMONS & CO. 
109 N. Dearborn St. Chicago, Ill. 

SELLING OUT 
125,000 Books-~ 011 

Retiring from business. The finest general book stock ln 
Chicago Is of'fered at one-third oft. Thousands or New 
Books. Rare Books. First and Limited Eclltlon&-books 
that delight the collector's hearv-all to be sold. Every
thing goes at one-tblrd of! the prices plainly marked in the 
books. This Is a bona fide sale. Here Is your chance to get 
the books you have long wanted to own at the lowest 
prices. Come In today. Look around as long as you llke. 
No one will bother you. No high pressure salesman. 
This sale will cont tnue until our lease expjres. This care
luI!y selected stock or 125,000 books all to be sold. Nothing 
reserved. Open evenings, 

NEDWICK'S BOOK STORE 
346 N. Clark Street, Chicago 

Just Across the Bridge from the Loop. 

Do You Want to Know How to Get 

EMPLOYMENT? 
If so, we can help you. Send name 

and address for free literature 

THE BROTHERHOOD OF LIGHT 
DEPT. F 

Box 1525, Los Angeles, Calif. 

HOW TO WIN THE ONE YOU LOVE 
SHEIK of the DESERT 

A gorgeous perfume of the subtle EAST, where 
dark eyes glance from veiled faces, secret words are 
whispered in moonlit gardens, and life runs hot and 
strong. lb languorous scent surrounds you with a 
mystic seductiveness and weaves a jeweled spell 
about its willing vict.im. If you wish to be elusive 
and tantalizing DON'T FAIL to try SHEIK of the 
DESERT-Bewitching, Mystifying, 'l'hrillin1, En
chanting. Its mysterious subtle, charming frag

rance lingers for days and days. Recalls to mind the splendor of Arabian 
.Knights. TRIPLE STRENGTH S3.00 size with SECRET DIREC
TIONS and CHOW TO WIN THE ONE YOU LOVE). All for Sl.00 
postpaid in plain wrat>per. ($1.30 if sent C. 0. D.) FREE-E&yptian 
charms eent free with perfume if you send cash or money order. 
MYONE CO., M-W- 2, Box 151 Huntington Park, California 
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USE This Coupon! /J 
MYSTIC WORLD, 527 S. Clark St., Chicago ; ; 

# 
;; 

"6 //~ONTHS 
,/ for one 

;' . ; .·· ; 
.·· ;# .· ; 

DOLLAR 
· ;; A special subscription offer 

~o\~ss·,; good for a l-imited time only. Pin 
1i.Cl ; a dollar bill or your check for one 
~· ;; dollar to the coupon and we shall send 
,,# you MYSTIC WORLD for six months. 

PROGRESSIVE PEOPLE 
make o Success in lmportont Undertakings by consulting ""Solar 
Biology" 1 so can you. This book gives shortest, most dccurdte 
methods of how to use YOUR OWN POWERS to best odvantoge; 
gives possibilities on ~mv subject relative to humdn life, Mentdl, 
Physico l ond Business Ouolifications, etc., from data of birth. litera
ture and Free Magazine on request. 

Price, $5.00 

ESO TERIC PUBLISHING CO., B-3, Applegate, Calif. 

Any Readers Who Are Disgusted 
with the isms and cults, and who are prepared to con· 
sider ways and means of securing LIBERATION 
from material, emotional and mental bonds,-who 
are furthermore endowed with sufficient courage to 
get down to actual practices, designed to strengthen 
their will, purify their vision and place them en 
rapport with natural and Sosmic law, are invited to 
forward their names to A. BUCKLAND-PLUMMER, 
P. O. Box 850, Chicago. If sufficient interest is 
shown a study class will be formed. 

THE INCENSE OF MANDALAY 
is not 4 new creation but a rc!re incense of mys-
tic41 virtues made of imported gums from the 
Orient •fter • secret formulo of the Magi-the 
Hindu Priests of the Temples. I\ liberal supply 
sent prepoid upon receipt of two dollors. 

MANDALAY 
P. 0. Box 850, Chicago, Ill. 

UNUSUAL BOOKS OUR SPECIALTY 
We hove one of the Lor~est ond Most Complete Stocks of Rare 
ond Stronge Books in t e Middle West. Send for our cat•-
logues. Books on Psychology ond Sex. Let us know your 
requirements. 

William T arg, Bookseller 
808 N. Clark Sheet, Chlca!lo, Ill. 

FOR WOMEN ONLY 
Why worry about delayed periods from unnatural causes. 
Get Quick Results using FEMINESE-Liquid-Tablet Relief. 
Used by doctors. Moves cases long overdue. Pleasant , safe, 
no interference any duties. Satisfaction guaranteed treat
ment $2.95. Postage if C. 0. D. Specially Compounded for 
Very Obstinate Cases $5.00. Illustrated Folder Free with 
order. PETONE CO. , Dept . 2 M-W, St. Louis, Mo. 

MYSTIC WORLD 

AMONG THE NEW BOOKS 
By Illuminatus 

MAHATMA GHANDHI's IDEAS, by c. F. An
drews. The Macmillan Company, New York. 
$3.00. 

Supported by documentary evidence, the 
author, for many years an intimate friend and 
associate of this great character, here presents 
Mahatma Gandhi as at home in the Hindu 
atmosphere of India, as a student in England, 
and as a lawyer in South Africa, · but particu
larly as he struggles for self-government and 
spiritual development in his beloved India. The 
reader is led to measure him by his ideas con
cerning Jesus' Sermon on the Mount, the 
Bhagavad Gita, and Upanishads, and our du
ties to our immediate surroundings. The book 
gives a reason why other nations join India 
in acknowledging his right to the title of rever
ence, Mahatma (Great Soul) Gandhi. 

DUMB-BELL, by Anna B. Montreuil. The 
Christopher Publishing House, Boston. $2.50. 

"Dumb-bell" is the hero of this interesting 
fiction with a modern setting as found in New 
England and Canada. Although of particular 
interest to youth, it is also a novel for adult 
readers who wish to study character develop
ment. Dum-bell discovers the reason he has 
been dumb-bell when he finds interest in his 
own soul's law and learns to live thereby. 

THE STORY OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE, by H ereward 
Carrington. Rider & Co., London. 400 pages. 
24s. 

The findings of modern psychical research 
are here presented in a helpful manner for 
everybody interested in psychic phenomena. 
Psychical research is defined, the reality of the 
invisible, frauds, and deceptions are explained. 
This famous author, who is, perhaps the great
est international authority on the subject, gives 
much attention to the rise of modern spiritual
ism, psychology and psychical research, physical 
and mental phenomena, and the relation of 
psychic phenomena to the sciences. 

A Dangerous Pastime 
( Continued from page 27) 

Sign that please. 
"What a lark," I said to Brenda. "It was 

done so quickly I scarcely realized the signifi
cance of the act. Fancy making contracts with 
a spirit," I said, as I thoughtlessly signed my 
name to where the pencil indicated it was to 
be signed. 

I never gave a thought to the possibility that 
it might perchance be a dangerous proceeding. 

(Continued next month) 
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AWAKEN THE MYSTIC POWERS WITHIN YOU! 
How to Use Your Invisible Forces 

Body-Health- Mind Power- Spiritual Illumination 
Th e Western Mystic can read the wav of the Oriental bu t must und erstand how to adapt it to t he li fe 
of the West. He must be practical if he is to understand himself, his own invisible powers, and how to 
live the life that leads to accomplishment! ' 

Free Information Without Obligat ion 
Just state your personal problem and I will confidentially tell you just what I can do for you. 
Personal instruction in person, class and by mail. 

Special A ttention! Send f or circular of public lectures by for emost teachers of the day . 

SRI PARA VADA - : - 1121 Madison Street - : - Oak Park, Illinois 

CHARLES W. DENICKE 
ASTROLOGER 

ANNOUNCES that he can now 
accept a limi ted number of clients 
who desire a Horoscope mo re re
vea ling than psycho-analysis upon 
matters of health, marriage, voca
tion, Finances or such outstanding 
events as change the course of 
human lives. An individually cast 
horoscope, scienti fically calcu lated, 
is your best guide in the daily 
affairs of life. All communications 
strictly confidential. Further details 
upon request. Address Charles W. 
Denicke, Box 850, Chicago, U.S.A. 

H~~aAbout $300 
Single DOUR? 

DROP us a line and get in line to share in these 
earnings others are making. Use your spare time. 

Te ll your fri e nds about the enjoyable, unusual, helpful 
fea tures that come every month in MYSTIC WORLD. 
We want you to ma ke '" Mystic World '" better known 
w here it does not at present visit. Deduct your own 
big commissions. Additional profits possible. No ex
pense, no obligation, nor previous experience nec
essary. You wi n, if you like our plan. If you d on't, 
you lose only a postage stamp. Take the chance! 
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MYSTIC WORLD ( 
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I Dear Friends: Mail me your spare-lime offer. I'll look ii I 
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WORK! H ere is the TE ST . Can you do exactly as you a re t old , just one simple easy thing and KEEP 
SILENT FOREVER a bout your success? Then send your na me and address wit h one dolla r to C. F . 
Russell, Secret ary. 

CHORONZON CLUB, P. 0. Box 181, Chicago 
M A KE SURE YOU KNOW YOUR OWN MIND BEFORE YO U ANS WER! I 

Have You Found Your Place Under the Sun? 
Thousands of people in the United States today owe their present suc
cess to the help and teachings of Dr. Achmed Hagaar, a Hindu mentalist 
and practicing psycho-analyst, lecturing daily over various radio 
stations. Write for his schedule of lectures. If you wish an analysis 
of your own problems, write for a questionnaire. If you wish a hand
writing analysis, enclose one dollar. Send a self-addressed envelope to 
Dr. Achmed Hagaar, P. 0. Box 850, Chicago, Ill. 
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iU Y S TI C 'V 0 R L D 

Awaken The Sell Within 
and ~onqne•· the World! 

Look beyond the horizon! The vista before you now may be only a mirage of the senses
a delusion. 

Your place in life may be higher, richer, and more commanding, if you raise your 
viewpoint and widen your understanding. 

Life Is Not A Mystery - But A Challenge 
You can rise above the slavery of labor and the grudges of toil. You can meet the obstacles 
in your life and challenge them to submit to your personal power. You have the same 
mental forces to use which have helped thousands of others to become real masters of 
their destiny. There is no power to hold you back, but yourself. 

Discover The Power Within You - And Use It! 
Money. influence, friends , education- will not do for you what you can do with the simple 
releasing of activities in your mind and psychic faculties, which may now be dormant 
and awaiting the magic touch of your own determination. 

I Will Help You With This Free Book 
Let me introduce you to the kindly offerings of the Rosicrucians- that old, dependable, 
non-sectarian Brotherhood of sympathetic co-operation. I will send you, without obli
gation, the Eighth Edition of a remarkable book that has helped thousands in all parts 
of the world. Just write a letter (not a post-card of curiosity), and ask for a copy of'' The 
Light of Egypt," which tells how a great work which started in Egypt has spread through
out the civilized world and has become the Great Light in the lives of millions of persons 
who are masters of their own destiny and in command of their greater careers. Here is 
a new world of opportunity opened to you. Use coupon at right . 

Librarian, A. C. ] . 
Rosicrucian Brotherhood 

(AMORC) 
San Jose, California 

Notice 
There are thousands of successful Rosi
crucian students throughout the world 
- men and women who have found their 
proper place in the scheme of things 
through these helpful teachings. 

HERE IS THE WAY 
Librarian, A. C. J. 
Rosicrucian Brotherhood 

(AMORC) 
San Jose, California 

Please send me witho ut obligation of any kind, 
a FREE copy of " THE LIGHT OF EGYPT" with 
sample lesson . I am not merely curious, but actually 
searching for knowledge. 
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